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ABSTRACT
The intended use of a diluent gas with oxygen for long duration
aerospace missions requires the development of a sensor system to accurately
measure the partial pressures of the mixed gas constituents.
This report summarizes the results of a Phase II program to design_
develop3 and test a Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor System based on photometric
techniques.
The report also discusses the Phase I study effort of a previous
contract and describes the technical approach for this program. The Phase !!a
design effort and the Phase lib fabrication effort are presented. Anassess-
ment of performance is made and recommendatlons for future work are made.
The program has consisted of a detail design based on the recom-
mendations of the study program_ implementation of the approved design_ and
an assessment of the performance of the resulting units.
Four unlts have been fabricated and tested under this program.
vii/viii
SECTION I
IN'fIODUCTION
The proposed use of a Nltro_en-@xygen atmosphere or a Helium-Oxygen
atmosphere for life support systems of future manned spacecraft requires the
development of a sensor system to accurately measure the partial pressures
of the principal gases. Recognizing this requirementj_ a Phase I Study and
Phase II Detail Design and Fabrication effort was performed by the Perkin-Elmer
Corporation 3 Norwalk t Connecticut for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration I Langley Research Center_ Langley Station I Hampton I Virginia I
under Contracts NAS1-5678 and NAS1-6467o The study was in progress from
15 November 1965 to 15 March 1966. The Phase II program for the fabrication
of four pre-fllght models is the subject of this report.
This instrument, designated as a Two Gas Atmosphere Sensing
System, provides partial pressure information of the principal gases as an
analog electrical signal for integration into a functional atmosphere con-
trol system.
The Phase I report I recommended an optical photometric concept as
appropriate for this sensor. The design concept developed during the study
program utilizes two sensor channels and a total pressure transducer to pro-
vide five different measurements (partial pressure of O2_ CO2, H20 _ N2 or He,
and total pressure) and electrical signals proportional to these measurements
for monitoring and possible application to cabin atmospheric control systems.
The work done under the Phase I study resulted in recommended over-
all requirements for the system. This system is a logical and desirable im-
provement of the present technology. The system described in this report
represents advanced techniques utilizing state-of-the-art components and con-
cepts that result in a sophisticated system capable of application to many
future programs.
In the Study Report I the application of the Two Gas Atmosphere
Sensor System to a future spacecraft model was reviewed for the recomnended
operational criteria. Investigation of the visual readout compatibility of
the system indicated that the output readily lends itself to the display
of the portions of the partial pressure ranges that are considered most
significant. For ex_ple_ there is no appreciable difficulty encountered in
displayin s the analog voltap for the oxygen partial pressure having a range
of 0 to 5 volts i for a variation in oxygen partial pressure of some arbitrary
limits a such as 1Z5 to 250 millimeters Hg of partial pressure. Likewise_ the
zero point on the total pressure indication can be set at some selected point
add cloe| operate overs ranis of 20% te 4_mtllt_etersH&of total pres-
sure. There mrs a mi_Jitka mn_b_rOf operetio_ supplies "required-for
the duration of the lissions indicated. '-" _ ' .,
• . . '' . "_,
1Two Cam Atmosphere Sensor System_ Conceptual Design Study_ Phase I
Final Report. NASA Docmunt CR66175.
The goal of the continuous closed-loop operation of the system,
described in more detail later in this report, automatically compensates for
changes in its reference_ permitting continuous performance throughout the
mission without the use of laboratory type controls or adjustments in either
zero or span. It is this aspect of the design that facilitates the utiliza-
tion of the proposed system in an extended duration spacecraft mission.
There are unresolved difficulties at present with the water vapor
and oxygen channel span stabilities. These are a result of the design problems
of the UV sample cell and are discussed in Section V. These problems have not
been resolved due to funding limitations under the present contract, but addi-
tional work is planned in this area. At present, the philosophy on the main-
tainah_lity of the system is to use high reliability components which would
preclude the necessity of either maintenance in the field or during the mission.
Assessments have been made in the Study Report of the applicable
sensor technology with respect to the specified basic requirements. With
respect to zero gravity operation, it is felt that no degradation of the
system's performance will occur under zero-G conditions. The performance
of the system is not impaired by exposure to hard vacuum. The accuracy and
response time necessary for control have been synthesized on the basis of
a suggested spacecraft model. There is no difficulty encountered in the
response time requirement and the accuracy requirement was judged to be
within the performance capability of the proposed instrument. However, the
accuracy requirement has not been demonstrated on the water vapor and oxygen
channels at the present time.
The operational life of the system is not known_ but is anticipated
to extend well beyond any other previous sensing method. There are no wearout
components or systems within the Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor and operation in terms
of years can be anticipated with occasional adjustment in the analog circuitry
due to aging. Shelf life of the system is also undetermined, but investigation
of our vendors' studies and our own studies has shown no degradation of
performance after a 3 to 5 year shelf life. The critical item in the deter-
mination of the shelf life would be electronic components, such as the sintered-
anode low leakage tantalum capacitors, and the formation of UV absorptive films
over long term sampling of unclean samples. This latter effect has not been
fully evaluated and requires additional work to be completely defined.
The energy, material, and atmospheric sample requirements of the
system are minimal. It is only necessary to apply a 28 volt supply to energize
the sensor; to mount it on a suitable dimensionally stable surface; and to
provide a few inches of water pressure head at a representable sample point.
No other special considerations need be given to the installation in a space-
craft or in the laboratory. The system should be independent of orientation
and practically independent of normal environments. However_ the results of
tests on the first production unit have shown an attitude sensitivity attribu-
table to orientation in the earth's field affecting the photomultiplier de-
tector. The detector requires shielding, which has not been accomplished in
the present design.
Shock and acceleration stresses, temperature stresses, acoustical
noise, sand and dust, salt spray, or rain should not impair or change the
performance of the system. Selected vibrational stresses st particular fre-
quencies and amplitudes may, of course, cause a resonance of the system and
impair its operation at those particular points. However, operation before
and after these frequencies can be achieved and the system can be anticipated
to be independent of vibrational stresses below 3 to 5 g's over the frequency
range from 5 to 2000 Hz.
All of the output signals, as well as provisions for the input power
and for operation of the equipment in a test mode and a zero check mode, are
provided by the single power plug. No switches are provided on the sensor as
all switching would be done either on a control panel or externally to the
system. All of the sample gas enters through a flared-tube inlet port, passes
through the various sample compartments, and is eluted from the flared-tube
output port.
A pressure drop of only a tenth of an inch of water is necessary
to provide the !0 second response of the system. Special considerations have
been given in this configuration for a smooth flow of gas through the sample
system and to provide these compartments with regular uniform cross sections
with a minimum of trapped volumes or tortuous diffusion paths, which would
extend the response time of the sensor.
The conceptual model of the study report approach is shown in
figures 2 and 3.
PRESENTATIONS
Four formal presentations were made during the Phase II program.
The first presentation was made at NASA/LRC on October 43 1966 to personnel
of NASA centers and the Department of Defense. The presentation covered the
work accomplished under Phase I of the contract and the work planned under
Phase II.
On October 5, 1966 s the preliminary design review took
place at NASA/LEC to present the design criteria, drawings,
parts list n and design status.
A presentation at NASA Headquarters 3 Washington, D.C., took
place on October 283 1966 to the NASA office of Advanced
Research and Technology.
A development test fixture (figure 5) was made and exhibited
at the Phase lla Design Review at NASA/Langley on March 31 s
1967. The fixture s made from the detail design drawings,
shows the actual configuration of the final design.
A three-minute narrated 16 mm color film showing the assembled
breadboard and itemizing the function of the system and the
c_onents was produced and delivered to NASA Headquarters
in January 1967.
Figure  2 .  Conceptual Model, Two Gas Sensor 
Figure 3 .  Conceptual Model, Two Gas Sensor - Cover Removed 
SECTION II
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. OVERALL SYSTEM
The infrared CO 2 channel uses a dual filament incandescent lamp
as a source of energy and a silicon lens system to gather this energy and
focus it on an optical chopper. This chopper is driven by a limlted-rotatlon
motor with flexure bearings. The modulated energy is then detected by an
infrared detector, which supplies information to the electronic amplifiers.
The ultraviolet 02 and H20 channel uses a specially designed
ultraviolet lamp and a grating monochromator and shares the common torsional
chopper with the infrared channel for maximum utilization of components. A
photomultlpller detector is used to measure the modulated ultraviolet energy.
High-quality discrete electronic components and integrated circuits,
which are mounted in the miniature welded modules, are used for the electronic
systems of both the infrared and ultraviolet channels.
The total pressure is measured by a potentiometric total-pressure
transducer. This transducer system does not contain any optical members and
its associated electronic system Is of a construction similar to that used with
the infrared and ultraviolet channels.
This particular system has been selected for several reasons. It
has been shown in the study report of the conceptual design that the most reli-
able system would be one using a torsional chopper and maximum utilization of
integrated circuits. In addition, as was again described in detail in the
study report, this method provides the maximum slgnal-to-nolse information
to the detectors and is least susceptible to envlromnental stresses that may
be imposed on the system. An important reason for the final selection of
this system is that it is a natural development of an improvement on the
present Apollo CO2 Sensor. It has taken advantage of the solutions to many
difficult problems, which have been experienced on the existing systems, and
it encompasmes the maximum utilization of design information obtained during
the conceptual design study.
The ultraviolet system uses an ultraviolet lamp, which is the
source of the energy to be measured in the oxygen and water system. It is
supplied by a current regulated, dc high voltage supply. By stabilizing
the input current to the lamp, we have reduced the excursions of the radiated
energy and hence have reduced the requirements for the automatic gain control
or ratio computation and stabilization.
The optical system consists of a Fastie-Ebert grating monochromator
followed by a sample cell and detector. It was necessary to use a dispersive
system 3 rather than a smaller filter system 3 since there were no filters suit-
able for this spectral region. Wherever possible 3 reflecting rather than
transmitting elements have been used to permit better transmission of ultra-
violet energy through the system.
The energy from the lamp passes through the high performance
grating monochromator 3 which disperses the output energy and places the
selected wavelengths at the proper slits and allows chopping by the torsional
chopper.
The ultraviolet lamp is a special xenon-filled arc lamp developed
by Perkin-Elmer. This development is discussed in Section III. Theoxenon (Xe)
pressure is chosenoto give an output for wavelengths as long as 2000A and a
sharp peak at 1470A (sample wavelength). By aligning the optics so that this
sharp peak is centered on the sample slit 3 it can be determined that the
selected wavelengths are emerging from both slits 3 since the separation of
the slits and the dispersion of the monochromator are known.
The spectral absorption characteristics of oxygen and water vapor
in the vacuum ultraviolet portion of the _pectrum (figure 4) show that the
maximum absorption of oxygenoiS near 1470A and the maximum ratio of water
vapor to oxygen is near 1750A. Wit_ the concentrations encountered in the
Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor 3 the 1470A signal is almost entirely a result of
the 02 absorption.
O
_n the 1750A region 3 the oxygen absorbance is made identical to
that at 1470A by the proper selection of the sample cell path length.
O
By _ividing the 1750A signal 3 made up of the combined 02 and H203
by that of 1470A 3 which is only the 023 a stabilized H20 signal can be obtained.
This technique requires great stability of the spectral content at the slits
and is discussed in Section VB.
The chopped monochromatic energy passes through the special ultra-
violet sample cell. This sample cell uses sapphire windows of selected ultra-
violet purity to contain the sample gas. The special design of the sample cell
slits and the chopping blade of the torsional chopper allows the detector to
observe first a 1470A signal that passes through the gas in the sample cell and
next a 1470A signal that passes through a non-absorptive portion of the sample
cell. Thus_ two signals of 1470A wavelengths are alternately received by the
detector. The signal passing through the non-absorptive portion of the cell_
which would be unattenuated by the gas_ is used as the reference wavelength
for the automatic gain control system. The 1470_ and the 1750A signals that
pass through the gas in the sample cell are the oxygen and the combined oxygen
and water vapor signals, respectively. By utilizing the same wavelength_ that
is_ 1470A for both the gas signal and the reference signal_ a system is obtained
with maximum stabilization of the oxygen signal.
.Ill I t l I I
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Test data obtained from the first units has shown that the non-
absorptive reference cell approach has led to appreciable long-term drifts_
due to the formation of an absorptive film on the sample cell. This allows a
differential signal to be formed between the sample and reference paths that
cannot be compensated by the signal processing system. The solution to this
problem_ which is discussed in Sections V and VI_ is to expose the reference
cell to the sample atmosphere.
The UV channel output (the signal obtained by the UV detector)
consists of four different levels of information. The first is the reference
signal obtained from the 1470A signal passing through a non-absorptive sample
cell. The second is the 1470_ signal passing through the gaseous sample cell.
m_ +_¢_A is ° _=_ _=#=_=_ =_gn=l nh_n_d by hl_nking Ph_ optical signal.
Fourth and final is the 1750A signal which passes through the gaseous sample
cell. This sequence of signals is repeated each cycle. The four levels of
signals are obtained at four discrete steps in the position of the chopper
blade_ which is driven by a torquer motor.
The torquer motor is a low power 3 wide band device with flexure
bearings. It is described in detail in the study report and in Section IIIG.
TIROS radiometer program: NASA Contract No. 5-3894.
The torsional chopper has the advantage that it can be made to
dwell at a particular location in space 3 allowing the maximum amount of in-
formation to be transmitted to the detector. Additionally_ being a wide band
device very similar to adc meter movement_ it can respond to square wave
inputs and can be programmed to stop at particular images in space. It should
be noted that the torsional chopper does not require lubrication and that_
during operation 3 its flexure bearings would be stressed at angular rotations
much below rating to ensure long life.
Because of the _=11 time prov_ by the torsional chopper_ a
sampling method of detection of the signal information can be used. This is
a decided advantage since minor variations in the chopping geometry of the
signal can be effectively blanked out in the signal processing channel.
The photomultiplier used with this system is a multistage solar-
blind multiplier phototube with a transparent cesium telluride photocathode
and sapphire window. This device was selected due to its high performance
and ruggedized configuration_ which makes it compatible with future space
flight model designs. The multiplier features the venetian blind construction
consisting of successive fused kovar and 7052 glass rings. The dynode divider
resistors are welded in place to the kovar rings and the entire unit is en-
capsulated for maximum structural strength.
The electrical output from the photomultiplier tube is amplified
by a low noise preamplifier. The output of the amplifier supplies the AGC
(automatic gain control) devic% which will basically be a diode biased to
i0
vary its dynamic impedance and compensate for changes in the reference channel.
This signal is provided to a variable gain amplifier and to a dc restorer
with the first of the timing pulses applied for demodulation.
The electronic system consists essentially of two AGC loops each
of which provides an analog ratio computation; that is, the circuit auto-
matically and continuously divides the combined oxygen and reference signal
by the reference signal to provide a stabilized oxygen signal. The second
AGC loop works in a similar manner. In this latter case the water vapor,
oxygen, and reference signal is divided by the oxygen and reference signal
to yield a stabilized water vapor signal. The synchronous demodulation
timing pulses are shorter in duration than the position of the torquer angu-
lar position. In this way the leading edge of the signal pulse, which may
contain a transient, is blanked out from the signal processing information.
The stabilized electrical outputs from the oxygen water vapor
and C_ channels are combined in an analog summing circuit with the signal
from the total pressure transducer. The output of this circuit is then
related to the partial pressure of the diluent gas. Each of the four outputs
provided by the system has redundant outputs that are electrically independent
of each other. That is, either output could be shorted to ground without
affecting the level of the other.
The AGC loop for the principal closed loop, that is, the stabilizing
circuit for the oxysen , uses the high voltage power supply of the photomultiplier
as the control element of this loop. This is a common practice With instruments
of this type and provides a maximum dynamic range of an AGC or gain control sys-
tem. It also reduces the specific regulation requirements of the high voltage
power supply. Each of the major loops has a circuit to change the normal Beer's
Law response of an optical absorption sensor to a linear output. This is neces-
sary in order to compare and provide easy scale expansion to the outputs.
The CO 2 monitoring subsystem is basically a very simple infrared
lens-filter system. The design is based upon models developed under NASA
Contract No. NAS9-1191 and NAS9-2255 by The Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
Basically, the system is s single beam, dual wavelength, filter
radiometer with ratio readout. The dual filter_ is mounted opposite the
shutter openings of the O2-H20 monitor subsystem. The filters are located
at a point in the optical system where a small image of the source is formed
in space. As the chopper moves the dual filter back and forth across the
light beam ands light baffling mask_ energy is interrupted at the sample
and reference wavelengths.
The infrared CO2 sensor channel begins with a dual filament in-
candescent tungsten lamp_ which provides sufficient 4 micron energy per watt
of input power. This lamp is driven from a converter, which is common to all
the electronic circuits. Normal operation of this lamp would be 4 to 5 volts
at 40 to 50 mA dc. The lamp_ normally rated at 60,000 hours, would be operated
at a lower voltage for extended life.
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The energy from the lamp is collimated by a silicon lens system
through a sample path which contains the gas to be measured. After passing
through the sample cell_ the energy is brought to a focus on the IR chopper
blade. At this end of the chopper are mounted the two thin film interference
filters. The filters are referred to as optical spike filters because of
their transmission characteristic. The 4 micron (or reference) filter trans-
mits only the reference information for the CO2 channel. The 4.27 micron
interference filter transmits only that energy which is to be absorbed by the
CO2 band. These spike filters are spectrally narrow to prevent any interaction
between them. As the torsional chopper moves the filters back and forth
through the focal point of the beam3 the optical energy is converted to an
ac waveform and this information is focused onto the infrared detector.
The detector is a thermistor bolometer with a self-compensating
element and a sapphire window.
The CO2 sensor channel uses a discrete semiconductor as the AGC
device. A stabilized signal is then passed through an analog amplifier and
to a dc restorer where the synchronized detection or sampling method takes
place° Timing p,_!_e_ provid_ the 4 m_ron reference information for the AGC
loop. The output of the low frequency amplifier is applied to a linearizer
circuit_ similar to that used on the UV channels to allow the logarithmic
output to be made linear 3 which is considered most useful for the analog out-
put operations that may be required. All of the electronic input required
for the CO 2 sensor channel is supplied from the common converter circuit.
In summary 3 the entire electronic system consists of 3 stabilized
AGC loops combined with a total-pressure transducer. All 3 stabilized loops
operate in a similar manner to provide long term system stability.
All of the electronics are mounted in cordwood typ% welded
modu!es 3 designed to be suitably encapsulated for long life_ lightweight,
and stable operation under varying environmental conditions.
The optical compartment is backfilled with nitrogen° During
alignment and initial adjustments_ the optical compartment is flushed with
the nitrogen flow to prevent optical absorption of oxygen or CO 2 in either
channel.
After alignment and the proper performance have been demonstrated,
the system is sealedj evacuated_ and backfilled with the inert gas. After
the final seal_ the system is ready for continuous operation. The electronic
compartment is hermetically sealed from the optical compartment and is sealed
from the outside environment to protect it from salt spray 3 sand, and dust.
Adjustments and calibrations of the system are made from the
electronic side of the sensor and consist of potentiometer adjustments prior
to final calibration and acceptance tests. The total pressure transducer
and the electronic system are packaged in an integral housing. The total
package design goals were a volume of approximately 120 in33 weight less
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than 5 pounds and input power less than 5 watts. A development fixture made
during the Phase lla program, figure 5, shows the final configuration of the
instrument. Figure 6 shows the internal layout with the environmental cover
removed. The electronic system, packaged in nine welded modules, is supported
by a hermetic cover containing the IR, UV_and PT components.
The system design goals were to directly measure the partial pres-
sure of 02, CO2, and H20 with accuracies of 2 percent, 2 percent, and 5 percent,
respectively.
The system was also to measure PTwith an accuracy of 1 percent and
compute the partial pressure of N2 or H2 from these measurementsto an accuracy
of 5 percent. The optical absorption metrology used in this system was_ as a
goal, to have the following characteristics:
I. Long Operation and Shelf Life - The system has no wearout or
consumable components.
g Insensitive to Magnetic Fields, Ambient Temperature, or Gravity.
(There is a magnetic field problem which is discussed in Sections
V and Vi.)
. Operation at Ambient Pressure - The system requires no auxiliary
gas pumping or vacuum system and was designed to be unaffected
by vacuum exposure. However, some misalignments are evident
when the instrument, in its present configuration, is subjected
to changes in ambient pressure, as detailed in Section V.
4. No lubrication is required.
5. No specific operation use attitude was to be necessary.
6. Fast Response Time
of i0 seconds.
System will have a response time constant
7. Flight qualification design compatibility was to be achieved.
8. No Gas Consumption - Sensor was designed to require no refer-
ence gas, for calibration purposes, nor does the system consume
any of the sample gas.
9. Automatic Gain Stabilization - Long term electronic stability.
I0. Low Sample Flow Rates With Minimum Pressure Drops - Continuous
monitoring and readout.
The system is designed to utilize linear integrated circuits to
reduce bulk and enhance reliability.
B. ELECTRONIC SYSTEM DETAIL
A complete understanding of system operation (figure 7) must
include the detail logic and functional electronic circuit design information.
13

Figure 6 .  Development Fixture,  Phase IIa - Cover Removed 
15 
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This section provides that detailed explanation. The approach is to discuss
the formation and utilization of the UV and IR waveforms and their time dis-
tribution. The derivation of the signal processing equations is presented and
the output voltage linearlty technique is discussed. Detail information is
given on the timing generator, torquer driver, supplies, and other support
subsystems.
The motion of the torquer is a four step waveform as shown in
(a), figure 8. The four rest positions of the torquer arm relative to the
stationary UV slits and IR beam are shown in figure 9. It can be seen that
the masks allow light to pass through only one slit at a time and only one
IR filter.
o
During TS4, 1470A light passes through the 02 slit and the 02
sample cell (O.004-inch path length), and strikes the ph_tomultiplier. The
4.27 _ filter is in the IR beam during TS4.
o
During TSI, 1470A light passes through the reference slit (zero
sample gas path length) and strikes the..............phn_nm,,le_p1_°_, m_i_ 4.0 _ _L.......
is in the IR beam.
o
During TS2, 1725A light passes through the water slit, the water
sample cell (0.100-inch path length), and onto the photomultiplier. The IR
beam is blocked off.
During TS3_all the UV slits and the IR beam are blocked so there
is no output from the photomultiplier and bolometer.
Thus it can be seen that the relationship of the fixed and moving
slits and filters, shown in figure 9, determines the relationship between the
torquer motion waveform, shown in (a), f!g,_re 8_ and the L_r and IR signal
waveforms, shown in (5) and (c), figure 9.
The spikes on the UV and IR signal waveforms are caused by flashes
of light through the reference sllt and the 4.0 _ filter, respectively, as the
torquer moves from the -2 ° to the +6 ° posltiom.
The photomultiplier high voltage and the reference slit length
(long dimension) are adjusted during alignment of the sensor to make the
reference peak (_)_ _igure 8) approximately 300 mV above the black level.
The lengths of the 02 and water slits are adjusted so that the heights of
the 02 and water peaks of the UV signal waveform are equal (within ±5 per-
cent) to that of the reference peak when the sample cell is filled with
dry nitrogen.
The wavelength of the light passing through the water slit is
adjusted by adjusting the vertical position of the slit so that the change
in the height of the water peak of the signal waveform is equal to the change
in height of the 02 peak when a dry oxygen-nitrogen mixture is passed through
the UV sample cell_
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The fabrication of the IR filters is controlled so that the
amounts of energy passing through the 4.0 and 4.27 _ filters are equal_ and
therefore the reference and CO 2 peaks of the IR signal waveforms are equal
when nitrogen is in the IR sample cell. The heights of the reference and
unabsorbed C_ peaks are adjusted to approximately 300 mv at the IR preamp
output by changing the IR lamp voltage. A 5.5 v peak-to-peak lamp voltage
is required 3 which in turn requires a value of 47 ohms for R8 module A9.
The signal waveform from the UV preamplifier 3 along with the
three timing signals per modul% is fed to the oxygen and water vapor signal
processing modules_ which produce dc output voltages linearly proportional
to partial pressure over a specified range of partial pressures.
The IR signal waveform 3 along with three timing signals_ goes to
the CO 2 signal processing module.
i. Signal Processing
The signal processing is accomplished in five steps: demodulation
(sampiing)_ iinearization 3 temperature -_-_^-_ ..... i_._^, and _-
set.
The demodulation is accomplished by a synchronously operated dc
restorer and a "sample and hold" gate 3 as shown in figure i0. Linearlzation
is accomplished by the linearizer_ variable attenuator_ and the synchronously
operated AGC circuit.
This process will be explained in detail using the oxygen module
as an example.
The dc restorer is operated during TSI to clamp the reference
peak to zero volts. The sample and hold gate operates during TS4j producing
a negative de voltage e2 at its output as shown in (a)3 figure ii. The AGC
integrator operates during the black level (TS3)_ increasing or decreasing
the gain of the variable attenuator until the black level is clamped to -Vx_
the voltage at the output of the linearizer. The linearizer is a simple
resistive voltage divider whose output Vx_ is V x = KLe2+(I-K ) VRE F.
The result of the derivation is:
e 2 = -
X(REF) - X(O2)
z( xF)+ G z(o2) VREF
1 _ 100K
rwhere G -
1-5 
(1)
or
e 2 = -
I
o - C_J_C02 I1 I(REF) e
io ' ! VREF
I + G I(REF) e C_Co 2
(2)
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Since the sensor is adjusted so that I = I(REF)
o
e 2 = - i - e-O_Co 2 ]i + Ge-O_Co2' VREF
(3)
Figure 12 is a plot of
e 2 = (1 + G)
-A
1 - e
-A
i +Ge
(4)
as a function for A for different values of G. The function is multiplied by
(I + G) to more nearly simulate the output of the sensor 3 as the slope of
_A
i - e
the function decreases as G is increased3 and J therefor% the output
I + Ge -A
gain of the sensor must be increased so that the range of output values remains
the same for the given range of A values.
It can be seen from figure 12 that a value of G close to 2 gives
the most nearly linear output. It was found experimentally that a G value of
1.6 gave the most linear oxygen output.
2. Output Circuit
The output of the sample and hold circuit is a voltage that is
linearly proportional to oxygen molecule concentration in the sample cell.
The relationship between concentration and partial pressure is P02= Co2T
where T is absolute temperature. The output stage contains a thermistor,
which modifies the output by a factor proportional to T--' where T is the
TO
absolute temperature and TO is the temperature at which the sensor was aligned.
The output stage is a simple operational amplifier performing the following
operation:
VOUT = - K TT---e2 +<i + KTT---)VoFF + 5
o o
(5)
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whe re
K is the gain
T is the absolute temperature
is the temperature at which the sensor was °l_o,_oATO
VOF F is an adjustable offset voltage
5 is a fixed offset in the emitter followers.
Substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (5) gives the complete equation for
the operation of the signal processing module:
I
o "<_C02 t
You T = K T i I(REF) e
I° e" _Co 2 REFT° 1 + G I(REF)
T
+6 + K_-_VoF F
O.
+6
T--hethree adjustments available are
G - linearity adjust
K - output gain
VGF F - output offset (positive or negative)
Sinc% for the proper choice of G, the output of the sample and
hold circuitj e2_ can be made very nearly linear in CO2 3 Eq. (6) can be
simplified to
T 6Vo==Z  Co,+ VOFF+6
O --
which_ since TCo2= PO2 , can be further simplified to
(6)
(7)
VOU T = K'P02+ VOFF' (8)
where K' and VOFF' are both adjustable to give the desired output span and zero.
There is an error in the design in that VOF' in Eq. (8) is a func-
tion of temperature. This means that the zero will shift with temperature.
The error can be corrected by a relatively simple change in the configuration
of the output circuit as shown in fi_re 13.
As stated earlier_ the oxygen channel uses a linearity factor of
G=I.6. The range of A values is 0.5 to 1.0. (Values less than 0.5 produce
25
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a negative output voltage because of the offset zero 3 and values greater
than 1.0 produce an off-scale output.)
It was possible to balance Io and I(REF) to within ± 2 percent.
Values of Io bet-_een 0.95 I(REF) and 1.0_ I(REF) shift the e2 zero in
figure 12 up or down by plus or minus 0.05 and cause a negligible change
in the slopes and curvatures of the curves.
3. Water Signal Processing
The circuitry used to extract the water vapor partial pressure
inforamtion from the UV signal waveform is identical to that used for the
oxygen processing. The only differences are the sequence of the timing signals
applied to the module 3 the linearity factor 3 and the output gain and offset.
As shown in figure 113 the dc restorer is operated during the
oxygen signal peak_ clamping it to zero volts. The sample hold gate is oper-
ated during the water signal peak 3 and the AGC integrator is operated during
the black interval. The REF peak is ignored. By analogy to Eq. (i), the
output of the sample gate is
I(02) " I(H20) I I
e2 = - i(02 ) + GI(H20) VREF
This may be rearranged and expanded to give
e2=
(9)
(I0)
I+G
Io 1470 exp_+"C_O 2 1470 _i CO2
The optics have been adjusted so that
and
Io 1725 = Io 1470
_02 1725 £2 = _O 2 _i
(lla)
(llb)
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{therefore Eq. (i0) reduces to
i - exp (-_H20 1725 _2 CH20)
e2 = - <i + G exp -_H_O 1725 _2 CH_o 9
g
which_ for the proper choice of G 3 becomes
e2 = - _ CH20
(12)
(13)
The output becomes
= K'PH20 VOF FVOU T + '
(14)
K' s,d V'__ are adjustable for the required gain offset.
OFF
The range of A values is from 0 to 1.0 for the specified range
of H20 vapor partial pressures. The effect of a 5 percent change in Io 1470
will be a 5 percent zero shift in e?, with a negligible change in linearity.
If the optics are not adjusted so tNat AI(H20) = 41(02 ) for dry oxygen-nitrogen
mixtures, there will be "cross talk" from the oxygen channel into the water
channel output voltage.
The optimum value of G was not determined experimentally for the
water channel because of difficulty in repeatably generating accurately known
water vapor partial pressures. At present a value of G = 1.0 is being used.
4. CO 2 Processing
As shown in (c), figure ii_ the CO 2 signal processing is very
similar to the oxygen processing. The reference peak is clamped to zero
volts, the black level is clamped to - Vx, and the sample-and-hold circuit
operates during the CO 2 signal peak. The output circuit is identical to
the oxygen and water processing with the exception of the K and VOF F values.
The sample and hold output is
e 2 = -
I(c02)
1 I(REF)
I(CO 2)
I+G
I(REF)
(15)
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and the output should be
VOU T K'Pco 2 + '= VOF F
Although values of G as large as 20 were tried, it was impossible
to linearlze the C02 output because absorption is not exponential with CO 2
concentration. For a fixed optical system design, fixed optical filter band-
width# and at constant total pressure C02_ the absorption is approximately
(16)
I(C02) = Io 4.27 _i - C I PCO 2 ) (17)
where C I is a function of PT and the optical design.
For a 0 to 20 mm range of CO. partial pressures at 7.0 psia total
pressure_ I(G02) farces fr_ TtVW_ _ nZ/. T(,_
The CO 2 output voltage is as shown in figure 14.
VOUT
/ I
!C02
Figure 14. CO 20utlmt Veltaga
This is for a linearization constant of 2.1_ which is a compromise
between better linearity and increased output noise. Span and zero stability
are good, and output noise is 60 mV peak-to-peak.
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5. PT Circuit
The total pressure circuit uses a diaphragm-rheostat-type absolute
pressure transducer in the feedback loop of an operational amplifier• The
circuit and equations describing its operation are shown in figure 15.
In the last equation_ R I has the primary affect on the output voltage
span_ and VOF F has the primary affect on the output zero. However_ the adjust-
ments do interact_ and they must be made alternately until the desired results
are achieved.
In operation the circuit has a hysteresis of i percent of the full
scale output voltag% because the transducer is used over only one-third of its
full scale range.
6. Diluent Subtractor
The diluent subtractor is an operational amplifier circuit that
subtracts the properly weighted oxyge% carbon dioxid% and water vapor out-
put voltages from the weighted total pressure output volta_ ..... _...._
is shown in flg_are 16.
The circuit is calibrated by adjusting RI3 R23 and R33 to give the
correct change in VOU T for a given change in each of the three input voltages.
Next Ra is adjusted for the correct change in VOU T for a given combination of
the four input voltages. When performed in this order_ the adjustments are
independent and very easily accomplished.
7. Timing Signal Generator
The timing signal generator consists of an astable master multi-
vibrator, two divide-by-four counters 3 and a system of inverters and nor
gates.
The first divide-by-four counter produces two waveforms at one-
fourth of the master multivibrator frequency as shown in figure 17; one is
symmetrical and one has a duty cycle of one fourth•
The symmetrical waveform is fed to the second divide-by-four
counter_ which produces the four sequential pulses C3 D_ E_ and F as shown
in figure 17. These four waveforms are gated with the asy_mnetrical waveform
from the first divider to produce the timing signals TS4_ TSI_ TS2_ TS3 that
occur during the last quarter of waveforms C3 D_ E_ and F_ respectively.
The timing signals are used to turn on the appropriate functions
in the signal processing modules after the torquer arm has stopped and the
peaks of the signal waveforms have reached their full values.
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8. Torquer Cor_nand Generator
The torquer command generator consists of four saturating transistor
switches driven by waveforms C_ D 3 E, and F and four adjustable resistors con-
nected to the outputs of the switches. The output of each switch is either
plus or minus 7 volts when its input is high_ and zero volts when the input
is low. The adjustable resistors RI through R4 generate a four step waveform
of positive and negative currents that is amplified to drive the torquer.
9. Torquer Driver
The torquer driver is a power amplifier with current and dv/dt
feedback.
The steady-state angular displacement of the torquer arm is pro-
portional to the current through the torquer, which_ in turn, is proportional
to the command current In . This is shown by the following equations:
@ = K@I t where K@ is the angular displacement per ma, and the
..... a :_ "igeiecKricai parameters ace u_z _ _u z ure 17.
E s ITRs
Since I = - If = - -
n Rf Rf
Rf
= - K G _-- I n
s
or
Rf V n
% = - K8 R R
s n
where V is plus or minus seven volts and the Rn'S are adjustable. The feed-
n .back capacltor C limits the dv/dt and dl/dt through the torquer to values
that will not shock the torquer arm-torsional spring combination into mechanical
oscillation. It takes 15 milliseconds to move the torquer arm from one position
to the next position. The arm then remains stationary for 5 milliseconds_ dur-
ing which time one of the timing signals is "on".
The timing signal generator-torquer combination has been very reli-
able and easily adjusted. The torquer angles can be adjusted by watching the
UV signal waveform (figure 8) on an oscilloscope and adjusting each of the
four variable resistors in succession until the tops of the three signal peaks
are flat, with no dips or extraneous pips_ and there are no pips during the
black interval.
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i0. Test Signal Generator
There are two more sets of adjustable resistors connected to the
outputs of the saturating switches in the torquer co=m_and generator. They
are used to generate milllvolt-level slgnals_ which are applied to the UV
and IR preamplifier inputs to simulate the optical signal waveforms. They
can be used to check the operation of the electronics by turning off the UV
and/or IR lamps 3 connecting the test signals to the preampliflers 3 and check-
ing the signal processing output voltages for a preset value.°
Ii. UV Lamp Power Supply
The operation of the UV lamp power supply is such that the lamp
current is maintained at a find value 3 and the lamp is allowed to set its
own operating voltage. This is accomplished by the use of interacting cur-
rent and voltage regulator loops. See figure 18. The current regulator
loop operates by increasing or decreasing the drive to the current sink
depending on whether the voltage across the current sensing resistor decreases
or increases relative to the reference voltage. The impedance of the current
sink is about 300 Kn_ while the sum of the other impedances in the lamp current
loop is less than 30 K_. This means that high voltage power supply ripple and
instantaneous variations in the operating voltage of the lamp are absorbed by
the current sink instead of causing fluctuations in loop current.
The voltage regulator loop adjusts the high voltage power supply
output to keep the dc voltage across the current sink constant. An amplifier
converts the difference between the current sink voltage drop and a fixed
multiple (RI/R2) of the reference voltage into a control current. If a
disturbance increases the current sink voltag% the control current increases.
This decreases the width of the pulses that drive the high voltage power supply_
which in turn decreases the output voltage. This decrease returns the cur-
rent sink voltage to its correct value. Both the voltage and current regulating
amplifiers contain low-pass filters so that the loops do not respond to the
power supply ripple frequency (approximately 9Kc).
The high voltage power supply consists of a saturating switch, a
I0 to i step-up flyhack transforme_and a rectifier and filter capacitor.
The _nergy stored in the transformer core is proportional to the square of
the time that the switching transistor is saturated. When the transistor is
switched off the stored energy is delivered to the secondary circuit as a
high voltage spike.
Since the energy per pulse is proportional to the square of satura-
tion tlme_ and since the enersy drawn from the rectifier is linearly propor-
tional to time (constant current)_ the output voltage will be proportional to
saturation time.
When the supply is first turned on 2 the lamp loop current is zero
and thecurrent sink voltage is zero. Therefore the control current is zero
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and the driving pulse width is at its maximum value. With no load on it
the power supply filter capacitor charges rapidly toward its maximum value
of 2.2KV (limited by a 220-volt zener across the transformer primary).
When the lamp fires (usually at i to 2 KV) a series resistor
limits the startlrqB current transient. A _n_ __ I_
•uu-vo_ zener protects the cur-
rent sink from overvoltase and a pair of diodes protect the current sensing
amplifier input during the starting current spike.
The series RC network in parallel with the lamp has two functions:
it stabilizes the regulator loop and it stabilizes the lamp for minimum noise
voltage generation. Without the network the lamp generates enough noise to
swing the current sink between saturation and cutoff 3 disrupting the operation
of the current regulating loop.
In all the sensors, the lamp current has been set at 3.0 mAdc.
At this current the lamps run at 82 vdc. The current sink voltage is set
at 40 vdc. Superimposed on this is 30v peak-to-peak of power supply ripple
and lOv peak-to-peak of lamp voltage noise. The off time of the power supply
driver is 70 _sec and the range of on times is 8 to 88 _sec. When operating
a lamp at 82v and 3 mA and with a sensor input voltage of 28.0v, the on time
is between 26 and 30 _sec.
12. Photomultiplier High Voltage Supply
The basic circuits of the photomultiplier high voltage supply and
regulator are very similar to those of the UV lamp power supply and loop voltage
regulator. The differences are in the power supply grounding, voltage sensing
arrangement, amplifier gain (higher for better regulation), and driver pulse
width ranges.
In this regulator, the photomultiplier dynode voltage divider re-
sistors (figure 19) are used to sense the high voltage _apply output. _"_e
regulator senses the difference between the reference voltage and a set
fraction (R_/RD) of the high voltage. If the high voltage increases (goes
more negati_e)_ the difference goes negative. This increases the multivibrator
control current_ decreasing the power supply drive pulse width and therefore
decreasing the power supply output voltage.
The stabilizing network across the dynode resistors is necessary
to prevent changes in the photomultiplier signal current, which subtracts from
the dynode return current7 from shocking the regulator loop into oscillation.
The output voltage can be adjusted from less than I000 volts to
2000 volts by changing R n. The driver off time is 20 _sec and the on time
range is 6 to 66 _sec. _he sensors have been adjusted to give a photomulti-
plier high voltage of -1050 volts. This gives a dynode divider current of
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18 _A and a peak photomultiplier signal current of 0.03 _A.(300 mV peak-to-
peak VV preamplifier output). The driver "on" pulse width is 18 _sec for a
1050 volt high voltage output.
13. UV Preamplifler
The UV preamplifier is a low-nolse F.E.T. input current to
voltage converter. The small-signal input impedance is essentially a short
circuit, belng less than I F4Q over its frequency range. The transresistance
(VO. /IT ) is I0 volts per microampere. The frequency response extends from
dc _ l_c., with a 6 db/octave roll-off above i kc. Output resistance is
less than 300_.
In operation the output signal level is approximately 300 mV peak-
to-peak with adc offset of -1.5 volts.
Preamplifier and photomultiplier noise are negligible compared to
lamp (light modulation) noise, which is i00 mV peak-to-peak for a 300 mV peak-
to-peak signal.
14. IR Preamplifier
The IR preamplifier also is a low-noise short-circuit input cur-
rent to voltage converter with a transresistance of 300 volts per mlcroampere.
The frequency response extends from 1 Hz to i kc, with a 12 db/octave roll-off
below i Hz and a 6 db/octave roll-off above i kc. Typical signal levels are
300 mV peak-to-peak, 30 mV peak-to-peak noise, and -0.5 vdc offset voltage.
15. Bolometer Bias Supply
A bias of plus and minus 38 vdc is necessary for the operation
of the bolometer. As shown in fiE%ire 20, this voltage is supplied by the dc
to dc com_erter, the 40 volt regulator, and a bias filter.
The output of the dc to dc converter is plus and minus 54 vdc.
The 40 volt regulators are serles-pass types. The -40 volt sup-
ply is regulated to a fixed multiple of +6.2 volta, which is derived from the
+7 volts supply through a resistor-capacitor-emitter follower filter. The
+40 volt supply is regulated to track the -40 volt supply.
The bias filters are active bridged T low-pass filters using
DarlinKton connected emitter followers to provide gain and as dc pass ele-
ments.
16. Low Voltage Power Supply
(a) DC t_ DC Converter.
The dc to dc converter converts a nominal 28 vdc
input to the voltages required to operate the sensor,
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and it provides isolation between the power supply
and signal grounds. It is a self-saturating circuit
using four transistors in a bridge-type circuit.
_nere is a conducted EMI filter and a reverse_
polarity protection diode in the 28 volt circuit.
_"nere are three seconda_,wlndings. One tapped
center-tapped winding provides plus and minus ii
vdc full-wave rectified for the main power sup-
ply and plus and minus 54 vdc half-wave rectified
for the bolometer bias regulators. A second
winding provides 3.0 vdc full-wave rectified for
the timing signal logic and high voltage drivers
and the multivibrators. A third winding provides
I0 volts peak-to-peak at 5 kc for the IR lamp.
There is provision for a series resistor to set
the IR lamp current.
(b) 9 Volt Regulators.
The 9 volt regulators are series-pass types, The
+9 volt regulator contains a temperature compensated
reference diode and a starting pull-up circuit. The
-9 volt supply tracks the +9 volt supply.
(c) 7 Volt Regulatprs.
The +7 volt regulator contains a temperature com-
pensated reference diode and is tied into the +9
volt regulator starting circuit. The -7 volt
regulator tracks the + 7 volts. Both regulators
are series-pass types. The ii volt supplies have
approximately 0.65 volt peak-to-peak of ripple_
due primarily to torquer current peaks. The 9
volt supplies have less than 30 mV peak-to-peak
of ripple 3 and the 7 volt supplies less than
3 mV peak-to-peak.
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SECTIONIII
PHASE lla ACTIVITY
The Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor has been developed under a two phase
program° Phase I consisted of the system study leading to the recommendation of
the present system. The mock-up models shown in figures 2 and 3 represent the
packaging concept at that time. The second phase of the program has consisted
of the detail design and tests of an engineering breadboard, shown in figures 37
and 38. On the basis of the verification testing of the breadboard and the
completion of the detail design I work proceeded with the fabrication of four
pre-flight models for laboratory demonstration.
The entire program has been conducted along parallel paths of a
i flight ....._-_ ......... _"_ _ ...... _ ................. :.... plifu 1 M__ _&U_=_ W_LLLU_L LLL_ U=Ld_ UO_LLLLE_LLLdL_OLL =LLU _U_i im ca-
tions of quality and reliability specifications. This is being accomplished by
implementing the significant portions of these programs and using existing high
reliability and quality methods during the design and fabrication phases.
Ao PROGRAM PLAN
Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8328j Phase II Technical Plan
described the recommended program for the continuation of the Two Gas Atmosphere
System activity° NASA/LRC requested the sensor concept and development program
to be in accordance with this report.
Phase lla was 3 by contract definition_ that first portion of the
program whlch provided a preliminary design of the sensor system I fabricated
breadboard sensor subsystems 3 provided a test plan and performed tests on the
breadboard. A final design was provided to LRC for review and approval prior
to implementing the design In Phase lib. Phase lla work was performed over
a 9 month period from July 221 1966 to May 31 1967.
B. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY OF PHASES lla AND lib
The major milestones for the program are shown in figure 21. The
initial work on the program consisted of developing the program plan and manage-
ment controls and assigning design personnel to areas of technical responsibility
as a result of initial design reviews. The areas of technical difficulty were
identified as the development of the IR and UV sources; the UV sample cell
design I and the breadboard detail design. The first circuits to be designed were
the timing generator and the torquer drive. A preliminary design data package
was started for submission in September 1966.
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The Product Assurance Plan was reviewed by NASA_LRC on September 9_
1966. The breadboard deslgn_ definition of the optical system varlables 3 and
preparation for the October 5 presentation were also made during September.
A reliability math model was constructed in agreement with the
development of the detail circuit designs. A reliability prediction was
developed showing an MTBF of 103973 hcs_rs. Critical area analysis began as
the detail circuit schematics and parts lists were available. The critical
area and configuration analysis continued through the entire Phase lla effort.
During October 19663 two presentations were mad% the Product
Assurance Program Plan and the preliminary design review were submitted_ and
the detail design continued. Parallel procurements of UV sources were underway.
The breadboard design was completed and fabrication began. The first torsional
chopper was received and tested. The selection of a thermistor bolometer
detector in place of the InSb PEM device was made based on the thermlstor's
higher impedance and better spectral detectivityo
From November 1966 throxsh Jaamxry 1967, the principal work was the
testing of the breadboard and the continuation of the final design. During this
tim% the electronic module design was started and the _q monochromator was
finalized. The work on the stress analysis 3 critical area analysis 3 and updating
of the math model continued during this period. The circuit stress analysis
was performed using "ECAP" computer program.
On March 31_ 1967 a formal presentation of the Phase lla detail design
was made at NASA/LRC. The presentation consisted of a review of the program_
detail presentations of the ultraviolet system and its components3 the IR system
with its new lens design 3 the pressure transducer 3 the electronic system 3 and the
electronic stress analysis° The development test fixture was exhiblted; as well
as the breadboard.
The procurement of production parts took place in April as well as
the submission of the Phase lla report° The major emphasis on procurement
continued through May° All of the production optical and electronic parts were
ordered by June. The electronic breadboard was tested in June. This test
showed stability within the design requirements over 20°F to 160°F.
The principal activity during July was concerned with the details of
the fabrication efforts for the mechanical parts and the electronic welded modules°
First Article Configuration Inspection was performed on the first
module in August. The principal activity_ during this period was extensive
vendor liaison to expedite the detail part fabrication.
Assembly of the final units began in September 1967. All assembling
of optical and mechanical parts was completed in November 1967. Problems en-
countered in the completion of the modules gated the schedule from July until
their completion_ although other difficulties were experienced during this time.
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A stability test was performed in Novemberusing production assemblies.
This test -_ .... "_ less _h=_, _! ..... _ drift in _pan and _ero durin_ an overnight
_est o
Extensive troubleshooting of the electronic modules took place in
December and delayed final assembly of the units. The first electronic system
was operational in January 1968. It was felt at this time that the detail inter'
face problems were solved.
The first unit was extensively tested during February_ while assembly
continued on the remaining units. An unexplained problem with 02 drift was
observed and confirmed with a second unit test° This is discussed in detail
in Sections iVF and Vo
The four units were completely assembled by the end of April° The
remaining activity during May was the final acceptance testing and preparation
of the Final Report°
C. P_IELIMIN,_RY DESIGN REVIEW
In accordance with the contractual requirements of the program a
Preliminary Design Review package was submitted on September 293 1966o This
package consisted of thirty-nine (39) exhibits_ sketchesj drawings_ parts lists
and photographs_ and a narrative description of the design.
The design concept and anticipated performance remained essentially
the same as that presented in the technical proposal. The purpose of the
exhibits was to clarify our approach to this design. The review discussed the:
UV System
IR System
Electronics
Package Design
Pressure Transducer
Breadboards
The UV system was to use an EMR No° 541-05M-09 photomultiplier that
was 1o9 inches shorter than the standard 14 dynode design. This was due to high
energy anticipated from early breadboard tests. The several alternate UV source
designs were presented. It was anticipated at this time that a special short
capillary source would be used in the final design, The optical system was
presented as being the same as originally proposed,
The IR optical system design change to use a source aperture was
first introduced at the PDR. This was to improve the performance by removing
the effect of changes in the source position during use. At the preliminary
design review it was still our intent to use a PEM InSb detector. This was
later changed to a bolometer when the chopping frequency was determined°
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The electronic design at this time was identical to the originally
proposed design. It is interesting to note that the final electronic system
is almost identical to that which was originally proposed.
The pressure transducer decision had not been made at the time of
the PDR 3 but we did favor a potentiometer type transducer.
Engineering Report No. 8768, Preliminary Desisn 3 Phase lla Report 3
issued May 33 19673 discussed the detail work in the first half of the contract
and summarized the work performed prior to the preliminary design review°
D. UV SUBSYSTEM AND COMPONENTS
The ultraviolet subsystem consists of the UV source; the monochromator 3
the sample cell; and the photomultiplier detector. This subsystem required a
major development effort and is a major contribution to the program. The program
has developed a good miniature UV discharge sourc% a fast miniature monochromator,
and has performed material tests and studies to clearly show the direction for
future applications.
I. Ultraviolet Source Lamps
One of the major activities of bbeh the Phase IEa and llb portions of the
pr_ram Was to, devela_ a sultablk ulCrav_olet s_nJ_ce lamp for _he Two Gas At_nosphere
Se_nor. This effort besan with a _igora_8 survey of prQspect£ve vendors. The list
of vendors eentAeted for ehe develop.mnC of a Source Lamp is as follows:
aQ
• b.
co
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
J.
k.
I.
m.
n.
o.
Electro Mechanical Research_ Princeton 3 N.J.
Chicago Miniature Lamp Works 3 Chicag% Illinois
Sylvania
E, G. & G
Tab Glass 3 Burlingto_ Mass.
Westinghous% Elmlra_ New York
Atomic Specro Lamps; Melbourn% Australia
Tucor_ Inc.; Div. of Electronic Specialties; Thomaston; Conn.
PIE.K. Labsj Sunnyvale; California
Xenon Corporatio% Watertown; Mass°
Engelhard Hanovi% Inc., Newark; New Jersey
Fisher & Porter; Hatboro 3 Pennsylvania
Fredericks Co.j Pennsylvania
Robert K. Hassler Company; Altadena; California
G.B.L. Associates, Alexandria_ Virginia
On September I_ a conceptual engineering sketch (shown in figure 22)
of a prototype xenon lamp was issued. This lamp used a capillary sapphire rod
separating two end bells. It was requested that all Joints be fused and no
adhesive or epoxy seals be used. The electrodes were to be molybdenum or tantalum.
The concept was to use UV grade sapphlre 3 which would allow the ultraviolet emission
from the side of the capillary. There were no responses to this particular design.
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L Electrodes: Molybdenum or Tantslum
Leads: Solderable
End Bell Glass
Capillary: UV_rade Sapphire 1/4
Long by 1/8 Dia._ with a 0.020 ±Q.O02
Dis. Hole. Polish O.D. and I.D. of
Capillary.
All Joints to be welded or fused. No
Epoxles_ Glyptal_ etc. to be Used.
3
Rated Power: Between
0.05 Watt and 0.50 Watt D.C.
Running Voltage: _200VDC
Starting Voltage: _IO00VDC
Spectral Output: The xenon
Emission from 1470A to 1900_
is the Range of Interest.
Figure 22. Prototype Xenon Lamp
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In order to ascertain lamp operation in the 1470 and 1725 Angstrom
regions as a function of current; tests were performed during September 1966
that measured the intensity of these two regions as a function of lamp current.
The test specimen for this use was an open electrode configuration that had been
obtained from an earl_er program. The results of this test a_e shown in figure 23.
The ratio of the 1725A lamp output to the 1470_ output is shown in figure 24. The
V-I characteristics of _his particular lamp is also plotted in figure 25.
Early in Septemberj a preliminary specification outlining the require-
ments for the source design and four possible configurations of source lamps were
submitted to prospective Sendors. The four designs were an end-on capillary lamp
using Kovar electrode rlngsj a hollow cathode lamp; an open electrode lamp with
selected pellets for cathode and anode; and finally; an end-on capillary using
internal anode and cathode structures. These were defined in Perkin-Elmer drawings;
631-I00_3 631-10021 631-I003_ and 631-1004. Early in October of 1966; an order
was placed with Tab Glass of Burlington; Massachusetts to produce the configuration
specified in Drawing NOo 631-1003. The lamp was to be filled to I00 torr fill
pressure and to have a sapphire window fused to a glass body.
Of the vendors contacted_ eight selected to "no bid" to the require-
ments. The prices quoted on the various lamps range from $50 each to $33985 each.
The decision based on workmanshipl delivery timej and technical approach was to
award the contract to the Tutor Division of Electronic Specialties Companyj in
Th_naston_ Connecticut. This design was designated as a longitudinal lampj
Perkln-Elmer Part Number 631-0013o It was in effect a miniature gelsler tube
of low pressure_ 100 torr# operated with the cold cathode. The lamp is excited
by a regulated dc power supply. The lamp is 1-1/8 inches long with a body diameter
of 5/16 inch. (See figure 45 for final lampo) The body contains an indented
window of UV grade sapphlrej so that the UV sensor optical system uses the lamp
capillary as the entrance slit. This is accomplished with a physical slit of 1/2
millimeter by 4 millimeters cut into the lamp's alumina ceramic body. The sapphire
window (Perkln-Elmer Part Number 631-1106) is sealed to the alumina ceramic body
by brazing at 250=C for 14 hours. The anode material is kovar a_d the cathode
is a barium getter wire. The outer and inner flanges are hellarc welded to form
a hermetic seal, After filling the lamp with xenon gas to 100 torr_ the copper
exhaust tubing is pinched off. All exposed metal surfaces are gold plated. This
lamp has the following electrical start-up and running characteristics:
Cold Start-Up - 1400 volts
After 1 minute operation - no greater than 3000 volts
Coolln 8 time to prevent 400 volt restart - 15 minutes
Running voltage - 3 milllamps at 85 volts
Later in the program, the restart voltage was reduced to 350 volts with
the application of an electrical conductive coating covering part of the alumina
ceramic body and the anode. This external coating aids in dissipating charges
built up on the inside of the capillary. During January 1967_ tests were run to
dat_xllne the signal-to-noise ratio of existing end-on capillary lamps filled with
30 tort xenon. This data is plotted on figure 26. One of the basic consldezatlons
in the selection of the slda-looklng or longitudinal capillary lamp is that it was
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the only design that completely prevents the discharge from wandering. This had
been a particularly difficult problem in the previous designs. It can also be
used at the monochromator focal piane_ which ..... - tes _hn _ n_ _1_t and
will give considerably more light than thp end-on capillary if used in this
manner.
A backup lamp design was considered, which used a graded seal end-on
capillary with a sapphire window. This lamp had the advantage that it was fairly
simple to fabricate, but it had the disadvantage that the discharge could wander
between the front end of the capillary and the anode.
2. UV Materials
The effect of temperature on the optical windows was studied to some
extent during the early phases of the program. The work of Laufer_ Pit,g, and
McNesby 2 of the NBS Institute for Basic Standards presented data on calcium
fluoride and synthetic sapphire_ showing the transmittance cutoff as a function
of temperature. The calcium fluoride cutoff was well beyond the region of in-
terest for temperature up to 140°C. On the other hand_ the sapphire exhibited
a transmittsnce isotherm as a function of wavelength, which at 1470 Angstroms_
showed approximately 0.04 percent reduction in transmission per degree C. This
was considered to be a negligible decrease in transmission for our purposes.
During Phase 11% a set of experiments was carried out to determine
the Seasibility of anti-reflection coatings on sapphire windows in the region of
1400A to 1500_. An additional requirement was that the coated optics be durable;
therefor% a single film of MgF 2 was used. Measurement of transmission and
reflection was made on the Jarrell-Ash vacuum UV monoehromator. Figure 27 shows
the results which were obtained. The following conclusions were made from the
results of this data:
a.
Do
Our measurement indicates that sapphire does not have a reflective
index of 6.0 at !470A as reported by Linde. Instead_ it shows a
real portion of the index of approximately 2.0# with a reflection
of approximately I0 percent_ that is_ highly absorptive.
The K/4 MgF 2 at 1500_ is an effective anti-reflection coating
on sapphire; however 3 its only practical use will be limited
to the elimination of ghost images. A substantial increase
in transmission may be realized only on very thin pieces of
sapphire because of the high absorption.
Co MgF 2 is absorbing in this region. It is evident for the reflec-
tion of a sapphire surface coated with MgF 2. In addition_ a
piece of Irtran I (MgF2) _ two millimeters, thick_ shows no trans-
mission or reflection below 2000Ao
2journal of the Optical Society of America_ Vol. 55, No. 1 (1965).
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do
It appears that the index of thin MgF 2 films is dispersive in
this region. The transmission curves indicate that 250A is not
a 1/4 wave at 1400_ but more nearly 3/8 wave. Perhaps a better
controlled_ thinner film would yield a more appreciable trans-
mission gain.
In November 1966_ an investigation was made into protective coatings
for calcium fluoride. A substrat% one inch in diameter and two millimeters
thick_ was coated on both sides with sapphire (A1203) at i micron° These films
were prepared by =_=_L_un beam gun evaporation° The object was to .......
_e t_Lm1[ie
whether or not suitable transmission characteristics could be maintained with the
hope that the AI203 would provide some protection for the CaF 2 substrate.
Visible transmission measurements were made on a Model 450 Perkin-
Elmer spectrophotometer and reflection and transmission measurements were made
in the UV on a Jarrell-Ash monochromatoro The following table lists the values
obtained.
Comparison of these values with the values of uncoated CaF 2 indicate
that the AI203 is strongly absorbing in the ultraviolet.
By varying the coating process parameters_ the absorption can be
reduced_ but probably not by a significant amount_ particularly at the shorter
wavelength.
During September 1966_ transmission measurements were made on two
samples of sapphire including reflection and scattering losses° The sapphire
samples were one millimeter thick; the measurements were made on the Model 450_
Perkin-Elmer Spectrophotometer 3 and the Jarrell-Ash monochromatoro The trans-
mission curves obtained from these tests are shown in figure 28. For comparison
purposes 3 the UV transmission spectra of CaF 2 obtained prior to this contract is
shown in figure 29.
During the winter of 1966_ extended tests were performed with CaF 2
samples to determine the effect of liquid water on the ultraviolet transmission
of windows. These tests were made at 1470A and 1720_. This data is plotted in
figure 30. The plot demonstrates the degradation of transmission of CaF 2 at these
wavelengths after the CaF 2 sample has been immersed in liquid water for a one
month period. In figure 31p the effect of water immersion over a 220 hour
period is shown.
Various studies were made on methods to provide seals of the sapphire
and calcium fluoride to either glass or metal. The technique which appeared
most desirable consisted of first painting the glass seat area adjacent to the
window with platinum paint and bakin_ at 500°C with a slow cooling_ overnight_
to room temperature° Silver chloride is then applied to the window seat and the
inside shoulders of the glass° The glass is heated with a torch and a strip of
silver chloride is touched to the platinized glass= Finally_ the window is
placed in position on the glass seat and the entire assembly is placed in an
oven at room temperature. The temperature is raised to 490°C over a period of
approximately I hour and slowly cooled overnight to ambient temperature. After
the seal is completed_ it is recommended that all exposed silver chloride surfaces
be painted with lacquer in order to retard solarization of the silver chloride.
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This is a technique used for ultraviolet sensitive phototubes with calcium fluoride
• . • I 7
_U twindows. Tubes manufactured by this technique have maln_alnea a vacuum of I_-
.... I ....... _o mercury 3 a_+°_ _ A°_==_o h_e _ q_O°C_ This me_hod is applicable
for the sealing of sapphire windows to pyrex glass and for calcium fluoride seals.
3. UV Optics
The photomultiplier detector was selected for its high performance and
small rugged construction. It is a multistage solar-blind multiplier phototube
with a semitransparent cesium telluride photocathode and a UV grade sapphire
window. The multiplier features the venetian blind dynode construction and hard
glass kovar rings in a_ encapsulated package. The spectral sensitivity of the
tube extends from 1450A to 3500A. The tube 3 part number 631-1231_ is made by
Electro-Mechanical Research 3 Inco of Princeto% New Jersey.
Consideration was given to a tube with a cesium iodide photocathode
deposited on a calcium fluoride window. This E.M.Ro detector is not affected by
room light (completely solar-blind)_ but the tube has a higher price and a long
delivery. It was rejected primarily because of the manufacturer's uncertainty about
its performance°
In May of 1966_ the ITT Industrial Labs of Fort Wayn% Indian% issued
a newsletter describing a UV image dissecter tube that _ould be most appropriate
for the oxygen-water-vapor measurement. This television-type camera tube is
scanned electronically_ allowing extremely rapid spectral scanning to be performed
without any mechanical movement. The dissecter tube 3 designated by ITT as
UVissector camera tub% contains an electron imaging section and a secondary
emission electron multiplier separated by a long narrow slit aperture that
serves as an effective slit to a monochromatoro The sampling of the spectrum
takes place by sweeping the electron image of the spectrum across the slit
aperture. This is carried out by the magnetic fields generated by electro-
m_e_ rn_l_ _,,rro,n_in_ _h_ _,be. The number of electrons passing through
the aperture at any instant of time represent the light intensities for the spectral
bandpass determined by the spectrophotometer slit width. The output signal is then
amplified and can be utilized with conventional techniques. The cost of these tubes
is almost three times the cost of the proposed solar-blind photomultiplier.
The high cost of this unit_ in addition to the larger size and higher
input power_ was deemed to be an inappropriate tradeoff against the deletion of
the optical chopper on the UV assembly_ since this chopper was also required in
any case for the IR system. The part number of the tube that was considered is
F4054.
The UV Monochromator (figure 32) uses the source lamp capillary_
631-00133 as the entrance slit. A mask in front of the source limits the speed
of the system and prevents a non-dispersed energy from reaching the detector.
The primary mirror (607-1004) collimates the incident energy to the grating
and re-images it on the exit slits. The exit slits are part of the UV sample
cell assembly (631-0107) shown in figure 43.
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Figure 32. The UV Monochromator
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The ultraviolet energy dispersion is obtained from a modified
Perkin-E]m_r plane grating_ 303-1320_ which is cut to smaller dimensions
as 631-1220. The basic specification for the standard grating is:
2880 lines per millimeter
22.0 ° nominal blaze angle
\/2 figure_ 0 th order
\ figur% diffracted wavefront at nominal blaze
0.2 percent ghosts
68.6 millimeter square size
i0 millimeter thickness
64 millimeter square ruled surface
PE Spec 1003 coating
120-50 surface code
45 percent efficiency at 2000A
E. IR SUBSYSTEM AND COMPONENTS
Figure 33 shows the complete IR assembly. The layout dimensions
and detail part numbers for the lenses_ sourc% filter_ and detector are
shown on drawing 631-1227 (figure 34).
i. IR Optics
The source (631-1217) is a miniature dual filament lamp that
illuminates an aperture (631-1215). The aperture is then imaged on the
optical filter chopper through the 38-millimeter long sample cell. The
chopped image of the filter is then re-imaged on the 1/2 millimeter square
thermistor bolometer detector.
The assembly is mounted on a plate_ which permits alignment of
the elements prior to assembly into the main unit. This has been found
to be very convenient. A similar technique should be used for the UV
monochromator. The sample cell is sealed from the inert environment around
the assembly. The sample gas is purged through the cell by nickel tubing_
which is connected to the UV cell and the pressure transducer. The total
pressure drop of the sample line is approximately I/I0 of an inch of water
at i00 cc per minute flow.
2. IR Detector
The detector assembly (631-0103) is electrically isolated from
frame ground to allow the bolometer shield to be connected to signal ground.
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Figure  33 .  The I R  ( I n f r a r e d )  Assembly 
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F. ABSOLUTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
Following the direction specified in the contract 3 an investigation
was made into various types of absolute pressure transducers. The technical
proposal for Phase II had recommended a potentiometer type as being most suit-
able. However, the study continued and a comparison was made of a potentiometer_
a strain gauge, and a variable reluctance type. The principal advantage of the
potentiometer type was its direct application to our system and its electrical
simplicity. The strain gauge had the principal disadvantage that it required
a more elaborate electronic system for its use. This requirement was even
more severe for the variable reluctance type, which required an ac input/output
circuit and a synchronous demodulator electronic system for its use.
It was determined at the conclusion of the study that a potentiom-
eter type would only be considered because of the system electronic require-
ments. The strain gauge type did not lend itself to practical gain control
due to the floating characteristics of the internal bridge circuit. The
variable reluctance unit required additional electronics and was not easily
adaptable to gain control. The first order of specifications which were
considered were a weight below 3 ounces and a static error band of less
than ±2 percent_ including a 50°F temperature rise. A survey of prospective
vendors was reduced to Bourns which supplied a unit of ±1.7 percent accuracy_
Computor Instruments_ which supplied an instrument of 1.8 percent accuracy_
and Servoni% which supplied two units of better than ±i percent accuracy.
The Servonic unit was selected because of its excellent accuracy
and weight values and instrument design considerations. All sealing was
welded except for the electrical connector 3 which was an Apollo approved
glass to metal hermetic seal. The special unit we required was very nearly
the same as their Model 3031 low pressure transducer. This unit measured one
inch OD by i inch long and weighed 1.8 ounces. Although subminiature and
light weight_ the unit will withstand i00 g's acceleration with an error of
less than i percent. The high level ac or dc output can be used without
further amplification. The hermetically sealed stainless steel case affords
protection against dust_ sand_ and salt spray to the internal mechanism.
The transducer is specifically designed for high accuracy during severe
environmental stress. Its compactness and exceptionally reliable performance
characteristics made it the ideal selection for this use. The transducer
uses a single aneroid capsule as the sensing element. The capsule displace-
ment is transmitted by a unique metal belt linkage system to the wiper ele-
ment of a precision wire-wound potentiometer. The entire moving system is
counterbalanced to minimize errors.
The preliminary specification 3 which was submitted to Servonic
on January 33 19673 specifies a i0_000 ohm winding resistance and a pigtail
electrical connection. Resolution was to be ± 1/4 percent over the range of
0 to 15 psia. The overall accuracy of the transducer_ including temperature
effects_ was to be within ± i percent without electronic temperature com-
pensation. Refer to Appendix A for an analysis applicable to problem of
accuracy. The prelimlnary specification for the pressure transducer was
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defined in Perk±n-Elmer drawing 631-]152. On January 26# 1967_ Servonic
responded to our request with a bid suggesting a modification of their standard
Model 3261 pressure transducer as the most applicable to our requiremeHt. The
difference between the Model 3261 and the Model 3221 was that the former is
a single stack capsule_ which will withstand 200 percent overpressur% while
the latter is a multistack capsule that will withstand a 2000 percent over-
pressure.
An order was placed in February 13_ 1967 for a prototype trans-
ducer in accordance with our drawing 621-1052. On March 6_ 1967 production
quantities were ordered in accordance with our drawing 631-0014. The units
were received on March 21# 1967. The units were examinedvisually for di-
mensional complianc% surface finish_ identification markings# and pressure
fittings. The weight was 2.31 ounces. Electrical tests were performed show-
ing the potentiometer resistance to be I0_000 ohmsnominal with an installation
resistance greater than i00 megohms_and a noise of less than I00 ohms. The
error band for the units under test_ defined as the allowable deviation from
straight line drawn through zero pressure at 300 ohms and full pressure at
9700 ohm_ and including the effe_t_ of non!inearity_ hysteresis_ repeat-
ability_ resolutio% and the change due to temperatures from ±40°F to plus
90°F_ was less than ±50 ohms. Eachunit was subjected to a proof pressure
of 22.5 psia for one minute°
G. OPTICALCHOPPER
As a continuation of the study effort for an optical chopper_ a
quotation request was initiated on February 17_ 1966 to M.F.E. Inc. of
Cambridg% Massachusetts_ for a prototype torsional chopper in accordance
with engineering requirements and for five production units of approved de-
sign. The requested performance requirements were ± 6° motion with an input
power of 60 milliwatts_ a minimumpossible size and weight_ a 4 months con-
tinuous operating lif% linearity of ± 2 percent over the 6° def!ectio%
hysteresis of less than i percent_ repeatability error of less than 2 percent_
and critical dampingwith 90 percent of the final value reached in 6 to 8 milli-
seconds. The bearings that were specified were Bendlx Flexure Pivot Bearings
with ± 15° ratings.
In early March_M.F.E. responded with a request for deviations to
the extent that i00 mill±watts would be required with an angular motion of
± 5° . M.F.E. proposed a unit very similar to their part numberR-4-400.
After a visit to the vendor's facility_ a purchase order was
issued for a prototype optical chopper with 125 Hertz resonance_ a two-coil
configuration of 200 ohmsper coil_ with 1/4 inch lamination stack_ and a
1 inch by 2 inch cross-sect±o% using Bendix ± 15° flexure bearings. The
actual performance of this first prototype required 0.21 watt at 125 Hertz_
using two Bendix bearings - part numbers 5005-600 and 6005-600. The unit
required 46 milliamps at 4.6 volts for a 5 ° deflection. Operation with a
frequency of approximately 90 cycles required an input power of i00 mill±-
watts.
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The first unit received was returned to the vendor because of in-
correct positioning of the rotor assembly in the case. One spring in the flexure
bearing was bent and the rotor was detented at one point within its normal travel
range. This unit was repaired by the vendor and returned to Perkin-Eimer, where
it was installed into the Breadboard System for tests. The returned unit re-
quired 52 milliamps at I0 volts for s 5 ° deflection.
The torsional chopper (631-1029) on its mounting bracket with the
assembled chopper arm (631-0121) is shown in figure 35. The left-hand side of
the chopper arm Contains the 4.0 micron and 4.27 micron filters. The right-hand
side is the UV channel chopper. The operation of the chopper is discussed in
Section liB.
H. BREADBOARD
The breadboard was constructed to operate as a functional engineering
model to perform component tests, determine system variables and to act as a con-
trol for comparison with the production units.
The breadboard consists of two major sections: an optical-mechanical
section, and an electronic section. The optical-mechanical assembly is shown in
figure 36. This unit contains the UV source, the monQchromator, the 02 sample
cell, and the UV detector. It also contains the optical chopper and the IR chan-
nel components. The assembly is capable of being subdivided into the UV channel
and IR channel.
The IR side contains an adjustable sample cell path to permit optimum
design of that section. The assembly was used in a purged, inert atmosphere.
The complete breadboard is shown in figure 37. The elctronic bread-
board contains one circuit card for each welded module and is completely func-
tional. A typical circuit card is shown in figure 38.
The electronic breadboard proved invaluable as an aid in the welded
module effort. It was used first to develop the test criteria and later as a test
model to simulate malfunctions experienced during manufacturing.
The following tests were performed on the breadboard:
i. Determination of Beam Diameter at IR Chopper
The purpose of the test was to see if the optical beam diameter at
the infrared chopper is satisfactorily small to insure both IR and UV system
operation. The measured beam diameter of 0.76 mm exceeds the design value of
0.50 mm and required redesign for the final design. This redesign involved the
majority of the lenses within the IR system, and resulted in an increase in size
of the system, necessitating a relocation of other major components within the
sensor.
2. IR Bulb Image Location Test
The purpose of the test was to determine whether the stop or the
bulb filament is imaged on the bolometer detector. The breadboard infrared
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Figure  35. Torsional  Chopper 
Figure 36. Optical-Mechanical Assembly (Breadboard) 
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Figure  37 .  Complete Breadboard 
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F i g u r e  38. T y p i c a l  C i r c u i t  Card 
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optical alignment was acceptable• The image stop of 4.9 mm diameter is imaged
on the _+_+_
3. Infrared Source Movement Effects
The purpose of the test was to determine the system reaction to
longitudinal and axial bulb filament movement. The system performance is not
hampered by longitudinal bulb movement since only signal intensity changes.
System output is insensitive to axial bulb movement.
4. Infrared Sample Cell Absorption Test
The purpose of the test is to obtain data for evaluation of optimum
cell length for the CO 2 channel. Cell lengths of 3.5 cm to 6.0 cm were used.
Curves were obtained_ for each cell length_ of transmittance versus partial
pressure of CO 2 for total pressures of 760_ 600_ 400_ and 250 mm Hg. (See
figure 39.) The CO 2 partial pressures ranged from 0 to 20 mm Hg. Curves
were obtained of transmittance versus total pressure for CO 2 partial pressures
of 5_ I0_ i5_ and 20 mm Hg "'_ figuL_ 40.) ............ ce TM ....s ...........
superior.
Tests were run to obtain additional transmittance data with a
2.2 cm and 4.0 cm cell length. (See figure 41 .) From all of the test-runs
an optimum cell length of 3.8 cm was determined. (See figure 42.)
5. UV Alignment and Gas Tests
Tests were run to align the optics of the UV channel using visible
light. By rotating the grating and positioning the entrance and exit slits_
an image was lined up horizontally and vertically. During these tests_ it was
concluded that the alignment and adjustments would be easier if the two folding
mirrors could be eliminated. This was accomplished.
Tests were run in a dark room to align the grating in the ultra-
violet. Gas tests were run in a nitrogen filled environment to locate the
1470A line output of a 150 torr xenon lamp. The wavelength of the 1470A peak
was verified by passing i00 percent oxygen through the 0.004 inch sample cell.
Similar tests were run to detect H20 vapor by bubbling nitrogen through water.
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J. FINAL DESIGN
The final design was completed on May 3_ 1967 with the submission
of the Phase iia Report. The basis of the design was to provide a system
consistent with the formulated mission profile regarding environmental stresses
and the conceptual spacecraft model used during the Phase I study. The design
criteria given in Table I were established and used as design goals during
Phase lla.
The original estimate of power and weight has been improved from
5 watts_ 6-1/2 pounds to 4-]12 watts_ 4 pounds 14 ounces. The general ap-
proach and technique have remained unchangedfrom the original approach of
the Phase I study.
Areas of major problems were:
(1) The design of the UV sample cell to meet the minimum
pressure drop and response requirements of the original
proposal.
(2) The development of the detail design of a rugged_
torsional chopper that can be made to dwell at a
particular location in space_ allowing the maximum
amount of information to be transmitted to the
detector.
(3) Development of a miniature_ low power UV source with
long life and specified spectral emission.
(4) Design and fabrication of a miniature, fast UV mono-
chromator.
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TABLE I. DESIGN CRITERIA
Electrical:
Mechanical:
Analytical:
Environmental :
i
Power - 28 VDC ± _ V_ 5 watts_ max.
i <± 52 V_ i00 _sec spikes
Ripple - _ Vpp,
Impedance - 50
Size - ii0 in 3 (3.5 x 3.9 x 8.0 in)
Weight - < 6-1/2 lb.
Output Voltages - (0 - 5 volt)
a. PO 2 125-250 n_n Hg ±2% accuracy
b. PH20 0-30 mm Hg ±5% accuracy
c. PCO 2 0-20 ram Hg ±2% accuracy
d. PTotal 0-760 mm Hg ±1% accuracy
e. PN 2 100-300 mm Hg ±5% accuracy
Response Time - I0 sec for 63% of step input.
Temperature (operating) 40°F to 90°F
(storage) -65°F to 200°F
Acceleration - ±5 g axial
±i g lateral
Vibration (random) 0.06 g 2/Hz (60 - 400 cps)
Acoustics - 157 db overall (0.0002 dyne/cm 2)
Attitude - any
Pressure - 21 psia to vacuum (10 -4 mm Hg)
Rain - MIL-STD-810 - Method 506
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TABLEI. DESIGNCRITERIA_(CONT)
Environmental :
Life:
SampleGas Conditions:
Power Penalty:
Product Assurance Guides
Salt Fog - MIL-STD-810 - Method 509
- MIL-STD-810 - Method 508
Sand and Dust - MIL-STD-810 - Method 510
Humidity - Zero and 100% R.H. (0°F to 100°F)
EMI - To be defined
Storage - 3 years
Operating without calibration - 120 days
Operating (total) i year
Total Pressure (PT) 362 ± ii mm Hg alternate:
760 mm Hg
Oxygen Partial Pressure (P02) 181 ± 5.5 mm Hg
Nitrogen Partial Pressure (PN2) Diluent for PT
Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure (PCO2) < 7.6 n_n Hg
Brief Excursions to 15 rmn Hg
Water Vapor Pressure (PH20) 2.2 to 27ol mm Hg
Temperature 40°F to 90°F
1/2 ib/watt
Product Assurance Plan
NPC 250-1 (Reliability)
NPC 200-4 (Wiring)
NPC 200-2 (Quality Assurance)
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(5) Design and fabrication of a miniature IR optical
system with a sealed sample cell.
(6) Design and fabrication of a sophisticated electronic
system having 840 components in a total volume of
less than 30.5 in3_ for a packaging density of 27.5
components/in 3.
The UV Sample Cell Assembly (631-0107) is shown in figure 43. The
UV source is shown in its final position at the top of the assembly. The upper
slit on the face of the assembly is for the 02 channel at 1470A. The lower
slit is adjustable by means of the bottom cam to permit wavelength tuning of
the water vapor channel. The sample lines are shown on the right of the as-
sembly.
The hermetic cover (631-0106) is shown in figure 44. This assembly
was made by a dip-brazed process due to its complexity and tolerance require-
ments. The purpose of this part is to act as a leaktight cover on the optical
_n_ and to Dro,7_de a mountin_ support for the welded modules The com-
plexity of its form is to permit the most efficient utilization of the total
volume of the sensor. There are only a few cubic inches in the entire sensor
that are not occupied by components. It is estimated that 90 percent of the
total volume of 122 in 3 is occupied by the system components.
The nickel tubing on the cover is to permit the filling of the
inert gas in the optical compartment. These tubes are pinched off and solder-
sealed after filling. The feedthrough electrical connectors are potted after
wiring to provide strain relief and high voltage breakdown protection.
Figure 45 shows several of the principal components of the system.
The photomultiplier detector is shown on its mounting brackets. The grating_
UV sourc% and primary mirror are shown unmounted. The prcssure transducer
is shown prior to connecting the gas sample lines.
Figure 46 shows the optical compartment components before the UV
sample cell and the sample lines are installed.
K. RELIABILITY
The Design Assurance Department provided the reliability input to
the program and made its most significant contribution during the Phase II
effort. The principal activities in the Reliability Program may be summarized
as follows:
(i) Reliability prediction
(2) Reliability mathematical model
(3) Critical area analysis
(4) Worst stress case analysis
(5) Parts selection
(6) Configuration analysis
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Figure  43. The UV Sample Cell Assembly 
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F i g u r e  44. Hermet i c  Cover 
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F i g u r e  45.  Pho tomul t ip l i e r  Detector,  Grat ing,  W Source, Primary Mirror,  
and P res su re  Transducer 
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I 
Figure 4 6 .  Optical Compartment Components 
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(7) Design review
(8) Customer and vendor liaison
(9) Monthly status report
A reliability prediction was performed on the Two Gas Atmosphere
Sensor System utilizing the data obtained on the stresses from the Worst Case
analysis. Failure rate calculations were performed in accordance with the
procedures of MIL-HDBK-217A_ Reliability 3 Stress and Failure Rate Data for
Electronic Equipment; Martin-Denver Reliability Application and Analysis
Guide; and Perkin-Elmer secondary data. Operational environments were used
as an application parameter for failure rate calculations. The prediction
was updated several times during the program and a final prediction was made
at the completion of the program. Figure 47 represents the reliability
prediction for the Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor.
A mathematical model of the Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor was con-
structed during the Phase II program. This is shown in figure 48. Deriva-
tion of each functional block indicated on the math model is accomplished by
summing failure rates of all components within that particular block. In
this manner every _o_ _m _mblv unit in the entire system will be
evaluated in terms of its individual reliability contribution. The effects
on system reliability of other factors such as redundancy and operating re-
quirements are disclosed by the Reliability Block diagram. Reliability problem
areas have been indicated by the math model and subsequent improvements made_
wherever possible.
A critical area analysis was performed on those areas which were
considered to have a major impact upon the reliability of the overall system.
These items included:
(i) The Infrared source
(2) The Ultraviolet source
(3) The Torsional chopper
(4) Optical material_ particularly the sapphire used
in the UV sample cell
(5) The Gas compartment and hermetic cover seals
(6) The Total Pressure Transducer
(7) The individual electronic modules and the com-
ponents used in these modules
The electronic modules or individual circuits were comprehensively
analyzed by Design Assurance Engineering to meet the operational specifications
and requirements. Design Assurance jointly 3 and then independently 3 reviewed
the assemblies to insure that the specifications could be attained and that
proper design procedures were being utilized.
Using computer programs, the Design Assurance Group performed a
worst case analysis on all of the electronic circuits. The representative
sample of this program is presented in this section.
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MODULE
01000 Module A9
02000 Module A8
03000 IR Lamp
04000 Optics
05000 Module A7
06000 UV Lamp
07000 Optics
08000 Opt. Chopper
09000 Sampo Cell
i0000 IR Detector
Ii000 Module AI
12000 Module A3
13000 Samp. Cell
14000 Photomult.
15000 Module A2
16000 Module A3
17000 Module A3
18000 Transducer
19000 Module A6
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1.000
0.050
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1.000
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7°O00
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0.007
0.500
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00200
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0.401
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1 o000
1o1695
70771
14 o361
8.0625
113.365
i 00200
0.050
i
i 0. 401
i
I
i
i
i
io.oo7
1 o000
i
I .1695
i 7o 771
I
IISYSTEM
FAILURE
RATES
14o361
8.0625
1.000
0.050
13.365
0°200
0°050
0o401
0 °007
0°500
3 o471
70771
0°007
1 o000
101695
7 o771
7o771
7 _000
17o175
TOTAL F.R. 91o132 48°9885 46°387 46o387 91o132
MTBF 10973 HRS 20413 HRS 21558 HRS 21558 HIRS 10973 MRS
Figure 47° Reliability Prediction by Channel
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In accordance with the contract_ a failure modes and effects
analysis (FMEA) was not performed_ however the failure modes and effects
were _OLL_±_L=u _u_mL_S thc analysis.
Wherever possible_ parts were selected that were qualified to
existing military specifications. State-of-the-art or newly developed com-
ponents were used only when test data could be obtained from the manufacturer_
verifying that the component was capable of meeting the requirements neces-
sary for proper performance. In general_ high reliability parts of established
failure rates were used whenever possible. As an alternate_ Military Standard
parts as defined by the QPL_ or drawings or standards_ were formalized when
nonexistent. Regardless of the specification on the parts, all of the semi-
conductors used in the program were subjected to X-ray screening_ which has
proven to be an effective screening method for these parts.
Qualitative configuration analysis was performed on the system.
The analysis consisted of tradeoff studies during recent design reviews of
the merits of reliability versus maintainability_ cost_ and time. Studies
were performed on the replacement of the least reliable elements and the
resultant system weight versus the weight of provlo±_L_........ L_uu.udL_y_...... _his
study led to the selection of a dual filament for the IR source_ as an
example of increased reliability with no loss of weight or functional per-
formance.
The Design Assurance Department reviewed all designs, drawings_
and specifications_ during the Phase IIa effort_ to assure that the reli-
ability aspects of the performance were given due consideration. These re-
views were performed throughout the program and were supplemented with informal,
almost continual reviews between Design Assurance personnel and the Project
Designers. The components and design were reviewed for their ability to meet
the operational life and shelf life requirements. Standardized components
were used wherever possib!e_ _nd mechanical_ thermal_ and electrical stress
levels were considered.
Design Assurance Engineering did participate in the review of the
reliability requirements of part specifications with vendors supplying major
components to the system. Corrective action for various problems with vendors,
reliability_ processes_ and procedures were made by Design Assurance to guide
the program in the proper selection of these specifications.
The Design Assurance Project Engineer provided monthly status re-
ports to the project. The information contained in these reports formed a part
of the monthly status report that was forwarded to NASA/LRC.
L. ELECTRONIC MODULES
i. Functional Description
The electronic system is illustrated in block diagram form in
figure 7. The following functional description of the electronic system was
used as a guide during fabrication of the welded modules and serves to il-
lustrat% in summary_ the operation of the system.
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PERKiN-ELMER
i CODE !DENT.46555 DATE:
4-10-67
ELECTRO-OPTICAL DIVISION, NORWALK, CONN.
SPECIFICATION
FUNCTION DESCRIPTION OF
THE ELECTRONIC MODULES USED FOR THE
TWO GAS ATMOSPHERE SENSOR SYSTEM
REFERENCE : SPO 27442
PART NUMBER - 631-0001
DESIGNATION - Module AI_ IR Preamp
FUNCTION - This module amplifies a thermistor bolometer output to a suitable
level for processing and demodulation circuits. It filters the detector bias
voltage which is supplied at ±40 volts. It features fast turn characteristics
with diode limiting. It uses an integrated circuit amplifier to develop the
principal gain. The input stage is an FET to provide low noise. The trans-
resistance of the amplifier is 800 megohms.
The IR test signal terminal #13 allows injection of a simulated signal
to test purposes.
iNPD_-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - The input is 0°4 nanoamps p-p. The output is 300
MV p-p nominally. The required operation drive bias is ±9 VDC regulated to ±1/3%o
A reference bias of +7 VDC regulated to ±I MV is required.
SIGNAL FREQUENCY - A complex waveform with a PRF of 20 Hz .
BANDPASS - I Hz to I Kc. The high frequency rolloff is 20 db/oct° The low fre-
quency rolloff is 60 db/oct.
CRITICAL AREAS - The signal input line to Q4_ RII and C7 is very susceptible to
pickup.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overall continuous electrostatic
shielding and a well shielded input line. Inputs and outputs must be well
separated.
PREPARED BY APPROVED ] APPROVED APPROVED PE SPEC
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SPECIFICATION
PAP,T NIFMBER - 631-0002
DESIGNATION - Module A2_ UV Preamp.
FUNCTION - This module amplifies a photomultiplier output to a suitable level
for processing and demodulation circuits. It uses an integrated circuit amplifier
to develop the principal gain. The input stage is an FET to provide low noise.
The transresistance of the amplifier is I0 megohms.
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - The input is 30 nanoamps p-p. The output is 300MV
p-p nominally. The required operating drive bias is ±9 VDC regulated to ii/3%.
A reference bias of +7 VDC regulated to ± I MV is required°
EIGNAL FREQUENCY - A complex waveform with a PRF of 20 Hz.
BANDPASS - I Hz to IKc. The high frequency rolloff is 20 db/oct. The low
frequency rolloff is 40 db/oct.
CRITICAL AREAS - None.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overal b continuous electrostatic
shielding and a well-shielded input line. Inputs and outputs must be separated.
PREPARED BY
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I APPROVED [ APPROVED SPEC
SHEET
CODE IDENT. I'_ I_' I"_ 1,4"I I_ I I_" Ilk / I',',',_r_t
/hi I I _k I I _I---L--- bl V I bl] DATE: 4-10-6746555 .=,_,=cT.o-op',',c,,,,.o,v,=o., .o, wA-K, oo,...,.
SPECIFICATION
PART _,qJMBER - 631-0003, 631-0004, 631-0005
DESIGNATION - Module A3, Signal Processing.
FUNCTION - This module amplifies the input complex waveform, provides an AGC
function, demodulates the signal in sample and hold amplifiers and integrators,
and provides buffer amplifiers for the DC output signals. The sample and hold
integrators are integrated circuits. The AGC element is a bipolar transistor
operated in an inverted connection. Redundant outputs are provided by the buffer
amplifier. Temperature compensation for the gas measurement is provided by an
external thermistor. Course gain of the DC output is provided by an external
resistor. The output _ignal _o,,r_e z_ro i_ se!ected by an external resistor.
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - The input is a complex waveform of 300 MV p-p
nominally with a range of i0 MV p-p to 5v p-p at a PRF of 20 Hz.
The output is 0 to 5 VDC. Sampling drive voltages consisting of
narrow pulses 3.3 msec duration, I v p-p, at a PRF of 20 Hz are required.
The required operating drive bias is ±9 VDC, regulated to ±1/3%. A
reference bias of ±7 VDC regulated to ±i MV is required.
BANDPASS - The input bandpass is 1/2 Hz to i Kc. The output bandpass has a
I second step response=
CRITICAL AREAS - None
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overall continuous electrostatic
shielding.
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED PE SPEC
SHEET
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ELECTRO-OPTICAL DIVISION, NORWALK, CONN.
SPECIFICATION i
PART ___rMBER - 631-0006
DESIGNATION - Module A6_ Regulators PT3 N 2 circuit.
FUNCTION - A ±ii VDC bias is regulated to ±9 VDC at ±1/7%o This is provided as
bias to other circuits. In additionj it is regulated to ±7 VDC at ±I MVDC.
The output from the pressure transducer is amplified in an integrated
circuit and provided as redundant outputs.
Inputs to the module representing C02_ H20 and 02 are subtracted from
the total pressure signal_ amplified and buffered_ and provided as redundant
outputs°
The characteristics of the analog operations are determined by external
resistors. R1 sets the zero offset of the PT output.
R 2 sets the zero offset of the N 2 output. R3_ R4_ R60 and R61
determine the coefficients in the analog subtraction.
Fine adjustments are provided for the previous functions except for
CO 2 and H20 signals°
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - All DC signals are 0 to 5 VDC. A bias of ill VDC
regulated to ±10% is required.
A bias of ±9 V regulated to I/3% is required°
A bias of ±7 V regulated to ±I MV is required.
SIGNAL FREQUENCY - DC
BANDPASS - DC to 1 Kc (not significant)
CRITICAL AREAS - None
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overall continuous electrostatic
shielding°
PREPARED BY
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SPECIFICATION
PART NUMBER - 631-0007
DESIGNATION - Module A7_ Pulse Generators and Torquer Circuit.
FUNCTION - The circuit contains a 200 Hz square wave oscillator 3 which is the
clock for the system. The output is divided by flip-flopso The outputs of the
flip-flops are gated together to provide the torquer chopper drive signals,
sampling pulses and the test signals for the system. A torquer drive amplifier
is provided. The flip-flops and gating functions are provided by 12 integrated
circuits.
An external resistor RI determines the clock frequency. The external
resistors R32_ 33_ 34 determine the shape of the complex test signal waveform.
R35_ 36_ 37 and 38 in conjunction with potentiometers R28_ 29_ 30 and 31 determine
the four angular positions of the torquer chopper.
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - The required operating drive bias is ±II VDC regu-
lated to ±10%. +3V ±10% bias is required at a -II VDC level to produce the -8 VDC
bias on terminal 7. ±7 VDC reference bias regulated to ±I MV is required.
SIGNAL FREQUENCY - Narrow pulses at a PRF of 20 HZo
BANDPASS - Not applicable to these switching circuits.
CRITICAL AREAS - None
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overall continuous electrostatic
shielding.
PREPARED BY APPROVED APPROVED ] APPROVED IPE SPECI_
SHEET ,
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SPECIFICATION i
PART NUMBER - 631-0008
DESIGNATION - Module A8_ H.Vo Ampl and Oscillator°
FUNCTION - This module is part of three overall feedback ioops_ remaining portions
of which are in 631-0009. This circuit senses the PM tube high voltage_ ....Ln= UV
source lamp current and regulator circuit and compares these parameters with fixed
references. The differences are amplified and used to control two variable pulse
width oscillators and a current sink. The current sink is in 631-0009. A 60 DC
signal from the converter in 631-0009 is regulated to ± 40 VDC to drive the bias
filters in 631-0001.
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - A sample of the HV for the PM tube dynode string_
a voltage from a control element in the lamp regulator (used to keep the high
voltage level within the range of the control circuit)_ and a sample of the lamp
current are inputs to the system.
A DC signal to drive the UV source lamp control element and two
variable pulse width pulse trains (which are used to drive the HV power switches in
631-0009) are outputs from the module.
The regulated operating drive bias is ±ii VDC regulated to -I0_o
±9 VDC regulated to ±1/3% is required.
+3 VDC ±10% bias is required at a -II VDC level to produce the -8 VDC
bias on terminal 24. ±60 VDC ±10% is required for the bias regulator.
SIGNAL FREQUENCY - The variable pulse width trains are a PRF of I0 Kco Both the
width and PRF are variable over approximately 5 to 20 KCo
BANDPASS - Not applicable to this circuit.
CRITICAL AREAS - The bias regulator's summing points_ terminal 2 of ARI and AR2_
should be isolated from the oscillators QI2_ QI6_ QI7 and associated components°
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overall continuous electrostatic
shielding°
PREPARED BY
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PART NUMBER - 631-0009
DESIGNATION - Module A9_ H.V. Power Circuit 3 DC to DC Converter
FUNCTION - This module contains the high voltage sections for the PM tube and the
IUV source lampo In addition 3 it contains the DC to DC converter used to supply the
bias voltages and power to other modules.
The high voltage is developed using a flyback transformer and rectifier-
filter.
The DC to DC converter is a simplified full wave_ push-pull configuration
which is driven by the main 28 VDC input power° It provides isolation between signal
f
and power grounds, i
An EMI filter is provided on the input power line.
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS - The input is 28 VDC ±10%. The outputs are: ±60 VDC; ,
±II VDC; +3 VDC referenced to -II VDC; -1700 VDC (photomultiplier bias 3 variable);
-2000 VDC UV lamp drive prior to firingj -200 VDC operating; 5 VRMS at 5 Kc for
the IR lamp.
A -9 VDC bias regulated to ±1/3% is required°
SIGNAL FREQUENCy - The DC to DC converter operates at 5 Kc nominally. The flyback
section operates at i0 Kc nominally.
BANDPASS - Not applicable to this circuit.
CRITICAL AREAS - The base of Q6 should be isolated from the high voltage pulses.
The high voltage line from either side of CRI8 and also the line from either side
of CRI6 and R6 should be carefully positioned. Terminals 6 and 15 are to be pig-
tail shielded leads to protect operating personnel and reduce radiated interference.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - The circuit requires overall continuous grounded electro-
magnetic shielding (mu-metal or equivalent).
APPROVED
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The final configuration of the welded modules prior to final
potting is shownin figure 49.
2. Procurement Specification
The welded module program was initiated with the issue of the
Procurement Specification No. 5289_ which defines the requirements for this
critical assembly.
3. Acceptance Test Specification
The acceptance test specification defining the acceptance criteria
for the modules was developed during the Phase lib program. Eachmodule from
each set was subjected to the specified tests at the completion of assembly
and again after a high temperature soak just prior to final potting.
The potted modules were tested to a combination of this specifica-
tion and simulations using the breadboard.
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SC02E
SCOI,, - This speci.fi,::z,t:io:_ covers the requi.re_v.ents foc an Electrot_ic
The folle..,,in5docv.i_,:entsof the issue in effect on the date of in:-itation
for bids, form a part of this specification.
SPECIFICATIONS
Military
I-IIL-E-5_ O0 General Specification for Aircr:.,f'.crlectronfc
Equipment
NASA
NPC 250-1
NPC 200-4 Hand Soldering of Electronic Connections, Quality
Requlrements for
NPC 200-2 Space System Contractors, Quality Progra:z Provisions
for
The follo:_Ing non-government specification and drawings, of the latest
revision, form a part of this specification to the extent .¢pecified herein.
SPE C IF iCAT IO:,,'S
Perkin-Elmer Corporation
P-E SFEC 5073 Potting Compound
P-£ SPZC 5201
Process Specification, Elastor.-,eric Bt'ffer Coati::-j
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3, REQUI,_':.IE _'S
3.1 PRE-PRODUC'IIO'I,T - "fhi._ specific_tion n.,r_kespro,viii.on for prepreduction
• . testing. Quantities of pr_-productien units, as specific.d by the buyer',
shall be tested and ]nkp,..ctcd by the b,.,y_r to i.n:ure conformanc,_ with all
requirements of .Sections 3 and 4 of this _peclfication.
3.2 COMPOI'_NTS - The Hodule Asser_bly shall consist of nine potted circuit
modules _hich _._illbe interconnected by the buycr using a point-to-point
wiring hat'ness with solder connections sho:tn in 631-1233. All intercon-
nection terminals and potentiometer adjusLment _cr6:,:s shrll be accessible
after assembly in 631-10008.
3.3 SEIE_IO., OF SFECIF!_\TIOXS AI:D S_A:,_A=.DS - Speci£ication=_ and stande.rds
for necessary con_oditles and service._........not =p_e_od here'_....._.=_"_be
selected in accordance ;_Ith the supplier's highest grade interoal standards.
3.4 _hATERIA LS
3.4.1 POTTING 51ATERIAL: The final potting material used for the circuit and
cabling modules shall be Emerson and Cuming type "Stycast" 17o. 1090 low-
weight epo:_y casting resin. This resin shall be cured in accordance _ith
P-E Spe¢. 5073. An elastomeric buffer shall _e applied prior to the final
potting in E.C. 1090, in accordance with P-E Specification 5201,
3.4.2 PROTECI'i_ 2REAT_]_,i_T• When r_ateri_!s are used in the construction of the
l._odule Assembly that are _ubject to deterioration _hen exposed to the en-
viron,::ental conditions of Paragrnph 3.7.2, they shall be protected a$,_inst
such d_:terior,:tion in a mcn.-,er that _:ill "in no _,,ayprevent co::_pliance
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3.5.2
3.5.3
with the performance requirements of this specification. The use of any
....... _..... _""= +h°t will .... I. _ ^_ scale -'_*_ .... +.....
of climatic and environmental conditions shall be avoided. Non-nutrlent
materials shall be employed, using MIL-E-5400 as a guide.
DESIGN
GENERAL: The basic sub-asvemblles employed in the Module Assembly are
nlne Circuit modules. A circuit module is an encapsulated group of elec-
tronic components, stacked in close physical proximity to one another and
electrically connected, by welded connections only, on a circuit matrix
film or by point-to-polnt welded connections. Connections extending from
the circuit matrix are welded to turret plated beryllium copper terminals.
Jumpers are provided internal to the circuit module to insure compatablllty
with the specified functional schematics and wiring diagrams. With the
sole exception of Module A9, all modules require electrostatic shields
to provide shielding between modules and at the ends of the module assembly.
Module A9 requires an electro-magnetic shield. Exceptions to welded con-
nections must be approved by Perkln-Elmer.
ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING: Hodules AI thru A8 are to be electrostatically
shielded by electroless copper plating or equivalent followed by a pro-
tective coating of electroplated cyanide bright gold or the equivalent
for high antl-galllng characteristic and high resistance to wear and
corroslon.
ELECTRO_L_GNETIC SHIELDING: Module A9 Is to be electromagnetlcally shielded
by the use of amu metal or equivalent magnet shield can which will com-
pletely cover five sides of the module. No special header is required.
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l-he circuit modules shall be cc,;,structed t:o x.:ithst:nnd all
the environi::ental requirements of Section 3.7.2 -ind ;'hall protect all
encap.,ulated coi,_popt.nt_ ,..7_thintit<;modules ftom these coa,.litious. The
modules shall witiistand repeated assembly (soldering and u;',soldering) and
removal from the co>'..ple"cd a_semhl,e v:ithout, loosenin,: 5 of the _;iring te:-r,.in-
als. Wiring terminpls encapsul,ted in a 1090 hea:lcr are not acceptabl.v.
FiberglaE_ or other suitable m_',te1"ial s'n,_llbe u..=.ed. The construction
shall not in any way reduce the functional circuit performance of the in-
dividual or assembled modules.
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PACKAGING: The electronic modules shall incorporate all solid state
modular construction and shall be capable of complying with the essential
requirements as a guide set forth in NASA Specifications
a) NPC 250-I
b) NPC 200-4
c) NPC 200-2 all referred to in Section 2.1
The design and processes used shall be capable upon direction from the
buyer, of complying with the requirements of the EASA specifications
with a minimum of changes to the existing programs.
Strict compliance with the )_SA specifications is not a requirement at
th_ s time.
PERFOP@L_NCE
GENERAL: The following requirements refer to the Nodule Assembly and
where applicable, to the individual components making up this assembly.
ENVlRO_N_fAL REQUIRE_EN_f S
ACCELERATION: The Module Assembly shall withstand 5g axially and i g
laterally for a five-minute duration in each of three mutually perpendicular
axe s.
ACOUSTICS: The Module Assembly shall withstand a noise level of 157 db
while in an environment at 0.0002 dynes/cm 2.
RAN_DOM VII_RATiON: The Module Assembly shall be operable after exposure
to random vibration of 0.06 g2/cps from 60 cps to 400 cps on each of three
mutually perpendicular ,_xes. The range shall be m_ept at 1/2 octave/minute.
TE_IPE RATUP_E :
STOP_GF TE._IPEP_TURE: The Module Assembly shall be operable after exposure
to the following temperatures: -65°F to +200°F
APPROVED " APP_O;v'ED APPROVED _ _ _ _ ,2
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3.7.2.4.2
3.7.2.5
3.7.2.6
3.7.3.2
3.7.4
3.8
3.9
3 .!0
OPEF.!\TING TEML'Li_A'iLi;:!'.: lhe ;'.lodule Asscmb].y t:ha]i _,,.:-ct the reqtli.r,._;_nts
of Section 3 :...'bilee:,:posed to 40°F to 90°F.
H/"AIDITY - The ,'.[oduleAssen_bly shall l>e opo_al, le after exp,Jsure to 0 to
50 percent relati,.e htm_.idity from 0°i._to ]00°F,
AL_'.T.TUi)E- The :[odu]u As:,::1"bly ,_dia]lbe capnble of opera!it: S continuo,!s]y
_ith an ambient pressure of 2!.0 psia to i x 10-4 mm Kg.
L!FF
SHELF LIFE - Ti_e Nodule Asse;_bly shall have a shelf life of three years
in the deactivated state and suitably packaged for storage.
ACTIVE LIFE - __he Module Assen,bly shall be operable for 120 days without
requiring calibration. It sha]l furthermore have an operating life of
one year.
DETAILS OF SUi3ASSEI.TSLIES - Each circuit module shall confor_ to 631-1233
and 631-0001 thru 631-0009 for circuit interconnections, electronic parts,
rest pninrs, _lectrical adjustments _d nhv_;r_1 _ An), excupt_,_
........ l'''J .......... " ...... '
deletions or additions to these drawings must be submitted to the buyer for
approval prior to implementation.
INTERC_IA'dGEABILITY - All modules, or assemblies having the same part nun-her
of designation shall be functionally and dimensionally interchangeable.
DI':_','SiO'$S- The maximum permissible dimensions are shm;u in sheet 1 of
631-0001 thru 631-0009. Reduction in any dimension is desirable, but no
trade-off of size for performance is permitted.
I_IGHT - A minimum-:;eight assembly is desired. The module assembly shall
weigh less than ibs. The addition of heavy mechanical supports within
any module shall be avoided. Minimum epoxy weight is required.
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FINISH - No external finish shall be necessary except as specified in
Paragraph 3.4.2.
IDEN_fIFICATION OF PRODUCT - Each circuit module shall be permanently marked
in accordance with 631-10008. Terminal marking shall be adjacent to the
terminal. Part No., name, etc.,may be on the side of the assembly.
BUYER FURNISHED P_'_OPERTY
,An operating breadboard shall be provided by the buyer at the request of
the supplier to assist in the supplier's acceptance tests. The breadboard
shall contain the same circuits and parts as the completed module.
WOR!_L_N_IIP - The highest quality and standard of workmanship is expected
in the fabrication of the equipment covered by this specification.
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS - An incoming parts inspection (GO - NO GO)
is required by this specification. All electronic parts will be purchased
by the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, and delivered to the supplier. The test-
ing procedure shall be determined by n_go_iat_ons _ith the supplier prior
to issuance of any purchase orders.
PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY -All units shall be preserved and packaged in
accordance with the manufacturer's best practice.
;_LARKING FOR S"HIP}ZNT AND STORAGE - Interior packages and exterior shipping
containers shall be marked with the following nomenclature:
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation
Electro-Optical Division
50 Danbury Road
South Wilton, Connecticut
NOTE S
INTENDED USE - The Module Assembly shall be installed into an altmlinum
housing containing the remaining components of a complete instruir.entatiou
system. The complete system shall be tested to be approved as_a_ fl_',',_:':t.r ......
I,. , PE ... ......,_,_." i :i-;--m. :._.:".-':, -f_. #APPROVED APPRO_/ED APPROVED 50 _ O ""
lib
.,.:-'2,C'2-:.-03
"_fT' i
m_
L___
..... ....'"i,':;._..",,:,."_':--:.......-..'-_".................................................
. _, !......._-_ .,\_ t:.
...... _ _, -;_ , ......, '..., .,-...,_ . DAI'E:3_|'_ •
IELEC'IrRO-OP Fi_.A.L l.)tVl'.;lO,b,I, /'._._._.'tALf{, (.;.:._; ;,1.
SI-.: :"Ci.:l3ATIO, _1
prototype system. If a failure should occur af[<_[ the acc_ptance tests,
it is the intention to replace the damagod rn_,d_l]c:_:ith a spare module.
Complete intercnang_abz[ity is then of prime impo_-ta_c¢_ as specified
in Paragrapll 3.8.
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DESIGN CRITERIA
v," .... -
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Power - 28 VDC -+_ V, 5 watts, max.
I
Ripple - _ V , <± 52 V_ I00 usac spikesPP
Impedance -50 O
Size - ii0 in3 (3.5 x 3.9 x 8.0 in)
-,_:, :_--_
Weight - < 6-I/2 lb.
Analy_lcal: ....
" OUtPut Voltages - (0 - 5 volt)
a. PO 2 125-250 _c_.4g -+2% accuracy.
b. PH20 0-30 .m_Hg +5% accuracy
c. PCO 2 0-20 mmHg -+2% acc({racy
d. PTotal 0-760 mmHg ±1% 'accuracy
e. PN 2 I00-300 _.Hg -15% accuracy
Response time - i0 se'."for 63_ of step input.
Environmental:
Temperature (operating) 40°F to 90=F
(storage) -65"F to 200°F
Acceleration - ±5 g axial
±I g lateral
Vibration (random) 0.06 g 2/cps (60 - 400 cps)
- 157 db overall (0.0002 dyne/cm 2)Acoustics
Altltud% attitude - any
Pressure - 21PSIA to vacuum (10 -4 m_{g)
i17
Life: Stera_e 3 years
Oper_:th;_;=..;ithoutcalibrahiou - 120 days
O_ ........._r.:_ (tot_!) I year
Sample Gas Conditions:
(_) 362 II _._H_ altert:ate:
J
O.:_:;,oi_;_rt-[_,.1p.-essv._2 (_ " ,"
.......... tO 2, ,or ) 5.5--_""
Xitro%e-__ Partia[ P_.,ssure__..... ./P".,.,.}Dih:ct_t for P_
Carbon ' -'_-:_Dlo ....... .. P_rtial Pre_'_,,'e__, (PC0,,) <) .6 r..:,.'.:'_.
Brief Excursions to 15 n._ Hg
Wa_:er _;.o.por Pressure (Pt!20) 2.2 to 27.1 m::Ng
Tem,_erature: 40_F to 90°F
760 - "'
Po_er Penalty: I/2 Ib/::att
Product Assurance Guides
Ignition Proof:
Product Assurance Plan
NPC 250-I (Reliability)
NPC 200-4 (Wiring)
NPC 200z2 (Quality Assura_ca)
Rain - MiL-STD 810 "'_ ',.,_tc_od 506
Salt Fo_ - _[IL-STD 8"3 - 3Zethod 509
- HIL-STD 810 - M._'thod 508
Sand and Dust - HIL-STD g!O - }lethod 510
Humidity - Zero and 100% R.H. (O_F to 100:F)
EMI - To Be Defined
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SPlSCI_ICATION
ELECTEONIC MODULE
ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION
T&O GAS A_"_._SPH--"_ SENSOR
ACCUiXCrOr _ST EquZP_
All dc voltages are measured with an ii meg. 3% VTVM.
Output voltages (dependent variables) are measured with the same instrument
used to set the power supply and reference voltages.
Waveform amplitudes and levels are measured using an oscilloscope whose vertical
amplifier is calibrated tO ±3% accuracy.
Frequencies 3 pulse lengths and rlse times, and tlme relationships are measured
using the oscilloscope's calibrated horizontal sweep. Calibration accuracy is ±5%.
Times longer than i second are measured With a VTVM and a sweep second hand.
Accuracy is ±20_.
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MODULE A1
ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION
1 .i .i With no connections to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, the d.c. resistances between the following pairs of
i0 to 4
I0 to ii
i0 to 12
i0 to 13
less than 0.2_i
less than 0.2/_
less than 0.2_
15n +5%
1.2 .i
1.2.2
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A) Connect the module as shown in Fig. 1.1. Adjust the square
wave generator and the regulated supply to produce a d.c. level
of +40.0 v.d.c, with ]50 my p-p of 50 cps square wave ripple,
both measured at pin 5.
The voltage at the red wire (pin i) should be 38.0 +0.5 v.d.c.
with less than 1.0 mv p-p of ripple or spikes as the generator
frequency is slowly varied from its low frequency limit (approx.
imately i0 cps) to 1.5 kc.
Connect the square wave generator and the regulated supply to
give -40.0 v.d.c, with 150 mv p-p of 50 cps. square wave ripple
both measured at pin 14.
The voltage at the black wire (pin 3) should be -38.0 +0.5
v.d.c, with less than 1.0 mv p-p of ripple or spikes as the
PE SPEC R,,V SHEEr
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 2/' ._j
2"-0034--00
pins should be as follows:
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9ower suppl£es may be operated independently
FIGURE 1.1.
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Turn on all three power supplies simultaneously
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1.3 .i
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.4.1
generator frequency is slowly varied from its low frequency
limit to 1.5 kc.
Enclose the bottom and sides of the module in a grounded shield
Connect the module as shown in Fig. 1.2 and apply the required
power supply voltages.
With no input to pin 13, the output (pin 8) d.c. level should
be between 0.0 and -0.5 v.d.c. When displayed on a d.c.
coupled scope at 20 mv/cm and 0.5 cm/sec., the output should
show less than 50 mv p-p of random fluctuation. There should
be no oscillation visible at 20 mv/cm and sweep speeds between
i00 msec/cm and 0.i usec/cm.
Adjust the generator to give a 5.0 mv p-p 167 cps square wave
at pin 13.
The output (pin 8) should be a rounded square wave with an
amplitude of between 1.5V and 2.0V p-p.
Adjust the generator to give an output (pin 8) of 2.0 V p-p.
The rise and fall times (0 to 75%) should be between 300 and
500 usec. with no overshoot or ringing.
Decrease the output amplitude to 300 mv p-p. There should be
no change in wave shape.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA - The module is acceptable if:
i. The outputs of the filters are plus and minus 38.5 v.d.c.
_0.5V with less than 1.0 mv p-p of ripple for inputs of plus
"' PE SPEC .ev'
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and minus 40.0 v.d.c, with 150 mv p-p of ripple.
2. The output d.c. level is between 0.0 v.d.c, and -0.5 v.d.c.
3. The module does not oscillate with no input, and the ran-
dom noise at the output is less than 50.0 my p-p.
4. The voltage amplification and rise times are as specified,
with no overshoot or ringing.
A1
With no connection to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, the d.c. resistances between the following pairs of
pins should be less than 0.1 ohm unless otherwise specified.
3 to 4
5 to 6
7 to 8
9 to 2
9 to i0
9 to 14
12 to 13
i0 to ii i00/I!5%
Do not proceed with Other tests unless these resistances are
as specified.
Connect the power supplies and the 15k resistor to the module
as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Shield pin 1 and disconnect the 10k resistor from pin ii.
The d.c. level at the output (pin 7) should be between -0.2
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and -1.2 v.d.c, as measured with a VTVM.
The output, as measured with an oscilloscope havinq a sensitiv-
ity of 50 mv/cm, should be pure d.c. with no oscillation or
noise visible at sweep rates of from i00 msec/cm to 1 usec/cm.
The only exception is a maximum of i0 mv peak to peak power
frequency ripple.
(If stray pickup is excessive, check the test equipment for
residual ripple and the power supplies for less than I0 my
p-p of ripple. It may be necessary to enclose the bottom and
four sides of the module in a grounded shield.)
Connect the 10k resistor and square wave generator to pin ii.
Connect the oscilloscope to pin ii and adjust the generator to
give a 50 mv p-p 250 cps square wave at pin ii. The output
waveform should be a rounded square wave with an amplitude
of between 470 mv and 620 mv p-p and with no overshoot, ring-
ing, oscillation or noise other than the permissible I0 mv
p-p power supply ripple.
Increase the input amplitude to give an output amplitude of
2.0 v p-p.
The rise and fall times ( 0 to 75% of transition) of the
output waveform should be 220 usec. +40 usec with no oscilla-
tion or ripple visible.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA - The module is acceptable if:
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i. the d.c. resistances are as specified
2. the output d.c. level is within the specified limits
3. the peak to peak output amplitude is within the specified
limits for the 50 mv p-p input
4. the output waveforms and transition times are as specified.
M OOULE
With no connection to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, the d.c. resistances between the following pairs of
pins should be less than 0.i ohm:
3 and 27
7 and 8
9 and i0
12 and 13
Connect the module as shown in Figure 3.1. Temporar_!y ground
pin 4. Turn on the +9, -9, and -ii volt supplies simultane-
ously. Adjust the signal generator to give a 1.5v p-p 25
cps square wave. Check to see that the voltage levels and
phase relationships of the signals at pins i, 2, and 6 are
as specified in Fig. 3.1.
Set R1 (suggested signal source, Fig. 3.2) to give a 20 mv
p-p signal'at pin i. Set the reference supply to give -3.0
v.d.c, at pin 24.
With the switch in position A, the voltage at pin 3, V3, should
settle to 0.0 v.d.c. +--0.05 v in one minute.
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• This circuit will only work with the Textronix type 105 or other
generator with negative offset voltage and 50_ output impedance.
2. Q1 - 2N_906 or other inexpensive
3. Q2 - 2N3904 or other inexpensive
4. All resistors 5% 1/2 W
silicon PNP medium speed switch.
siZicon NPN medium speed switch.
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-i
When the switch is flipped to position B, V 3 should swing
slowly tn -__N _, _ _ , _=_ _^_ ...... =
.................. _ _w==,_ J and 8 seconds to reach
-2.7 v.d.c., and should settle to -3.0 v.d.c. +0.05v. within
one minute.
Use R1 to increase the input amplitude, VIN , (pin i) to 1.5 v.
p-p in steps of 0.5v.
After each step V 3 should momentarily go more negative than
-3.0 v.d.c., then settle back to -3.0 v. +0.05v. in about 15
seconds after each step.
After VIN has been increased to 1.5V p-p and V 3 has settled
to -3.0 v.d.c. _0.05v., flip the switch to position A.
V 3 should decay to -0.3v in 5 to 8 seconds, and to -0.05
v.d.c, or less in one minute.
Reduce the input amplitude to 20 mv p-p and flip the switch
to position B. V 3 should climb back down to -3.0 v.d.c.
_0.05v. in less than one minute.
With the switch still in position B, change the reference
supply_ -4.0 v.d.c. V 3 should settle to -4.0 v.d.c. +0.05v
in less than one minute.
Flip the switch to position A and leave it there. Set the
reference supply at -i.00 v.d.c. The auxiliary output voltage
(pin 17) should change from 0.0 v.d.c. _.10v to a value be-
tween -1.05 v.d.c, and -1.30 v.d.c. (depending on position of
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R45) as R43 (ref. to print no. 631-0003) is turned from one
end of its rotation to the other.
With pin 17 more negative than -i.00 v.d.c, both output volt-
ages (pins ii and 14) should be between -0.40 and -0.80 v.d.c.
Use R43 to set the auxiliary output voltage to zero. Un-
ground pin 4 and connect pin 4 to the reference supply. With
the reference supply at -i.00 v.d.c, the auxiliary output
voltage should change from +2.65 v.d.c. +_0.20v to +3.25 v.d.c.
_-.20v. as R45 is turned from one end of its rotation to the
other.
When the auxiliary output voltage is +3.25v. each of the two
output voltages (pins ii and 14) should be within +0.00v.
-0.20v. of the auxiliary output voltage, and within _0.05v.
of each other.
Increase the negative reference supply voltage until the
auxiliary output voltage is +6.20 v.d.c. The output voltages
(pins ii and 14) should be between +5.30 and 6.00 v.d.c.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA - The module is acceptable if:
i. the d.c. resistances are as specified
2. with the specified waveforms at the input and at points
A and B with the switch in position B V 3 - VRE F _ 0.05 v.d.c.
for any value of VRE F between 0.00 and -4.00 v.d.c, and any
value of VIN between 20 mv p-p and 1.5v p-p.
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3. with the switch in position A V 3 = 0.00 +0.05 v.d.c, for
the ranges of VIN and VRE F specified above.
4. When the switch is flipped from A to B or from B to A,
V 3 reaches 90% of its final value in 5 to 8 seconds and is
within +0.05 v.d.c, of the final value in one minute.
5. The auxiliary output and the two output voltages are as
specified for the specified settings of R43 and R45 and
values of VRE F.
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MODULE A4 AND A5
ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFI'CATIONS
4 .i .i
5 .i .i
6 .i .i
6.2 .i
PREPARED BY
Module 4 is electrically identical to module 3. The test
procedure and acceptance criteria are the same as for module
•
Module 5 is electrically identical to module 3. The test
procedure and acceptance criteria are the same as for module 3.
MODULE A6
With no connections to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, the d.c. resistances between the following pairs of
pins should be less than 0.i ohm unless otherwise specified.
1 and 2 23 and 24
4 and 5 27 and 28
6 and 7 34 and 35
6 and 8 13 and 29 2.5k to 7.5K (R29)
9 and i0 15 and 25 0 to 2.0K (R28)
ii and 12 18 and 33 0 to 5.0K (R46)
13 and 14
13 and 16
18 and 21
18 and 22
19 and 20
Connect the module as shown in Figure 6.1. Turn on the plus
and minus ii volt supply simultaneously and wait 5 seconds.
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The voltage at pin 4 should be +9.00 v.d.c. +0.50v and should
z-_m=in constant _ .... "_'- i_ _=
, _v . ou_/-'_l-'_Z -,-o _,u=-
pendently varied between +i0.0 and +12.5 v.d.c.
The voltage at pin 9 is nominally -9.00 v.d.c, and should
remain within +0.20v. of the value of the voltage at pin 4
as the -llv. supply is independently varied between -i0.0
and 12.5 v.d.c.
The voltage at pin 1 should be +7.00 v.d.c. +0.40v.
The voltage at pin 13 is nominally -7.00 v.d.c, and should
be within +0.05v. of the value of the voltage at pin i.
Temporarily disconnect one end of the 47K resistor from pin
17 and ground the free end. Adjust R43 (ref. to print no.
631-0006) to give +2.50 v.d.c, at pin 31. The voltage at
pin 32 should be +2.50 v.d.c. +0.05v. (Measure with the same
meter used to measure pin 31, or use an identically calibrated
one) .
Reconnect the 47K resistor to pin 17. Both N 2 outputs (pins
31 and 32) should change smoothly from a value between -0.40
andS3.80 v.d.c, to a value between +5.30 and 6.00 v.d.c, as
R35 is turned from one end of its rotation to the other.
Remove one end of the 6.8K resistor from pin 16 and temporarily
ground the free end. Both PT outputs (pins 26 and 30) should
remain at values between -0.40 and -0.80 v.d.c, as R37 is
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varied through most of its range, and should go to -0.i0 v.d.c.
_0.10v. as R37 reaches one end of its rotation.
Leave R37 at this end of its rotation. Reconnect the 6.8K
resistor to pin 16. With R2 (Fig. 6.1) near the center of
its rotation, set R28 at the end of its rotation that gives
the least positive voltage at pin 26. Both PT outputs should
vary from -0.i0 v.d.c. +0.10v. to +5.60 v.d.c. +0.40v. as R2
is turned from one end of its rotation to the other.
Use R2 to set the voltage at pin 27 to +2.50 v.d.c. The
voltage at pins 26 and 30 should be between +2.35 and +2.50
v.d.c., and should be within +0.05v. of each other.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA - The module is acceptable if:
i. The d.c. resistances are as specified in 6.1.1
2. The +9, +7, -7 and -9 volt outputs are as specified
in 6.2 under the conditions given in 6.2
3. The N 2 outputs are as specified under the conditions
given in 6.3
4. The PT outputs are as specified under the conditions
given in 6.4.
rv7OOULE A7
With no connections to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, the d.c. resistances between the following pairs of pins
should be less than 0.i ohm unless otherwise specified.
PREPARED BY
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1 and 2
5 and 6
8 and 9
i0 and 13
ii and 14
12 and 15
12 and 16
18 and 19
21 and 23
21 and 25
21 and 27
30 and 31
32 and 33
32 and 34
35 and 36
37 and 38
39 and 40
i0 and 15
18 and 29
SPECIFICATION
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Connect the module as shown in Fig. 7.1. For the moment,
do not connect the resistors to pins 24 and 26. Turn on all
four power supplies simultaneously, then connect the 3 volt
battery to pin 7. Set the oscilloscope for V - 2 v/cm
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D.C. coupled, H = I0 msec/cm, and negative d.c. external
trlgger_li_. Connecting the scope probe to pin ii should
display waveform 1 of Fig. 6.2. The width of the -6.5V
level should be 20 +3 msec.
Adjust the sweep rate so that the -6.5v. level occupies 2.0
horizontal divisions. Check waveforms 2 through 5 of Fig. 7.2
Their amplitudes, levels, and time relationships to waveform
1 should be as specified on Fig. 7.2. Rise times should be
unreadably fast at i0 msec/cm, and there should be no super-
imposed noise to ripple visible.
Connect the resistors to pins 24 and 26, and connect the scope
probe to pin 28. This should display waveform 6. Set R31
through R34 at the ends of their rotations that minimize the
amplitudes of the breakpoints. The waveform, time relation-
ship to waveform i, and breakpoint amplitudes should be as
specified in Fig. 7.2. There should be no superimposed noise
or high frequency oscillation visible.
Set the scope to 0.5v/cm (a.c. coupled if necessary) and
check waveforms 7 through i0. Their amplitudes, time relation-
ships, and widths should be as specified, with fast risetimes
and no superimposed noise or level shifts.
Acceptance Criteria - The module is acceptable if:
i. the d.c. resistances are as specified.
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2. waveforms 1 through ii are as specified.
MODL/L-E A8
With no connections to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, the d.c. resistances between the following pairs of
pins should be less than 0.i ohm.
1 and 2
1 and 3
4 and 5
6 and 7
8 and 9
i0 and ii
i0 and 12
i0 and 13
14 and 15
16 and 17
23 and 24
23 and 25
28 and 29
Connect the module as shown in Fig. 8.1. Turn on the +60v.
supplies. After one second simultaneously turn on the four
low voltage supplies, then connect the 3 volt battery to pin
24. To turn off, disconnect the 3 volt battery and the four
low voltage supplies in that order, then wait ten seconds
before turning off the +60 volt supplies.
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The waveform at pin 22 should be as shown in Fig. 8.2A. As
R1 is rotated from negative to positive through the center
third of its rotation the length of the positive part of
waveform 8.2A should change smoothly and rapid].y from the
minimum value specified to the maximum. The length of the
negative part should remain within the specified limits re-
gardless of the position of RI. (jitter caused by 60 cycle
pickup can be eliminated by grounding the pot shaft.)
8.2.2 The waveform at pin 27 should be as shown in Fig 8.2B. As
R2 is rotated from negative to positive through the most
positive third of its rotation, the length of the positive
part of waveform 6.2B should change smoothly and rapidly
from its -^_'_'_ "" _ 4_ _4_4 .... m_
_iJ=__ [?,aXlmU_, _ _ .... le _ _
the negative part should remain within the specified limits.
8.2.3 As R3 is turned from its most negative end to its least nega-
tive end, the voltage at pin 18 should change smoothly from
-9.0 to --7.4 v.d.c. +0.2v.
8.3.1 For a reference voltage of +7.0 v.d.c. (pin 2) the voltage
at pins 31 should be between -39.0 and -44.0 v.d.c, and should
not vary by more than +__0.1 volt as the voltage on pin 20 is,:_,:
varied between -50 and -60 v.d.c. _
F. The magnitude of the positive voltage at pin 30 should be
within +_i,0 volt Lof the value of the negative voltage at pi/_
i
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31, and should not vary by more than _0.i volt as the voltage
on pin 19 is varied between +50 and +60 v.d.c.
Acceptance Criteria - The module is acceptable if:
i. the d.c. resistances are as specified
2. the period (length) of waveform 6.2A changes from minimum
to maximum as R1 goes from negative to positive, and the
lengths and amplitude are as specified.
3. The period of waveform 6.2B changes from maximum to mini-
mum as R2 goes from zero to positive, and the lengths and
amplitudes are as specified.
4. The voltage at pin 18 changes from -9.0 to -7.4v. as R3
goes from most to least negative.
5. the output of the +40v. regulator is as specified.
6. The output of the -40v. regulator is as specified.
With no connection to the module other than the two ohmmeter
leads, check for the following d.c. resistances:
pin 7 to lead 6 shield
pin 7 to lead 15 shield
pin 7 to pin ii
/v/oo u L E
less than 0.i
less than 0.1 Eq
less than 0.i J_
Aq
Connect the module as shown in Fig. 9.1. With 28.0 v.d.c.
applied between pins 1 and 3, the input current should be
less than 150 ma.d.c. Check for the following voltages:
pin 4 +60 v.d.c. !10v.
pin 17 -60 v.d.c. +10v.
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pin 5
pin 19
pin i0
pin 12
pin 13
+II.0 v.d.c. +0.5v.
-II.0 v.d.c. +_0.5v.
-8.0 v.d.c. +0.5v.
symmetrical square wave frequency 5kc _2kc
min. amplitude 8.7v. p-p
rounded square wave, same amplitude and frequency
as pin 12, transition time approximately 1/4 of
the period.
9.2.2
PREPARED BY
Adjust the signal generator to produce 4.0v. p-p 15kc sym-
metrical square wave at its output. Connect point A to pin
9 and readjust the generator output to 4.0v. p-p. Using an
ii megohm VTVM (RCA WV 98A or equivalent) measure the voltage
at the center conductor of lead 6. This should be between
-1.2 kv.d.c, and -1.5 kv.d.c. The d.c. input current should
not exceed 200 ma. with the VTVM connected.
Remove wire A from pin 6 and connect it to pin 20. Measure
the voltage at the center conductor of lead 15. This should
be between -1.2 kv.d.c, and -1.5 kv.d.c, into the ii megohm
load. The input current should not exceed 200 ma. Connect
the 660K load resistance to lead 15. The high voltage should
drop to -550 v.d.c. _60v. The voltage at pin 16 should be
-10.3 v.d.c. +0.5v.
When the 220K resistor is removed from pin 17, the voltage
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at Din 16 should change to +85.0 v-d.c. +i0.0 v.d.c.
AcceDtance Criteria - The module _s a_,,e_tab]e if :
1. the voltages given in 9.2.1 are as specified.
2. the hiqh vol, tage power supplies operate as specified.
3, the vo]ta,,?e at pin 16 changes as specified.
4. the d.c. input current does not exceed ] 50 ma.
with the high voltage power supplies inoperative or 200 ma
with either one of the high voltage supplies operative under
any condition.
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SECTION T,,_.,
PHASE lib ACTIVITY
A. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY
Phase lib is defined as the second portion of the contract in
which four prototype sensors were manufactured, acceptance tested, and
delivered to NASA/LRC.
This phase began with the part procurement, fabrication, and test
of the optical, mechanical, and electronic components and assemblies° The
major effort in terms of lead time and coordination was the fabrication of
the welded modules which is described in the next section.
The actual assembly of the optical-mechanlcal section is quite
rapid° The major assembly time is in the wiring of the modules.
The alignment and calibration procedures require approximately
80 hours per unit. The alignment is complicated by the inert gas purge, which
is required. The calibration procedure requires linearization, zero and span
adjustment of the partial pressure channels, and set up of the difference
computation for the pN2 output. This normally requires 40 hours to set up.
The alignment and calibration procedures are outlined later in this
section of the report.
B. WELDED MODULE FABRICATION
Welded module Pre-bld Meetings for prospective vendors were held
beginning December 15, 1966. Meetings were held with the following companies:
Spacecraft, Inc.
Huntsville, Alabama
Kerfott Products, Division of
General Precision Corporation
Clifton, New Jersey
United Aircraft Corporation
Farmlngton, Connecticut
Wens, Incorporated
Hawthorne, California
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Electronic Packaging Industries
Anaheim3 California
Electronic Specialty Company
Portland_ Oregon
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation
Aerospace Systems
PomonajCalifornia
The information supplied to each vendor consisted of nine
individual module schematics_ a systems wiring diagram_ a module space
layout_ and the procurement spec_ficatio_ PE Spec 5289. Three of the
prospective vendors no-bid; the remaining six vendors offered responsive
quotations 3 which ranged in total sell price from $9_332 to $176_792.
Based on technical confidence and a cost proposal that was considered to be
realistic for the required effort_ the module program was awarded to the
Perkin-Elmer Aerospace Systems directorate in Pomona_California.
The program plan was to layout all modules using matrix techniques
that were consistent with the module size and density restriction. Terminal
boards were 0.032 inch glass epoxy material° It was considered that standard
practices would be adhered to with regard to electrical componentclearancej
matrix conductive spacing3 piece part siz% etc. Howeverj recognizing the
potential requirement for compliance to NASAspecifications 3 efforts were
madeto use MSFCStandard 271 and NPC200-4 as guides in the performance of
_k .... _ The +=o+_ _ _h=_ m_,,7_ _ _,,m_ ro h_ primarily throu_h-
put; that is3 checking input against output. The criteria for these tests
is described in Section III.
It was planned to test each module before and after encapsulation
with Stycast 1090o The first test was to verify performance to requirements
while it was still possible to correct possible errors or replace faulty parts.
The second test would verify that the modules perform as expected after
encapsulation. It was also considered that some analysis and engineering
review time would be extended by the fabrication facility to assure adequate
understanding of the circuit and operational requirements. This would insure
that package modules operated as expected from the breadboard test. This
engineering effort consisted of a preliminary engineering analysis of circuitsj
critical grounds_ impedance and signal levels 3 and special shielding for
isolation requirements. All modules were subjected to a preliminary analysis
by both electronic and mechanical packaging engineers to clearly identify
the unique requirements of each module. The analysis did precede the packaging
layout. It was recognized that a Design Review of the finished package layout
prior to release for fabrication best assured that the design criteria would
indeed be met or bettered. Both engineering and quality representatives
participated in the review activity. The analysis resulted in a set of
instructions to the designer that guided him _n the placement of parts_
required density 3 design techniques_ thermal considerations 3 and critical
dimensions.
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The entire design consisted of seven distinct welded modules.
One module is used three times in a set for a total of nine modules per set.
The program was controlled so the first module to be designed was reviewed
prior to the installation of the design on the other modules_ This module
then became a model for the design of all other modules. A first article
configuration inspection was performed after the first module of this type
was assembled and before subsequent modules of that type were released for
assembly. The purpose of this inspection was to catch any errors in designj
however improbable I prior to assembly of the majority of parts. Each module
was inspected at several critical steps in its assembly flow. These included
kittingj pre-welding;_part placement; post-welding 3 and post-conformal coating.
The anticipated delivery schedule was delivery of all modules
between the period of July 61 1967 and August 11 1967. The lead circuit
designer visited the Aerospace facility on April 27 to dicuss 3 in detall 1
the specific requirements of this design. The procurement requisition for
the entire lot of 45 modules was issued May 13 1967. Updated schematics
and interconnecting wiring drawings were sent to Aerospace on May 2j 1967.
The initial contact with the Project Engineer at Aerospace was made on
May I0; 1967. A request for an increase in the height of Module AI was
received and granted on May 17_ 1967. During the remainder of May; various
small changes were made to the drawings as clarifications and corrections
of typographical errors. On June 131 19671 the Project Manager visited
Aerospace Systems to finalize the details of the fabrication. It was
determined at that time that Aerospace would encapsulate and shield the
modules. However; it was felt best to perform system tests prior to final
potting.
The first of the preliminary test specifications were delivered
to Aerospaoe on June I_2 1967. Betall drawings were c_m.pleted on Modules AI
and A2 on June 23; 1967. During the period from May I to June 23 the design
was initiated on all modules except one. Design was completed on two modules
and partially completed subassemblies were obtained. Material was ordered for
the production of the modules and for module test equipment° Drafting and
design times were anticipated to be higher than first proposed because of the
density of several of the modules were above average and therefore required
more layout time.
On July Ii_ 1967; the first major batch of semiconductors had
been x-rayed and were forwarded for assembly. It was recognized at that
time that Module A9 required an increase in size. Approximately i000 detail
parts were sent to Aerospace on July 12j 1967. Detail drawings for Module
A6 were received on July 14_ 1967. On _uly 14 it was determined that the
requested increase in size of Module A9 was not compatible with the overall
package and the only increase permitted was for an "L" shaped section to this
module. On July_14; 1967_,a complete lot of JANTX2N2222A transistors was
rejected because of failure to pass the x-ray inspection. An entire lot had
to be reordered. On J_ly 17_ 1967 it _s determlned _hht the proposed
increase in size_bf Module A9 Was posslble. On July 28_ 1967 ell module designs
except A9 w_re r_leased ftomthe engineering area. Itwas noted at that time
that a great deal of difficulty had been encountered during the Design and
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Drafting effort I which had resulted in unanticipated expenditures. The problem
was basically one of part and component packaging density, compounded by the
unusual modular configuration. Increases in cost were necessary due to the
unforeseen packaging complexity. The remainder of the activities during July
consisted of verification of specific part numbers and determination of
procurement status records. An additional 400 components were supplied on
August I, 1967.
In order to reduce the anticipated overrun 3 the scope of the
Aerospace task was reduced. Various plans were formulated in early August to
reduce the overrun costs wherever possible. On August 163 all of the A2
modules were completed. Difficulty was being experienced in the other module
configurations due to shortages of specific parts. On August 221 a Langley
Research Center Quality Representative visited and inspected the first set of
welded A2 modules. Up to that perlod I design was complete on all modules I
drawings were released on three modules with the remainder in the final stages
of checking prior to release.
On August 233 the forecasted delivery date of the modules was the
end of October 1967. Difficulty was experienced on August 23 as Aerospace
was not sure of the condition of the potting mold. Additional delivery of
discrete components in small lots were made during August. Five of the A2
modules with test data were received in Norwalk on August 25# 1967.
By September 61 Aerospace had completed four units of Module AI and
had begun fabrication of Modules A31 A41 and A5. The decision was made that the
modules would be encapsulated in Wilton and that this task would be deleted from
the Aerospace scope of work. A request for the potting material and the molds
were made at that time. On September 71 it was estimated that the remainder
of the electronic components would be available by September 15. A detailed
investigation was made into the reason for the additlonal delay.
Detailed drawings for modules A61 A71A8_ and A9 were received on
September 12j 1967. Four of the A1 modules were received on September 143 1967.
On September 151 it was determined that the potting molds were not available
and that the potting material had not been secured. On September 181 the status
of the component procurements was summarized. At that time I 31 423 components
were required and all but 99 had been procured and received. On September 201
19673 the Project Manager again visited Aerospace to discuss the delivery
problem. It was requested that Aerospace formulate and implement a maximum
effort production schedule. On September 221 a schedule for the completion
of all modules was 20 days after September 21.
The technical program report from Aerospace dated September 23, 1967
summarized the activity of the previous month. It was pointed out in this report
that considerable difficulty had been experienced in the design of the shield
for the A9 module. Approximately all of the engineering effort had been
completed for the program I and approximately half the manufacturing and test
efforts were completed. It was established on October 53 1967 that all parts
needed to complete the fabrication of the modules were at Aerospace.
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On October 16, the first u__o=_=;_-"1*_- wit h. mn_,.l==..______,r__ experienced.
These difficulties occurred during the test where the operation was not in
accordance with the anticipated performance.
Eight modules conszsc_ng of au,'_ _,,*_=.d-- =_^°-._e_e_ rece_,,__.__ _,..........orP_h_r
24, 1967. On October 27, an additional seven modules were received. On
November 3_ 19673 six modules were shipped, leaving the remainder of the back
order to be three modules of A9. These modules were subsequently shipped to
Wilton for troubleshooting and final assembly. All of the modules were
received by January 19, 1968.
On March 18, all the modules were completely checked out, repaired
as necessary I and interconnected into the system for final test. Three sets of
modules were encapsulated with Stycast I090_ while the fourth set of modules
remained unpotted to facilitate systems tests at a future date.
In summary, the program has shown that it required nine months
from the point of the receipt of an acceptable proposal until receipt of the
final finished four sets of welded modules. It required an additional three
months to troubleshoot and test 3 pot, and interconnect these modules into
the system. The lead time for the modules was over twice that which was
originally anticipated.
C, OPTICAL FABRICATION
The optical fabrication consisted of the grating, the primary mirror,
the silicon lenses, IR filters_ and sapphire and calcium fluoride windows for
the UV sample cell.
No difficulty was experienced with the lenses, primary mirror or
filters. The grating was improperly sized and had to be re-done and the
sapphire windows were re-ordered due to low transmission of the initial lot.
The lenses and windows were bonded to the respective cells and
mounts using 3M Co. EC 2216 B_A adhesive.
The UV sample cell assembly is shown in figure 43. The IR sample
cell assembly is shown In figure 36.
The small calcium fluoride windows used in the UV sample cell were
cemented with a bdtt-seal joint usingPE Spec 5244.. They were examined under
a 20X microscope for a suitable seal and were backed up with an application
of 3M Company EC 2216 B/A adhesive. A flnal appllcation after assembly of
General Electric Vacuum Leak Sealer while the system was under vacuum assured
a leak tight seal.
The first production, lamp with the longitudinal design was received
on August i, 1967. This lamp was operated at 35 milliamps and 85 volts during the
exhaust cycle. It had an initial firing of 1700 volts. The lamp could be oper-
ated at up to 90 milliamps at 45 volts. During the processing of burn-in, a leak
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developed and the voltage gradually built up to 150 volts at 7 milliamps until
the lamp could no longer be fired. The problem with the leakage was that the
ceramic body was too porous and that air leaked in at the seal of the sapphire
window and the ceramic body. A delay was caused in the procurement of a replace-
ment lamp due to the difficulty in obtaining sufficient ceramic body material.
Unfortunately, when the ceramic body material was received, it was physically
oversized and unusable because of difficulties with the ceramic material. It
was not until September I, 1967, that the first useful ultraviolet xenon lamp
was received from Electron Specialties. This lamp was designated as T42AIE by
the vendor. The principal difficulty was that the ceramic parts, which were
ordered on March 2, 1967, with a promised four-week delivery, were not received
in useful fashion until August 21, and even at that time, they had to be reworked
using ultrasonic sandblasting techniques in order to be useful for the design.
This lamp was filled to 30 torr with xenon and had a firing voltage of 1200 to
1400 volts. It was baked at 350°C for 14 hours. The background pressure before
the xenon filling was 5 x 10-7 torr. The voltage dropped during burn-in at 30
milliamps to 67 volts.
Spectral runs of the first lamp demonstrated that the fill pressure
was not high enough to give a suitable ratio between the 1470A and the 1725 con-
tinuum. It was determined by an evaluation of the spectral distribution that the
fill pressure of 80 torr would be most suitable. In mid-September a second lamp
was filled to this pressure and tested on a Jarrell-Ash monochromator. The emis-
sion spectra for this lamp is shown in figure 50. After tests were performed on
the 80 torr lamp, it was determined that a slightly higher pressure would be re-
quired, and the final specification was set at i00 torr of xenon. The 80 torr
lamp was to be retained for llfe tests.
The four production lamps were delivered on October 12 and had firing
voltage characteristics of 1950 volts dc to 2100 volts dc, and the voltage drop
during operation was from 78 volts dc to 67 volts dc. These tubes were serial
numbered 225-2-3-4-5. The sapphire windows used for these lamps is shown as
Perkin-Elmer Part Number 631-1106.
The backup lamp previously described was purchased from the Doran
Product Inc._ of Norwalk, Connecticut. This lamp was shown in Doran drawing
No. SK-DP-7-026. The lamp contained a 0.026-inch ID capillary with molybdenum
electrodes, 0.005 thick. These lamps are the end-on capillary type. In their
fabrication procedure_ they were baked and pumped down to 2 by 10-7 torr at
450°C for 4 hours. They were then filled with 30 millimeters of xenon_ tested
and then pumped down to 5 by 10-6 torr. The getters were then heated to a glow
at 8.5 amps for three minutes. The lamps were operated at 5 milliamps at 250
volts for I0 minutes, and then i0 milliamps at 250 volts with a voltage drop of
75 volts for 5 minutes. The lamps were then pumped out again and filled with 30
torr of xenon_ cut off, and finally tested. The final fill pressure was 30 torr
of xenon. Six lamps of this series were delivered on March 28, 1967. It was
unfortunate that, in the firing of the getter, a number of the lamps had a de-
posit of the bari,-- getter material directly in front of the capillary discharge
path. The barium getter material was removed from the lamp faces by heating the
lamps from 230 to 290 degrees F. The appearance of the lamps was good_ and their
initial performance was excellent. However, over a period of a few weeks, all the
lamps gradually leaked air, discoloring the getter material, and destroying their
functional performance characteristics.
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OFflCAL CEMENTING EPOXY
!, SCOPE •
I.I This specification describes an acceptable material and the preferred
procedure to be used when bonding glass.
2. REQUIREMENTS:
2.1 >_TERIALS: The following materials are required for Bonding:
Material Part No. Manufacturer
Base 37-128
Hardener 37-600
Wyndham Chemical Co.
10640 S. Painter Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, Calif.
2.2 CONTAINER: Mix in Pyrex or plastic container
3. BON_iNG PROCEDURE:
3.1.1 PREPARATION OF PARTS: All parts shall be handled with clean disposable
plastic gloves during and after preparation. Work is to be performed
under a clean hood.
3.1.2 Clean the surfaces to be cemented Using methyl alcohol and a circular
motion starting from center of element and working outward.
3.1.3 Repeat above, using certified pure acetone.
3.1.4 After elements have been thoroughly cleaned, match surfaces to be
cemented for fit. (smoothness of surfaces, etc.).
3.2.1 PREPARATION OF _TERIALS: Before proceeding further, read and follo:_
the directions detailed in caution box.
CAUTION
Both the base (37-128) and the hardener (37-600) contain toxic
and caustic components. Use rubber gloves and/or protective creams
when handling these products. Use goggles or a face shield and
avoid splashing.
Use only with adequate ventilation and avoid prolonged breathing
of vapors. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact,
iEm_ediately fli,sh with plenty of water; for eyes, get orompt medical
attention; for skin, clean with soap and water or alcohol. Remove
contaminated clothing and shoes; wash thoroughly before reuse. Wash
hands before eating or smoking.
PREPARED BY
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3.2.2 MIXING RATIO: (By Weight) Four (4) parts of base (37-128) to one
(i) part of hardener (37-600).
3.2.3 Tb.e components must be _ixed thoroughly to avoid straiae effects.
3.2.4 If bubbles develop, these may be drawn out with a vacuum.
3.2.5 Maximum Pot Life is one hour. However, it is recoFca_ended that
any mix be not used for longer than 20 minutes.
4. APPLICATION:
4.1 Apply the prepared cement in drops to the concave eler:.ent until
the cement covers the surface uniformly with a film of .0] to .02
millimeters.
4.2 Bring the convex surface in contact with the ceme_:'.:, usi_g a light
circular movement on the convex element to spread the film evenly
and to remove the air bubbles.
4.3 Use a fixture or other appropriate means to properly align the
elements and to maintain the alignment during curing.
5. CURING
5.1 This is an air-dry cement
during curing cycle.
5.3 The cement reaches an _nitial set in two hours.
5.4 The assembly should cure for 24 hours before further ha_,_l]ng.
6. DISASS_IBLY:
6.1 Freshly cemented elements can be readily separated within the
first 24 hours.
6.2 For assemblies firmly cemented; Immerse cemented elements in
solvent, dimethyl formamide, and place in oven at 180°F to P00°F
for 24 hours, or longer depending upon size of element.
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7. REFERENCE INFOP@_TION:
7.1 Refractive index of cement: 1.517
7.2 There is no appreciable outgassing for space or vacuum applications.
7.3 No information is presently available on reaction of cement in
laser applications.
7.4 The cement apparently builds up no stress in the cemented elements.
Elements tested to date under a polariscope recorded no induced
strain, or no chaDge in figure of the noncemented surfaces.
7.5 The cement has been temperature tested as follows:
Hot Test + 180°F 12 Hours
Cold Test - 68°F 12 Hours
7.6 This cement is not suitable for use in the U.V, region.
7.7 Transmittance andabsorbance tests bave been run. There is no difference
between this uement and PECO SPEC 502 Cement (A.O. 805),
7.8 This cement is approved for use in place of PECO SPi]C 502 Cement.
i
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Over a six month period during the fabrication cycle_ the longitudinal
lamps have been used almost continually with no apparent degradation due to leak-
age. The lamps are quite noisy in operating as UV sources_ and several of the
lamps nav_ uxn_u_L=u = uu=_ _u_= _ operation, op=_o_g_.. ..................
105 volts. The noise spectra is not a problem with the present design but it does
limit the general usefulness of the lamp to other programs. The 105 volt opera-
ting point is significantly more noisy than the lower voltage point. There is
some visible flicker of the cathode discharge in the capillary_ which can be ob-
served during operation of the lamp. It is felt that a smaller dimension capil-
lary would restrain the motion of the discharge and that a magnetic bias could
appropriately be applied to stabilize the position of the discharge in space.
Slightly more masking of the capillary would be desirable to eliminate a slight
flicker that can be observed in that area. Tests have been made with the Jarrell-
Ash monochromator that show no changes in the spectral distribution along the
length of the discharge. The future work required in the UV source area is the
design of a more quiet source with an absolutely stable spatial configuration of
its discharge.
D. MECHANICAL FABRICATION
I. Solderable Surface Specification
In an attempt to form a solderable surface for the hermetic cover to
base flange seal, a special process specification, PE Spec 5335 (attached) was
generated and implemented. The actual performance of the electroless nickel
plating was excellent and good results were obtained without difficulty. How-
ever, the problem caused by the large flanges and, hence, good thermal conduc-
tivity of the base prevented the use of the soldered seal. The redesign effort
to rework the flanges for use as a welded lip seal or soldered seal could not
be permitted during Phase lib due to the pressures of schedule and costs.
2. Potting Molds
The electronic "cordwood" assemblies were vacuum impregnated with
Emerson & Cuming Stycast 1090 SI_ a two-part ancapsulant_ using metal dip mold
fixtures. After curing and stripping off the metal mold_ the pouring face was
finished to the proper dimension by belt sanding. The potted modules were then
masked and sprayed with Eccocoat CC-2 conductive surface coating_ forming an
electrostatic conductive shield.
The metal dip mold fixtures were made of 2024 Aluminum milled to
size and then buffed to a high luster polish. One dimension was made approxi-
mately one-half inch longer than the cordwood electronics to permit overfilling
of the potting material. These fixtures were dipped in a vessel of molten
metal and immediately removed. During this brief period of immersion a shell of
metal freezes to the pattern. This shell is easily removed from the pattern
fixture and forms a perfsct mold for the casting resin.
The molten metal used was CERROTRU_ a trade name, melting at 281°F
which has the interesting property of expanding after it has solidified Just
enough (0.0005 inch per inch) to allow for easy removal from the master fixture.
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PROCESS SPECIFICATION
ELECTROLESS NICKEL ON ALUMINUM
1.0 SCOPE
This specification overs one process for the preparation of
aluminum surfaces for the application of a thin electroless
nickel film by immersion. This film allows conventional sold-
ering techniques to be used with the aluminum.
2.0 PROCEDURE
The following procedure is applicable to aluminum alloys 43,
218, 319, 356, 380, ii00, and 6061 (T-55).
2.1
2.2
Preclean
2.1.1 Preclean to remove grease, oil and buffering com-
pounds. Enthone, Inc. emulsion Cleaner #75 full strength
at room temperature may be used. Immerse the aluminum
part for i0 to 60 seconds. A conventional vapor degreas-
ing or suitable solvent may be used,
2.1.2 Rinse in a cold water spray.
Mild-Etch Soak Cleaning
2.2.1 Prepare a solution of the soak cleaner by mixing:
8 oz. of Enthone, Inc. "Enbond" #NS-35 powder to a gallon
of clean water. Mix in a stainless steel, fiberglass or
---' -- .... "I l
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2.3
plastic lined container.
CAUTION- THIS SOLUTION IS MIDLY ALKALINE. CONTACT
OF THE SALTS OR SOLUTION WITH THE EYES OR SKIN IS TO
BE AVOIDED. IN CASE OF CONTACT, FLUSH SKIN OR EYES
WITH COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF COOL, CLEAN WATER. IN CASE
OF COh_fACT WITII THE EYES, MEDICAL ATTnNIIOko SHOULD
BE OBTAINED.
T- _
2.2.2 Heat and use the solution at 180°F _5°F.
2.2.3 Immerse the aluminum part for 30 seconds to 5
minutes. Remove after a mild etch has been obtained.
2.2.4 Remove the aluminum part and cold water rinse. A
light si'nut may have formed on the piece _lich is removed
: _ : in the subsequent process.
Safely store and clearly identify the solution,
Acid Etch (Pickling and Activating Agent)
2.3.1 Prepare a mixture of the acid solution by mixing:
Nitric Acid, 36°Be '
Sulfuric Acid, 66°Be '
Water
"Acetane 70"
2 volumes
1 volume
1 volume
1 ib/gal.
("Acetane 70" by Enthone, Inc.)
Mix in a polyethylene tank.
CAUTION: DO NOT BREATH THE VAPORS FROM T}I C TANE
CONTAINER DUE TO THE SLIGHT EVOLUTION OF I[YDROFLUORIC |
IACID GAS.
I
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2.4
USE ONLY IN A VENTED HOOD TO PROTECT THE OPERATOR.
DO NOT ALLOW TIIE SALTS OR SOLUTION TO COME IN CON-
TACT WITH THE SKIN OR RYRg. IF CONTACT IS MADE;
FLUSH OFF PROMPTLY WITH COLD WATER AND APPLY SODIUM
BICARBONATE SOLUTION. IF CONTACT WITII THE EYES IS
MADE, FLUSH WiTH PLENTY OF COLD WATER AND OBTAIN MED-
ICAL ATTENTION. WEAR RUBBER GLOVES. DO NOT ALLOW
THE SOLUTION TO GET UNDER THE FINGER NAILS.
2.3.2 Immerse the aluminum part at a room temperature
for 15 to 30 seconds.
Remove the part and rinse in cold water.
Discard the solution in accordance with laboratory
r econunended practice.
Electroplate
2.4.1 Prepare a mixture of the electroplating solution in
the following manner:
a) Fill a tank with 1/5 gallon of water.
b) Slowly add Enthone, Inc. "Alumon D" salts to the
water with continuous agitation.
CAUTION: TOO RAPID ADDITION OF SALTS MAY CAUSE BOIL-
ING AND ERUPTION OF THE SOLUTION.
c)
Keep the temperature of the solution below the boil-
ing point.
After the salts have dissolved, dilute to a total
volume of one gallon.
%
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a)
4 parts water by volume and stir throughly.
solution doesn't heat during mixing.
2.4.2 Use solution at 75°F.
for five seconds and remove.
Alternate
M_Y nn_ n_rf "_111mnn _ T._m11_" _,i Pnfh_n_ T_ _
This
Immerse the aluminum part
If a spongy zinc coating is
evident, use the alternate double dip method.
2.4.2.1 Double Dip Method
a) Immerse the aluminum part for 5 to 30 seconds.
b) Strip the zinc coating with a fresh nitric acid bath.
c) Immerse the aluminum part in the "Alumon D" solution
of paragraph 2.4.2 for 5 seconds.
2.4.3 Rinse in cold water.
Electroless Nickel Plating
2.5.1 Prepare a mixture of the plating solution as
follows:
"Enplate NI-410A"
"Enplate NI-410B"
Water (deionized)
2 parts by volume
1 part by volume
13 parts by volume
Mix in a clean stainless steel, glassware, vitreous enam-
el or polyproplyene tank. The solution capacity is 75
to i00 in2/gal.
¢
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SPECIFICATION
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2.5.2 Heat to 190°F_2°F useing a water bath around the
plating mixture tank.
2.5.3 Preheat the aluminum part to 190°F_5°F.
2.5.4 Immerse the aluminum part in the solution until
sufficient nickel build-up is accomplished. Use mild
agitation. Plating rate is 0.3 to 0.5 mils/hr. A thick-
ness of 0.0005" is sufficient for soldering on aluminum.
2.5.5 Remove from the plating solution. Cold water
rinse. Dry.
For plating on aluminum alloys 2011, 2024, 6061 and 7075
use the following procedure:
2.6.1 Same as 2.1.1 thru 2.2.4
2.6.2 Same as 2.3.1 thru 2.3.4 except limit the immer-
sion of 2.3.2 to 15 seconds.
2.6.3 Same as 2.4.1
2.6.4 Immerse for 30 seconds in the solution at room
temper a t ur e.
2.6.5 Same as 2.4.3 thru 2.5.5.
Summary of the physical properties of the electroless
nickel film:
Specific gravity 7.85
Melting point 1635°F (890°C)
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Coefficient of thermal
expa_s_ on 7.22 (i0 -6)/OF
Adhesion to steel 30,000-60,000 psi
Hardness as plated 49 Rockwell C
Applicable specifications MIL-C-26074A
4.0 The materials mentioned in this specification may be put-
chased from the Enthone Corporation, West Haven, Connecti-
cut.
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After moldingj the slush molds were cut to allow insertion of the
terminal boards for the cordwood. The molds were sprayed with MS-122 Fluoro-
carbon release_ the electronic cordwood was inserted into the mold_ and the
molds then were sealed with TC-527 Mold Seal_ baked at 100°F_ and then vacuum
encapsu!_v_.
3. UV Absorption Cell
Following receipt of bids for the construction of the original de-
sign of the UV sample cell_ it was decided to simplify the design in order to
reduce the anticipated high cost of the original design. The UV sample cell
design_ therefore_ is somewhat modified from the design proposed during the
design phase of this effort.
E. QUALITY CONTROL
The Quality Assurance Department has conducted the quality program
on this project generally in accordance with Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report
No. 8505_ "Product Assurance Plan for the Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor_" dated
August 30_ 1966. The primary impact of the quality program has been during
the Phase lib portion of the program. The quality assurance activity has been
concerned with the following areas during the program:
(I) Contract Review
(2) Design Review
(3) Control of Purchased Material
(4) Control of Perkin-Elmer operations
(5) Drawing and Change Control
_6_ Equipment _azibraczon
(7) Control of nonconforming material
(8) Quality Engineering
Quality Assurance has continually reviewed the contract for the
definition of the functional requirement of the deliverable items and the
description of the special requirement imposed in the quality area. It was
the intent of this program to use major portions of NASA document NPC 200-2
as a guide in the development and operation of the Quality program.
Quality Assurance has participated in all design reviews. Designs
were examined to verify that the proposed sensor was compatible with the
contractual requirements and that considerations were given for future manned
space applications. After design reviews# Quality Assurance examined the
designs from an inspection viewpoint and performed tolerance studies on the
detail parts. Areas that were difficult to inspect were brought to the
attention of the proJect_r -end changed where posaible_ or special de-
_11 Inspection lnat_ctions were.Issued.
Quality Assurance has revian_ed all Purchase Orders for compliance
in the following areas:
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(I) Assurance that the proper quality requirements are
imposed on vendors.
(2) Verification that the vendors were required to submit
adequate documentation 3 such as material analysis reports I
certifications# and test data I with each shipment.
c_.=i,+.. AsT_rance inspe_:tion for -- _'_aC[1
article. All parts used on the Two Gas Atmosphere
Sensor Program received i00 percent incoming inspection.
(4) Assurance that procurement is made from Perkln-Elmer
approved sources. If a new source was developed for
the program 3 then a quality audit_was performmd to
verify the vendor's acceptability to Perkin-Elmer's
Quality Department.
Assembly and fabrication operations were inspected at key points
during the manufacturing cycle° Quality Assurance Engineering has provided
special instruction for critical aress_ as necessary. Inspection records
have been maintained for all inspection operations and remain on file at
Perkln-Elmer for customer review.
The Quality Assurance Department has reviewed the final acceptance
test plan and procedure and has contributed to the development of the standard
procedures and test criteria specified in this document. Quality Assurance
will witness the final acceptance test and will verify the packaging and
deliverable documentation.
Quality Assurance has verified that the change control system
for the drawings has been properly implemented.
All test equipment_ tools I gauges 3 and other equipment that
affected the quality of the end item 3 or was used to verify the quality of
the hardware t was under the control of Perkin-Elmer's Calibration System.
Quality Assurance verified that all equipment was calibrated as specified.
All articles that required special finishes or treatment were
processed in Perkln-Elmer approved facilities. Process certifications were
requested and received from all such vendors before the items were released
from inspection.
Optical coatings were under the control of Perkln-Elmer Optical
Inspection Group. Transmission characteristics of representative test llnes
were evaluated by Quality Assurance.
All material that was inspected and found to be nonconforming
to the specifications during Phase IIb was acted on in accordance with
Perkin-Elmer material review procedures.
Discrepancies to the drawings and specifications were reported
by inspection on nonconforming material notices and submitted to Quality
Assurance Engineering and Project Engineering for disposition. The consid-
eration of the disposition was in accordance with Perkin-Elmer standard
procedures or the itemswere returned to the vendor. Wherever nonconformances
could be reworked to the drawinss _ such rework was performed. Articles
awaiting disposition were identified and ware segregated from the acceptable
parts until a final e|roamnt with the project could be determined.
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Quality Assurance Engineering directed the entire Quality Assurance
effort on this program. This effort consisted of the following functions:
(i) Developing and implementing a detailed inspection
plan prior to the onset of Phase lib. This was done
with the previously mentioned report (No. 8508).
(2) Issuing written inspection procedures where deemed
necessary.
(3) Serving as a quality assurance representative for
all material review action.
(4) Participating in design reviews
(5) Coordinating the activities of the various inspection
groups.
(6) Developing and maintaining suitable liaison between
Quality Assurance and the various internal and external
organizations within the company.
F. DEVELOPMENT TESTS
Io 02 Stability Tests
On December 51 19671 an overnight stability test was performed on
the first production optical-mechanlcal assembly. The test used the complete
electronic breadboard for the readout. The test circuit was as shown in figure 51.
The change in pOgwas 40my in 16 hours I which corresponds to a
shift of 2mm_ pO 2 over thls-_er_od_ with no compensation for temperature or
barometric changes.
_+_-; ....; with "_ ;o_o_+._I_ hange _- theSaturated vapor was .................... . . c ...
pOp reading. The sample gas was premixed 29.3 percent 02 in N 2. A three hour
te_t with 9.6 percent 02 in N 2 showed no detectable change.
The oxygen span stability was tested during the period from
February 21 through February 25_ 1968. A review o f the data shows an upscale
drift of 0.34 to 0.38 percent per hour with 204mm Hg I pO 2 input. For a
smaller concentration of 181mm HE PO2, the drift was 0.30 percent per hour.
After introducing water vapor into the syetem_ the drift was 0.4 percent per
hour for the first 24 hours and 0.34 percent per hour for the next 12 hours.
During the period from February 26 through February 27, a 228mm Hg
pO 2 sample showed a 0.034 percent per hour drift over 17 hours. When nitrogen
was used as a sample for 12 hours I there was a downscale change equivalent to
0.034 percent per hour. This data supports the idea of an 02 induced absorptive
film discussed later in this report.
On February 28_ 1968 s tests were conducted to determine the built-in
test signal stability. The results showed a ±0.8 percent maximum change in
50 hours.
The 02 span stabillty was tested on March 26 to show a 0.3 percent
per hour drift. On March 27, a similar test showed an oxygen drift rate of
0.2 percent per hour and 0.06 percent per hour for the CO 2 channel. This test
was repeated on March 29 to show 0.3 percent per hour for 02 and no change in
the CO 2 channel over a 16 hour period.
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2. 02 and CO 2 Stability Tests
Additional 02 and CO 2 channel stability tests were performed on
the second sensor from ........... ,_ _I 11 In_o _^ _ ...... _0_
that was used is shown in figure 52. Premlxed gas samples were used at a
sample flow of i00 cc/min and a total pressure of 7.0 psia. The optical sec-
tion was purged with prepurified nitrogen during the tests.
The change in the pO 2 channel output over a 50 hour period is
shown in figure 56. The theory that the formation of an absorptive film was
proportional to the 02 concentration and was removed with an N 2 purge was
partially tested with the results shown in figure 57.
The change in pCO 2 channel output over a 50 hour period is shown
in figure 58.
G. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
i. IR Prealignment
Assemble the bolometer assembly_ sample cell assembly with ienses 3
and source-lens assembly on the IR subassembly baseplate (see figure 33). Con-
nect the bolometer to the bias supplies and preamplifier in Module AI. Modulate
the lamp with a 4.0 volt peak-to-peak_ 15 Hz square wave. Rotate the lamp so
that the llt filament is close to the lens and is parallel to the face of the
lens. Adjust the position of the lamp relative to the lens and the relative
positions of the three subassemblies on the baseplate to maximize the amplitude
of the square wave at the output (pin 8) of Module AI. An amplitude of greater
than 300 millivolts peak-to-peak should be attainable. Tighten down the lamp
and all the subassemblies in the position that gives maximum output and put a
drop of No. 2216 structural adhesive on each bolt head.
2. UV Prealignment
Assemble all the UV optical components except the torquer and the
photomultiplier on the main baseplate. Adjust the upper slit so that it is
slightly above the centerline of the upper sample cell 3 and adjust the lower
slit so that it is slightly above the centerline of the lower sample cell.
Operate the UV lamp from the power supply in Modules A8 and Agj or preferably
from an external power supply.
Adjust the opposing screws on the grating bracket so that the visi-
ble primary image of the lamp falls just below the upper slit. The grating
should be very nearly vertical. Alternately rotate the lamp about its axis
and move the sample cell assembly and/or grating bracket toward or away from
each other until the brightest possible 3 sharply focused image is formed.
The image should be slightly wider than the slit_ and should be
adjusted so that it overfills both sides of the slit by an equal amount. This
can be done by movir_ the lamp axially or by moving either the sample cell or
the minor bracket sideways.
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Figure 55. Breadboard Electro_ics Span Stability
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Rotate the face of the grating downward until the image is just
above the lower sllt. The image will defocus slightly 3 but should still sym-
metrically overfill the slit slightly. If the image moves horizontally as
_" - _ing ................. p ILu_ gra is rotated 3 rotate the ...... ate _uad move,,_rro r ur _c_ L ou LL,= base
the sample cell assembly horizontally until the image is properly centered
and does not move horizontally when it is moved vertically.
The focusing and centering adjustments interact and must be "juggled"
alternately until the image is sharply focused and properly centered over each
slit.
When the proper alignment is achieved 3 tighten down the mounting
bolts for the primary mirrorbracket_ sample cell assembly_ upper slit clamps 3
and the lamp holder.
Another alignment procedure that gives equally good or even better
results is performed as follows.
Place a high-intensity source of diffused light behind the sample
cell assembly. Rotate the grating so that the white light (primary) images of
the upper and lower slits alternately fall into the lamp capillary. The posi-
tions of the lamp3 sample cell assemblyj and primary mirror bracket are adjusted
until both images are sharply focused and properly centered on the face of the
lamp capillary.
3. Alignment of UV Channel 3 IR Channelj and Torquer
a. Mount the arm on the torquer in a horizontal position.
b. Bolt the IR channel assembly loosely to the main
baseplate.
Co Mount the torquer and arm and adjust it so that the UV
mask moves parallel to the face of the slit assembly
at a distance of about 0.030 inch.
do Mount the photomultiplier and make the necessary elec-
trical connections to the photomultiplier 3 UV lampj
bolometer) IR lamp) and torquer. Turn the sensor on
and monitor the IR signal waveform at pin 8 of Module AI.
Move the IR subassembly longitudinally and laterally to
maximize the height of the reference peak. If the maxi-
mum is less than 300 millivolts peak-to-peak with 4.0
vdc on the lamp3 change the thickness of the bolometer
shim in 0.010 inch steps) and repeat the IR subassembly
positioning adjustments until a maximum greater than
300 millivolts peak-to-peak is obtained. Tighten the
IR subassembly down in this position.
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Set up a dual channel "scope" so that the IR signal
waveform can be observed simultaneously with either
the torquer drive waveform (pin 2B of Module A7) or
any one of the four timin_ si_n_l_ T.ql _h_,,_6 _q/.
Adjust R31 and R40 on Module A7 for the minimum torquer
drive voltage that will give a flat CO 2 peak on the IR
signal waveform during TS4 as shown in figure 8(c).
Adjust R32 and R41 to the center of the range of values
that gives a flat REF peak during TSI.
Open the oxygen slit width wide on the UV sample cell
assembly, and close the lower (water) slit width off
completely. Set the photomultiplier high voltage to
1200 volts. Rotate the grating so that the primary
image falls on the upper slits. Monitor the UV signal
waveform at pin 7 of Module A2 and rotate the grating
backward toward the face-up position until the waveform
is less than 1.0 volt peak-to-peak. Adjust the width
of the oxygen slit so that the heights of the oxygen
and REF peaks are equal to within +i0 percent. (NOTE:
The only ambient light allowable during b-V monochromator
adjustments is dim red or amber incandescent illumination.)
Adjust R311 R40, R32, and R41 until the tops of the oxygen
and reference peaks are flat during TS4 and TSI, respec-
tively. (See figure 8(b).) Move the upper slit vertically
if it is impossible to get flat-topped peaks on the UV and
IR signal waveforms simultaneously by adjusting the four
resistors. The primary image should be repositioned each
_'-^_=the slit is moved. Tighten the upper slit clamps
when the proper position is found.
If the "+10v" peak of the torquer drive waveform is not
between +7.Or and +9.5v at the end of this procedure, stop
the torquer, loosen the hub, reposition the arm on the
torquer shaft, and repeat the adjustment of the four re-
sistors. (NOTE: Nominal values should be used for R42
and R43 during the adjustment of R31, R323 R40, and R41.)
Place the optical assembly in a box that can be very
thoroughly purged with dry N^. while allowing necessary
z-
electrical connections to be made and providing for access
to the grating position 3 lower slit position, and slit
width adjustments. Leak-free gas connections to the UV
sample cell are also necessary.
Purge the box and the sample cell thoroughly with dry
nitrogen• Rotate the grating backwards. The height of
the UV signal waveform should drop off to zero, and then
pick up suddenly to several hundred millivolts when the
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grating is t__l_od.._--"_=_about 15 degrees• This is the
1470A line. The waveform amplitude should rise; peak;
and drop to a lower value in less than two turns of the
grating adjustment screw• Readjust the reference slit
width until the two peaks are as nearly equal as can be
seen on the oscilloscope•
Flush the sample cell with an O2-N 2 mixture calculated
to give about _0 percent absorption in a 0.004 inch path
length at 1470A. "Rock" the grating back and forth across
the 1470A peak to find the point at which maximum absorp-
tion occurs.
The point of maximum absorption can be found more accur-
ately by temporarily disconnecting R32 from Module A5,
and looking for the maximum change in the voltage at pin 3
of Module A5 when the gas in the sample cell is changed
back and forth between dry N 2 and the dry O -N 2 mixture.2
It may be necessary to readjust the oxygen slit width dur-
ing the rocking procedure to keep the two UV signal peaks
equal. Lock the grating adjustment screws when the point
of maximum absorption is found.
Flush the sample cell with N23 and adjust the lower slit
width until the height of the water peak is equal to the
height of the oxygen peak. Adjust R33 and R42 to the
maximum value (minimum negative torquer drive voltage)
that will give a flat-topped water signal peak during TS2.
Before finalizing the adjustments of R33 and R42_ check
to see that there are no light "flashes" on the !R signal
waveform during TS2. Adjust the lower slit vertical posi-
tion to the point that gives equal changes in the heights
of the water and oxygen peaks when the sample cell flush
is alternated between dry N 2 and dry O2-N 2 mixture•
Adjust R34 and R43 to the center of the range of values
that does not give any light flashes during TS3 on either
the UV or IR signal waveform.
If the torquer drive amplifier "clips" or if the differ-
ence in the heights of the "I0 volt" torquer drive peaks
is greater than 2 volts_ stop the torquer 3 reposition the
arm on the shaft 3 and readjust the torquer angle resistors.
After rechecking all adjustments_ put a drop of No. 2216
epoxy on all mounting and adjustment screws in the IR 3
UVj and torquer assemblies. Fasten the slit width adjust-
ments securely with epoxy_ being careful not to cover any
of the slits or to build up enough epoxy to interfere
with the torquer arm motion.
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no This completes the alignment of the optical assembly.
The sample gas lines that interconnect the IR and UV
sample cells 2 the Pt transducer3 and the fittings on
the baseplate remain to be assembled. This must be
done with care to avoid disturbing the positions of
the UV sample cell and IR subassembly. The remainder
of the adjustments on the electronic modules are per-
formed after the optical compartment has been sealed.
The adjustment procedure for Modules A3 through A5 is
given in the following Section 3 IV H_ Calibration
Procedure.
The adjustment procedure for Module_A6 is given in Sec-
tions II.B.5 and II.B.6.
H. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration procedure consists of selecting the proper linear-
izationj zero 3 and span resistors to permit adjustment within the range of the
trim potentiometers in the A3 (CO2) ; A4 (H20)I or A5 (02) modules.
The chopper waveform of the UV channel at terminal 7 or 8 of
Module A2 should be observed. The three peak heights should be approximately
equal with a i00 percent N 2 sample. Then observe the IR channel at terminal
8 of Module AI.
Monitor the voltage of terminal 3 of A33 A43 or A5 Module_ depend-
ing on the channel being calibrated. Connect a IOK to 100K ohm decade across
the terminals for R32 of A33 A4_ or A5 Module. Vary the partial pressure of
the sample gas in steps 3 while varying the value of R32 at each step. Plot
the data as V_ versus pO 2 for the family of resistance values. Select R32
for the most linear curve over the total range of partial pressure. A nominal
value for R32 for the 02 channel is 60K.
The total change in voltage at terminal 3 for the total change in
partial pressure is denoted as V . The gain (G) of the signal processing
module must now be adjusted so t_at
VI(G) - 5V
The gain is determined by
R45 + R46
G-
9.85K
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R45 is a 5K series trim potentiometer, so its value is used as
2.5K. R46 is then determined from
5 R46 + 2.5K
G = _I = 9.85K
or 3
R46 - 49.2K 2.5K
V I
A nominal value of R46 for the 0 2 channel is 3OK.
Having selected the gain resistor 3 the next step is to set the
zero point of the calibration curve. The output voltage is related to the
circuit variables by:
V o - -GV I + (i + G) VOFFSET - 0.I
where VOFFSET is the buck-out voltage selected from a resistor divider made
up of R47j a 5K potentiometer_ and a 12.1K resistor connected between the
+7v and -7v reference bias supplies.
Vo + GV I +0.i
V_FSET " i + G
E47 may then be selected from:
169K
R47 = - 14.6K
VOFFSET + 7
The nominal value of R47 for the 02 channel is 15K ohm.
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1 •0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOD____e:This acceptance test plan and procedure defines the tests to be
conducted on each Perkin-Elmer Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor 3 Part Number
631-01133 prior to delivery to NASA Langley Research Center. The purpose
of these tests is to demonstrate the sensor system capability to perform
system performance criteria. Compliance with this specification is
sufficient to provide a valid measure of overall qualityj and provide
assurance that the required quality is present in each end item.
1.2 • Test Facilities and E_uipment: Unless otherwise specified herein_ the
Perkln-Elmer Corporation or their subcontractors shall be responsible for
providing the mate¢ialj equipment 3 and facilities required for performing
tests in accordance with this document.
1.3 Applicable Documents: The following documents form a part of this test
plan and procedure to the extent specified herein:
NASA Documents
NASA Contract NASI-64673 containing Statement of Work
L-5908-D dated June 202 1966.
1.4 Classification of Tests: The tests specified herein are classified into
the following categories:
a. Class 1
b. Class 2
- Nonoperating
- Operating
PREPARED BY APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED
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1.5 Technical Description of Sensor: The test specimen is designated as
Perkin-E!mer part number 631-0113, Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor. This
device is a combination of sensors based primarily on photometric
techniques to measure the partial pressures of gasseous carbon dioxide
(CO2) , oxygen (02) , water vapor (H20)_ nitrogen (N2) and total pressure
(PT).
The CO 2 measurement is made by the use of infrared absorption. The 02
and the }120 measurements are made by the use of ultraviolet absorption.
The N2 measurement is made by using the difference between the total
pressure and the sum of the partial pressures of O2_ H20: and CO 2. The
total pressure is measured by a potentiometric transducer which allows PT
to be provided as an output.
The sensor consists of two main compartments enclosed in an overall
environmental cover. The electronics system_ packaged in nine welded
modules are mounted on an inner hermetically sealed cover which contains
the optical components. Scaling of the amplifier and computer circuits
is performed at final alignment by the use of trim resistors external
to the modules.
The design criteria for this system is summarized as follows:
Electrical
Power 28 VDC ± 1/2 VDC_ 5 Watts
Ripple 1/2 Vpp
Impedance 50f_
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Mechanical
Size Ii0 in 3
Weight 6-I/2 lb.
Analytical (All outputs 0 to 5 VDC)
PO 2 Range
PO 2 Accuracy
P}120 Range
PH20 Accuracy
PCO 2 Range
PCO 2 Accuracy
PT Range
PT Accuracy
PN 2 Range
PN 2 Accuracy
125 to 250 mmHg
±2% F
0 to 30 mmHg
±5% FS *
0 to 20 mmHg
±2% FS
i00 to 400 mmHg_ 760 mmHg
±1% FS
i00 to 300 mmHg
±5% FS
Response Time
I0 sec for 63% of step input
Life
3 year storage
120 day operation without calibration
I year total operating life
Temperature
40°F to 90°F (operating)
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2.0
2.1
2.2
2,3
2.4
2.5
2.6
CONDITION OF TEST
t .... dcscri h=A shall be performed atTest Facilities: The tes[s 1_=L=zn _-_
Perkin-Elmer or at facilities approved by Perkin-Elmer.
Test Equipment: The equipment used to perform, the tests herein described
shall be approved by the Perkin-Elmer Program Manager prior to its use.
Detail designation s description and identifying number for each piece of
equipment shall be provided with the data record of each test on each unit.
Personnel: The tests herein specified shall be performed only by engineering
personnel designated by the Perkin-Elmer Project Manager.
Test Specimen: The tests specified herein shall be conducted on each fully
assembled Perkin-Elmer Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor. The specimen shall be
identified by part name s part number s and serial number.
Position During Test: Unless otherwise specified in the specific test
procedure s the test specimen shall maintain its normal use attitude during
the test.
Test Sequence: Thetests specified herein shall be conducted in the
following sequence:
a. Examination of Product
b. Weight
c. Volume
d. Leakage
e. Power Consumption
f. Calibration
190
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2.7 First Article Tests: First Article Tests are those in which certain
basic performance parameters of the first unit are tested which are
not covered by the acceptance testing of subsequent units. These test_
are, as a minimum:
• le
2.
3.
4.
Electrical power ripple susceptibility
Output Impedance
Altitude
Attitude
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3.0
3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.2
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
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TEST PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
Test Surveillance:
Test Notification: NASA/LRC shall be notified no later than 48.hours
prior to start of acceptance tests on each sensor.
Witnessing of Tests: All tests will be witnessed by a Perkin-Elmer
engineer who will be responsible for the manner in which the test is
performed. The responsible eL_gineer will be designated by the Perkin-
Elmer Program Manager. The signature of the designated engineer and the
Program Manager shall constitute certification that the test data has been
correctly reported. The tests may _ witnessed by a representative _-=
NASA-LRC but his signature is not required.
Deviations and Variations: Any deviations or variations from this
document shall be approved by the Perkin-Elmer Program Manager_ and
will be ....... A _ ....
__ in L.= L=_t report.
Test Reports:
Failure Reports: In the event that any unusual difficulty or questionable
condition occurs it will be reported i_mediately to NASA/LRC. Recom-
mendations for corrections will be provided to NASA/LRC within 48 hours
after the difficulty is determined.
Final Test Report: A final test report shall be issued for each sensor.
The report shal] contain the data herein required and shall be in the
form of this document when suitably completed.
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4.0
4.1
_=o_o• PROCEDURES
Class 1 - NonoperatinR_ • Tests:•_ Class i tests are those in whirh__.......vr_.=_on
of the sensor is not required in order to assure its meeting
requirements. This category includes workmanship_ sensor weight_
volume and leakage,
4.1.i Examination of Product: The test specimen shall be visually examined
for satisfactory material_ secured fastenings 3 eleanliness_ exterior
finish and adequately soldered connections. The test specimen shall be
free from cracks_ dents and harmful scratches.
4.1.2 Weight: The purpose of this test is to determine the actual weight
of a fully assembled test specimen including gas fittings_ but
excluding mating fittings and mating electrical connector.
4.1.2.1 Test Procedure:
a. Verify the null or zero setting of the scale.
b. Place the test specimen on the scale.
c. Record the total weight and complete the following
table.
Weight
Scale Accuracy
Scale Mfg,
Scale Part Number
Scale Serial Number
Test Engineer
Ibs.
Date
oz.
+ oz.
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4.1.3
4.1.3.1
4.1.4
4.1.4.1
Volume: The purpose of this test is to record the size and volume
of the test specimen.
Test Procedure:
a. Measure the length, width and depth of the test
specimen excluding flanges, fittings and the
connector.
b. Record the data and compute the volume
length inches
width inches
depth inches
accuracy of measurement ±
volume inches
Test Engineer
inches
date
Leakage: The purpose of this testis to verify that the hermetic
seals of the inner cover and sample lines are sound.
Test Procedure:
a. Cap off one gas fitting.
b. Connect the mass spectrometer leak detector to
the remaining fitting.
c. Place the test specimen in a plastic bag and purge
the bag with helium.
4. Measure and record the indicated leakage rate
after 5 minutes and again after 30 minutes.
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Leakage rate (5 minutes)
Leakage rate (30 minutes),
Leak detector designation:
Identification number
Accuracy
Test Engineer Date
4.2
4.2.1
Class 2 - Operat.ional Tests: The operational tests are performed to
demonstrate the system dynamic performance. Included in these tests
are power consumption, calibration, response time, temperature and
repeatability.
Power Consumption: The purpose of this test is to determine the
electrical power input required by the operating test specimen.
4.2.1.1 Test Proced.re :
a. Apply power to the test specimen from a DC power
supply. Adjust the input voltage to 28 VDC.
b. Record the input voltage and input current within
30 seconds of turn-on time.
c. Record the input voltage and input current after
5 minutes of continued operation.
d. Increase the input voltage to 28.5 VDC. Repeat
step (c).
e. Decrease the input voltage to 27.5 VDC. Repeat
step (c).
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30 Sec Input Voltage (28VDC nominal)
30 Sec Input Current
5 Min. Input Voltage (28 VDC nominal)
5 Min. Input Current
28.5 (nominal) voltage
current
27.5 (nominal) voltage
current
volts
ma
volts
ma
volts
ma
volts
ma
Voltmeter designation
Identification number
Accuracy
Milliammeter Designation
Identification number
Accuracy
Power Supply Designation
4.2.2
Identification number
Test Engineer Date
Calibration: The purpose of this test is to obtain calibration
curves for reference during subsequent NASA testing and evaluation.
I .....,........ I
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4.2.2.1 Test Setup:
The test specimen shall be connected as shown in Figure
The ambient temperature during this test shall be 70 ° ± 10°F.
4.2.2.2 Test Procedure, Total Pressure and PN 2 Calibration:
a. Apply power to the test specimen. Adjust the
input power to 28.0 VDC ± 0.3 VDC.
b. Apply I00 percent N2 to the test specimen.
c. Adjust the test specimen sample pressure to 7.0 PSIA
(362 mmHg) at a flow rate of 200 cc/min.
d. Start the recorder and identify the P02, PH20 _ PN2_
PCO 2 and PT channels. Identify the _erial number of
the test specimen. Record the date, operator and
test conditions.
e. Reduce the total pressure at 5 minute intervals to the
nominal values of 6.0 psia (310 mmHg), 5.0 psia (258 mmHg),
4.0 psia (206 mmHg), 3.0 psia (155 m_Hg),
2.0 psia (103 mmHg).
Record the actual gauge readings.
Nominal Measured PT Channel
Output
PT PT Voltage
362 mmHg
310
258
206
155
103
PN 2 Channel
Output
Voltage
f, Record any unusual characteristics:
I
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Test Engineer Date
4.2.2.3 Test Procedure PCO 2 Calibration:
a. Repeat step 4.2.2.2 (a)/ (b), (c)_ (d).
b. Shut off the recorder_ disconnect the N2 supply_ and
connect a nominal 1.4% (vol.) CO 2 in N2 mixture supply
to the test set-up. Purge the test specimen sample
lines. Adjust the total pressure to17.0 psia (362 m_mHg)
at 200 CC/min flow rate. Turn on the recorder and record
for five minutes or until the output is stabilized.
c. Repeat step 4.2.2.3 (b) using a nominal 2.8% CO 2
in N2 mixture.
d. Repeat step 4.2.2.3 (b) using a nominal 4.2% CO 2 in
N 2 mixture.
e. Repeat step 4.2.2.3 (b) using a nominal 5.2% CO in
2
N2 mixture.
f. Repeat steps 4.2.2.2 (b)_ (c), (d).
Nominal Actual PCO 2 PCO 2 Channel
CO 2 Mixture CO2 Mixture mmHg Output
VoltaKe ._
1.4%
2.8%
4.2%
5.27.
g. Record any unusual characteristics:
Test Engineer Date
I I
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Test Procedure_ PO 2 Calibration:
a. Repeat step 4.2.2.2 (a); (b); (c)_ (d).
b. Shut off the recorder_ disconnect the N2 suppiy_ and
connect a nominal 28% (vol.) 02 in N2 mixture supply to
the test set-up. Purge the test specimen sample lines.
Adjust the total pressure to 7.0 psia (362 mmiHg) at 200
cc/min flow rate. Turn on the recorder and record for
five minutes or until the output is stabilized.
c. Repeat step 4.2.2.4 (b) using a nominal 36% 02 in N2
mixture.
d. Repeat step 4.2.2.4 (b) using a nominal 42% 02 in N2
mixture.
e. Repeat step 4.2.2.4 (b) using a nominal 48% 02 in N2
mixture.
f. Repeat step 4.2.2.4 (b) using a nominal 55% 02 in N 2
mixture.
g.
mixture.
h. Repeat step 4.2.2.4 (b) using a nominal 71% 0
2
mixture.
in N2
i. Repeat steps 4.2.2.2 (b), (c)_ (d).
Nominal
02 Mixture
28%
36%
42%
48%
55%
64%
71%
Actual PO 2 PO 2 Channel
02 Mixture mmHg Output
Voltage
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j. Record any unusual characteristics:
4.2.2.5
Test Engineer Date
Test Procedure_ PH20 Calibration:
a. Repeat step 4.2.2.2 (a).
b. Connect the water bath test set-up shown in figure I°
c. Adjust the test specimen sample pressure to 7.0 PSIA
(362 mmHg) at a flow of i00 cc/min.
d. Agitate the water bath to maintain constant temperature.
Add cold water or ice to the bath to maintain the internal
water temperature to a nominal 35°F. Record the temperature.
e. Repeat step 4.2.2.2 (d).
f. Record for 5 minutes.
g. Turn off the recorder.
ho Increase the temperature of the water bath to 50°F.
Record the temperature.
i. Repeat steps (e)_ (f), (g).
J. Increase the temperature of the water bath to 65°F.
Record the temperature.
k. Repeat steps (e), (f), (g).
I. Increase the temperature of the water bath to room
temperature (77°F nominally). Record the temperature.
Disconnect the water bath.
m. Repeat steps 4.2.2.2 (b)3 (c). Flush with nitrogen for
15 minutes .
!
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! no Turn off the recorder. Disconnect the input power.Remove the test sample lines. Cap off the gas fittings.
Cap off the power connector.
Nominal
Water Bath
Temperature
Actual Vapor
Water Bath Pressure
Temperature mmHg
PH20 Channel
Output Volts
35 °F
50°F
65°F
77°F
Zero
o. Record any unusual characteristic:
Test Engineer Date
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Gasses P02
in
N2
TABLE i. TEST EQUIP_@:NT (See Figure i)
Certified Accuracy
PCO 2
in
N 2
PN 2
Pressure Gauge
Flow Meter
I
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Identification :_umber
Accuracy
Range
Last Calibration Date
Next Required Calibration Date
Designation
Model Number
Identification Eumber
Accuracy
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TA_T r I TEST EQU!PM£NT (q,_'_ _g,,_ 1
Last Calibration Date
DATE; 2/15/68---I
cont.)Flow Meter
Recorder Designation
Model Number
Identification Number
Accuracy
Range
Last Calibration Date
Next Required Calibration Date
Voltmeters Designation
Model Number
Identification
Accuracy
Range
Last Calibration Date
Next Required Calibration Date
Power Supply Designation
Model Number
Identification
Last Calibration Date
Next Required Calibration Date
Test Engineer Date
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4.2.3
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.2
Response Time: The purpose of this test is to determine the time
required by the specimen to reach 90% of a step value of an input
partial pressure change.
Test Setup: The test specimen shall be connected up using the same
arrangen_n't as described under Section 4.2.2, Calibration.
Test Proeedltre_ Response Time:
a, Apply power to the test specimen; adjust the input
power to 28.0 vdc + 0.3 vdc.
b. Apply I00 percent N2 to the test specimen.
c. Adjust the test specimen sample pressure to 7.0
psia (362 mmHg) and flow rate of 200 cc/min.
d. Shut off the N2 supply and connect the nominal 5.2%
C021n ._T2 mixture supply, adjustlng the total pressure
to 7.0 psia (362 mmHg) at 200 cc/min flow rate.
e. Disconnect the mixed sample gas line and reconnect
the N2 purge line.
f. Start the recorder and set chart spped to one foot per
minute or faster. Identify the P02, PH20 , PN2, pCO2,
and Pt channels. Record the date, operator and test
cond itions.
g. Disconnect the N 2 purge line and quickly reconnect the
CO 2 "in N 2 li_e simultaneously marking a start line on
the chart recorder.
P
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h. Note the rise in output signal. Continue chart recorder
record ",_t£! the output signal has stabilized. Record
from the chart record the time required to reach 90%
of the final value of the step input and also the final
value of the step input.
4.2.3.3 Repeat Sectlon 4.2.3.2, parts (b) through (h) using the nominal
71_ O2 In N 2 gas. mixture and then gain using the N 2 water bath of
77°F for the PH20 step input.
RUN #i
STEP INPUT GAS
NOMINAL
5.2% CO 2 in N 2
71% 02 in N 2
77°F H20 in N2
TIME TO
ACTUAL FINAL RISE 90%
ACTUAL PARTIAL VOLTAGE FINAL VOLT.
MIXTURE PRESSURE VALUE VALUE
RUN #2
i
RUN #3
Record any unusual characteristics:
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APPROVED
I , ,, i
Test Engineer Date
PE SPEC _-v SHm__ET
APPROVED APPROVED 5338 A 30 of 3_
2-0034-00
CODE IDENT.
PERKIN-ELMER oA-rE.2/16/6846555 ,--cT,o-o,.-r,c,.,.o,v,,,o,. CON,,.
SPECIFICATION
4.2.4 Temperature Effects: The purpose of the test is to determine the
change in output signal, if any, of the specimen when subjected
to a temperature environment of 40°F to 90°F.
4.2.4.1 Test Setup: The test specimen shall be connected using the same
arrangement as described •under Section 4.2.3, except the input and
output gas lines and the connector cable shall be attached to the
specimen which is located in the thermostatically controlled tem-
perature chamber.
4.2.4.2 Test Procedure, Test Effects:
a. Apply power to the test specimen; adjust the input
power to 28.0 vdc ± 0.3 vdc.
b. Apply I00 percent N 2 to the test specimen.
c. Adjust the test specimen sample pressure to 7.0 psia
(326 mm) and flow rate of 200 cc/min.
d. Record all output signal voltages at room temperature,
using a short run of the chart recorder. Record actual
room temperature.
e. Decrease chamber temperature to 400F, recording the
output signals and noting the temperature of the cham-
ber on the chart record.
f. Increase chamber temperature to 90°F recording the
data as in Step (e).
g. Return specimen to room temperature and when stabiliz-
ed, record output signals.
PRFPAREED BY APPROVED1.=.-..4. ..... I
I APPROVED ] APPROVED
I I
PE SPEC
• ii i i
IDENT.
46555
PERKIN-ELMER ....
DATE; 2/16/68
ILICTMO-OPTIr_ItL OlVlalON, NORWALK, CONN.
i
SPECIFICATION
II
NITROGENPURGERUN
SEZ zz_,
Room -'--
40OF
70°F ....
Room ....
Disconnect N2 purge gas and connect sample gas consist-
ing of a nominal mix of I0% 02 and 1.0% CO2 in N2. Re-
cord actual mixture, Adjust test specimen sample pres-
sure to 7.0 psla (362 mmHg) and flow rate of 200 cc/min.
Repeat Steps "(d) through (g).
ACTUAL TOTAL
TZldp PRESSL_E •P._2 P02 -P_2-g-0 PN2
SAMPLE MIXTURE RUN
Room
40°F
70°F
Room
m _i_m
_lmm
TEMPERATURE OVEN De s ignat ton
• t Model Number ...........
Identification Number
Accuracy
Range
Last Calibration Date
Next Required .Calibration Date
D===A==r_ RY APPROVED
II ........ /---- -- I_ I
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APPROVED APPROVED
PE SPEC REV
5338 A
SHEET
32 of 3
2"-(_34-00
1
-]
.:"_:i/_
i!_!_i!_:_i!_;_:¸ •
':_:_,O_'N'r.'. ...
!: ' 'ii_¢
) :: ..i: :,;. _ : = --.= ......
;,,
I
PERKIN-ELMER
ELECTRO-OPTICAl. DIVISION, NORWALK, CONN.
' SPECIFICATION
DATE. 2/16/68
Record any unusual characteristics:
4.2.5
Test Engineer _- .............. Date
Repeatability: The repeatability of thespecimen can be determined
_rom the data required in Section 4.2.3, Response Time, and also
£rom the data acquired in Section 4.2.2, Calibration. Compile the
data and examine the accuracy of the identical tests run on the
sample at various times.
PREPARED BY APPROVED
................. PE SPEC R_y_ SHEET
APPROVED AF;P_-40'JE[} 5338 A 33 of 33
215
J. _S AMD SPECIFICATIONS
topis| of all drawings and specifications were sent to NABA/LRC
several time durtn8 the progr_. This section contains the £_ily tree
(figure 59) and parts list which speci£y the equipment.
Figures showing the schematic dia_am for each module I an
interconnecting dia_ s the optical-mechanical assembly I and the final
assembly drawing are included for reference (figures 60 through 69),
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CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE PA RT N O. 631-0001
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
PART NAME Module A 1 Ir. Preamp.
SHEET i O_ 2 ]ISSOEOBY
NEXT ASSEMBLY
DATE
LOT
o, .
F_ART NUMBER
001
C5RI3F685KM
CKR06CWI04KM
CKR05CW220KM
CKR05CW102KM
C5RI 3D686KM
:RI3D226k_i I
CKR06CW472KM
CKR05CW22 IKM
CSRI3GI05KM
Module
ircuit
)acitor 56uf 10%GV
6.8uf I0% 35V
)acitor
.luf I0% 100V
22pf 10% 200V
1000pf 10% 200V
68uf 10% 15V
22uf 10% iSV
4700pf I0% 200V
l.f I0% 50V
REV.
FINISH
DATE
600-4521-002 Diode
2N2973 Transistor
600-4762-002
2N3821
930 inslstor
RCO5GF472J Resistor 4.7K 5% I/8w
RCO5GFI05J Ime
RCO5GFI24J 120K !
RCOSGF272J 2.7K i
IK
:F474J 470K
RC05GF223J 22K
FORM 2-0277-00
TOTAL
CC.. IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-001 R E V.
z
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
spo
wo LOT
QTY. REQ.
QTY, REL.
RCO5GF2743
RCO5GFI523
RCOSGF3313
RCOSGF4733
RCO5GF5633
Resistor 100K 5% I/8w
270K
330#I-
47K
56K
TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00"
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING ucr,
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
sPo 27442
WO LOT
QTY.REQ.
QTY, REL.
PART NAME A
..EE_I o_ Z [,.OEOBY L.]_.W.1DATE
NEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER PART NAME
U5B770931X Micro Clrcuot A709
CSRI3GI05KM
CSRI3F685KM
CKR05CWI50KM
CKRO5CW22 IKM
CKRO6CW472KM
(151: 10/o 200V)
10% 200V'
(4700pf 10% 200V
2N3821 Transistor
RCOSGFI05J
RCO5GFI01J
RCOSGF392J
RCO5GFI04J
RCOSGF274J
_GF1525
Resistor (I.0M 5% I/8w)
100K 5%
1270K 5% I/8w)__
_m
(I.5K 5%
680K 5%
220
....M 2-0277-00
TOTAL
CCt IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISIbN
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
PART NAME
SHEET 1
NEXT ASSEMBLY
LOT
PART NUMBER
631-003
U5B770931X
C5RI3E476KM
CKR05C'W221KH
CKRO5CW271KH
PART NAME
Module A3 SiKnal Process
PART
Microcircuit
C5R13C107IG_f _ '_
C5RI3C336KM _ _
CKR06CW472KM ____
CKR05CWI02KM I Capacitor
47/¢¢f 10% 20V
200V
200V
200V
_ 100v
I00 10V
33 10V
200V
22 15V
1000pf 10% 200V
600-4521-002 Diode IN914B
IN752A
Transistor
RC05GF2223
RC05GF271J
RC05GF223J
RC05GF474J
Resistor 2.2K 5% i/8w
i2J
RC05GFI83J
RC05GFI02J
RC05GF224J
RC05GF472J
270
22K
470K
1.5K
18K
1K
K
4.7K
N 0.631-003 R E_0004,0005)
FORM 2-0277-00 221
CC:IBM,OC,WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0003 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
spo
WO LOT
QTY. REQ.
QTY. REL.
PART NAME Module A3 Signal Processing
I I ISHEET 2 oF 2 IssuED BY DATENEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER PART NAME
RC05GF393J
RC05GF331J
RC05GF1043
RC05GF2743
RN55CI003F
3250W501-502
.stor 39K 5% I_8w
100K 5% l_8w
270K 5%
100K 1% Vl0w
.VAe 5K 5% I/2w
RN55C .... F _r --- 1% 1/lOw
r_N55C8251F Resistor 8.25K 1% 1/10w
RN55C3571F Resistor 3.57K 1% 1/10w
RN55CI212F Resistor 12.1K 1% 1/low
GB33P-2 Resistor Thermal 2.
222 TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O.631-006 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
WO LOT
QTYo REQ.
QTY. RELo
PART NAME A6 Module
•.EET _ oF 2
NEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER
631-006
DATE
PART NAME
_B77093'
C5RI39335KM
CKR06CW472KM
CKR05CW221KM
CKR06CWI04KM
600-4534-001
600-4521-002
JAN2 N2905A
___22uf 107, 15V
(3.3uf 107. 15V)
,f 10% 200V
)f10% 200V
_.luf 10% 100V)
Zener
Diode, (IN 914B)
ener
JAN2N2907A
RN55C---F
RN55CI002F
RCOSGF3323
RN55CIOOIE
RN55C4702F
RC05GFI52J
:05GF223J
Transistor
Val. 47.5K I% i/i(
i% I/llw
IOK I% 1/lOw
_68o 5% i/8w
(3.3K 5% 1/8wl__
(1K Z% 1/10w)
_47K I% 1/10w)
(l.5K 5% 1/8w2__
_22K 5% I/8w)
Var 5K 5% I/2w)
TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
_o 27442
WO LOT
QTYoRE:Q.
QTY. RE:L.
PART NAME A6 Module
"SHEET 2 OF 2 i,SSuE:D SY IDATE:
NEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER
P A R T N O. 631-0006 R E V.
RN55C2492F
RN55C .... F
RN55C ....
 ssc30z2F
RC05GF102J
RN55C ..... F
Istor 24.9K
301K I%
'14.7K 1% 1/10w)
RN55C2_I2F
RC05GFI22J
_22.1K 1% I
(I.2K 570 i/8w)
RC05GFi83J I (i8K 5% i/8w)
RC05GF331J
RN55C6491F
224
FORM 2-0277-00
TOTAL
CC, IBM, QC, WORK, SToREs, FILE P A R T N O.631-0007 R E V.
spo 27442
PERKIN-ELMER
W0
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT. QTY. REQ,
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET QTY, REL,
Pulse Generators &
tART N-_.._EA7 _O4u_e Rquer Ckt..
SHEET 1 OF 2 I_ISU EO BY DATE.
LOT
I OPER,
SEQ,
i
|
NEXT ASSEMBLY
TEM
_[V, NO, PART NUMBER PART NAME
631-0007 A7 _dule
9_91021
9591321
USB770931X
C5R13B566KH
CKE06CWl03_2_
_crocircuit
Microcircuit
}/tcroe_rcutt
(He._L 910)
(MN_L 913)
(_A709)
Capacitor.
Capacitor
(56= f 10% 6V)
1.61,.f 10% 2oov)
C5RI3G334KH
CKRO6CN472KM
CKR05CW221KM
CKR06CWI04KM
C5RI3EI55KM
CKR05CWIO2KM
(.33 ,Af 10% 50V)
(470_pf 10% 200V)
(220pf 10% 200V)
zozzoov)
(l.5_f 10% 20V)
/
(1000pf 10% 200V
600-4521-002 Diode (1Ng14B)
JAN2N930
JAN2N2907A
JAN (TX) 2N222ZA
2N2945
JAN (_X) 2N2432
Transistor
r_
Transistor
CODE, SET*UP
I
SUM 1 2 3 '4
I K
8 B
4
!1
1
7- 2
1
I.
I
1
2 2
I
5
2
3
7
5
3 3
TOTAL | START FINISH
LOT STD I DATE DATE
I
QTY. QTY. QTY,
7 ,8 ,¢o. ,,,o. ,.o. CODE
RN55C ....
RCO5GF473J
RN55C3323F
RC05GFI533
Resistor.
RC05GF3323
(_}92K 1Z 1/10v_
(47K 5% l18w)
(332K zz l/ZOv)
(15K 5% 1/8w)
(3.3K 5% I/8w)
1
t TOTAL
II
FORM 2-0277-00 .... " 225
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DiViSiON
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
spo 27442
WO LOT
QTY.REQ.
QTY.REL.
DATE
NEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER
RC05GFI52J
RC05GF683J
RC05GF224J
PART NAME
P A R T N 0.631-0007 R E V.
Resistor
_68K 5% I/8w
_220K 5% i/8w
3250W-501-502
RN55C .... F
RN55C .... F
RN55C .... F
RN55C .... F
RN55C .... F
RN55C .... F
RN05GFI04J
_33.2K
_5K 5% I/2w___
12.2K 1% 1/10w
(70K 1% 1/lOw)
(12.4K 17o 1/10w
??K 1%
Resisto3
RCO5GF472J Resistor (4.7K 5% i/8w
996_
FORM 2-0277-00
TOTAL
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-008 R E V.
I sPo 27442PERKIN-ELMER wo _OT
E-O DIVISION f
MANUFACTURING DEPT. QTY. PEQ.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET QTY. REL.
PART NAME Module A8 H.V. Ampl & _o_J_
1 OF 2 [,-,,_eo BY DATESHEET
1
NEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NAME
0SC
FINISH
DATE
USB770931X Microcircuit C_709)
C_05CW820KM
CKR06C_683KH
CKR05CW22 IKM
CKR06CWI52KM
C5RI3J564KM
>acitor (82pf 10% 200V)
f.068uf 100V
(22pf 200V)
f.luf 100V
(1500pf 200V)
100uf 10V___
.56uf 100V
600-4521-002 Diode (IN914B)
2N2973 Transistor
600-4762-002
2N3501
JAN2N930
_2N2222A Transistor
RC05GF .... J
RC05GFI233
RC05GFI54J
RC05GF563J
RC05GF273J
:I004F
_183J
(68K 5% 1/8w)
_I2K 5% I/8w)
;,_ _;: i,/i_i _ISOK 5% I/8w___
_56K 5% 1/8w)
_27K 5% 1/8w2__
JIM 1% I/4w___
Resistor _I8K 5% i/8w___
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0008 R E V.
I PERKIN-ELMER E-O DIVISIONMANUFACTURING DEPT.BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET f s_o 27442WO LOTQ_TTv Y" REQ"
REL.
PART NUMBER PART NAME
DATE
RN65C150
RCOSGFI52J
RCO5GF4723
RC05GF220J
RC05GFI02J
_.I.5K 5%
(4.7K 5% 1/8w)
_IK 5%
Resfstor
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0009 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
s.o 27442
WO LOT
QTY.REQ.
QTY, REL,
PART NAMe. Module A9
S.EET 1 OF I [,SSUED BY
NEXT ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER
SWD i0
2N3501
2N3739
2N2102
2N4036
PART NAME
10
FINISH
DATE
Inductor
Transformer Converter
TransformerHighVolt.
Transistor
Transistor
RC2 0GF472 J
UZ210
(4.7K 5% I/2w)__
Diode. Zener
UZ220
UTR22
Diode Zener
Diode
_42
UZ222
600-0505-001
C5RI3G685KM
Diode
>acttor .01uf 3kv
6.8uf 10% 35V
acitor 1500pf 10% 200V
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE PA R T N O. 631-0108 R E V. B
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
t SPO
WO LOT
PART NAMb. Base Two Gas Sensor
5Hb. ET 1 G_ 1 II_¢5UED E_ Y ]DATE
NEXT ASSEMBLY 631-0110
PAPT _aUMBER PART NAME
631-0108 Base Two Gas
631-0108-002 Fitting
FINISH
LDA TE
I IZOU
FORM 2-0277-00
TOTAL
H
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE
PEFIKIN-ELMEFI t SPO
WO LOT
P A R T N O. 631-0112 R E V.
:__ E-OD,V,S,O._TZ/.
MANUFACTURING DEPT. QTY. REQ.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET REL.
I _"___j '_'_"'_- Ar___mmChopper_._
--_ _'_F IvtSHEET L_m___OF i_i5 [J E _ BY I _ATE
Arm Cho er-Ass
___ 631-1255 Filter 21
o ____ _ Filter 22
__ 631-1245 Arm
Cement
, TOTAL
I I I
FORM 2-0277-00 231 '
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0101 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
sPo 27442
WO LOT
QTY.REQ.
QTY. REL.
_A_ T__,_E racket ratin Ass
SHEET1 O°1 i'...... "_ I
.E×T ASSEMBLY 631-0100
DATE
PART NUMBER PART NAME
(Insep Assy)
631-0101-1
631-1203
Iracket
TOTAL
FINISH
DATE
FORM 2-02-77-00 ....
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0100 R E V.
PEFIKIN-ELMEFI
E-O DIViSiON
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
s_o 27442
W O [_ 0 T
QTy. _EQ.
qT _'. REL.
DZ_T N_AE
SHEET i OF l !--m'J E rE: -_? [DATE
C_ER, i OFEF:, I -"
SEQ. '_ O[3E • _!-,i I" bE I-J ;_
i
I
i
L'C?T'T'_ pAT
F--i I -
i t
NEXT ASSE'/B LY 631-0110
ITE'A
",O. F;A ,R T "JUL4BER PART N A _,,IE
631-0100
631-0101
Cradle & Bracket Assy
Bracket Gratin$ Assy
631-1206 Pin
631-1207 Cradle
631-1220 Grating
_Jv
i
- J -----4-
I
J_____
Cement
J i i
--4---
TOTAL
1 X
I
I
, t i ,
2
i i! I
1 , _i i
, i I ' ! i
t ...... I i
i,
i
! 1 !
t i !, i t
i I
i I l_,_
t, l I i
t _ tl
I _ ,' il
i _ i , !
' ! _ I I
I ! ! '
i ! I
......
i
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f- INISH
DATE
FORM 2-0277-00 ' "
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0104 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
spo 27442
WO LOT
QTY. REQ.
QTY. REL.
PART NUMBER PART NAME
1
FINISH
DATE
631-0104
631-1210
631-1222
631-i035
631-1226
631-I036
631-1223
631-1259
I.R
Element #2
I.R. )le Cell
Retainin Ele #3
Window ,
234 TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00
CC:IBM,QC,WORK,STORES,FILE P A R T N O. 631-0103 R E V.
PEFIKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
_PO 27442
QTY. REQ.QTY. REL,
PART NAME B O.__I o [[i.e _
0_" j I_IJED BY
631-0105
DATE
LOT
PART NUMBER PART NAME
631-0103
631-1221
631-1205
631-1228
631-1224
631-1225
631-1257
Bolometerz Ho_
___lometer
Housing, Bolometer
Spacer
_3_-_8 I_ _
t •600-7616-003 Screw, Cap, Socket ttD (#0-80xI/4
__-_-_ _!_ ...._--__
T........... J_ 1 I__L_---I , ,1
TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00 235
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE PART NO.
I spG 27442PERKIN-ELMER --,,_ _o,
I:._l I_lV I _l _1 N
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET j QTy. REL.
pART NAme Source. Light IR. Assv
SHEET Of I,SSUED BY_ DATE
631-0102 R E V.
1
631-1213 Base &
631-1217
631-1211
631-1212
631-1214
_ 631-1215
631-121___66
__ 600-7616-102600-7616-021
FORM 2-0277:-00
TOTAL
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N 0 631-0105 R E V.
i s_ 27442
MANUFACTURING DEPT. _,_ , . -_o.
BiLL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET ] Q_ ,. '_F' .
_-,:R_ _ _'.,E TR
i'w-.
Sensor & Light Assy
j ,.-:-:.,: /
-l- ...... "
t
I
I -
]--_- IL.,, "' ;A TE
- ; 1
_I I I i
t I j
°:_:;?E" i
i
631-0110
nsor & Li ht Ass
Source Li_
Cell Sam le I.R. Ass
Housing, Bolometer Assx
Plate Mountin
Bushing
s._ i _ 1
'_ExT ," SSE'._B L '
_ .631-0102
631-0103
631-1218
Insulator
• ] !
__I
FORM 2-0277 O0
Screw Ca Socket HD 2-56xi/4
Nut, Hex, Plain 4-48
600-7616-023
600-7623-007
Screw Set' Socket 4-48x3/8
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-1221 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
spo 27442
WO LOT
QTY.REQ.
QTY. REL.
_._.._._,_..E - - . f"-- ..... ASS',.y_.Bo£ome=_ z[,urmz_ tot
Y [o1 oF 1 IlSSUED BY ATESHEE T I
NEXT ASSEMBLY 631-0103
PART NUMBER
631-1221
PART NAME
Bolometer Ther_A s
'9 _ Q TOTA L
FORM 2-027"7-00
i
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0115 R E V
PERKIN-ELMER
E-O DIVISION
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
SPO
i WO LOT
QTY. REQ.
QfY. REL.
I OATE
Substrate
PART NAME
Lower Ass_
L_-3__i
TOTAL
FORM 2-0277100
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0116 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER [-_°
I WO
I= .t't r_ i v i _ i _1 I,J L
........... t
MANUFACTURING DEPT. QTY. REQ.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET QTY. REL.
PART NAME ]_',._,_1_ IIoDer Assv
......SHEET I Or I D.TE
.EXT _S_E_--Y 631-0107
LOT
PART NAME
__per Assy
Substrate U er
__er
Cement
240 TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00 --
FINISH
DATE
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE w, P A R T N O. 631-0114 R E V.
PERKIN-ELMER
- _.1 v IJ=vl,
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE $HEET
f spoWO
Y° F_EQ.
_ REL.
.EXT ASSEMBLY 631-0119
PART NUMBER PART NAME
LOT FINISH
631-0114 Window Ass X. U.V. Sample Cell
631-1248 Window, R.H.
Cement
• 1
TOTAL
FORM 2-0277=00 _ L_i
CC: IBM, OC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N 0 631-0119 R E V
>
PEFIKIN-ELMEr'-I
E-O DiViSiON
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
BILL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
t S_OWO
QTY.REQ.QTY.REL.
LOT
631-0119 UV Outer Wind.
631-0114
TOTAL
FORM 2-0277-00
CC: IBM, QC, WORK, STORES, FILE P A R T N O. 631-0118 R E V.
PERKIN -ELMER
E-O DiviSiON
MANUFACTURING DEPT.
B!LL OF MATERIALS & RELEASE SHEET
S t-.) O
W ©
Q TY. F<LQ.
QTY, [_ r- t_,
DATE
631-0117
631-0118 Cell, Sample UV Insert Sub
631-0119 Window Outer
631-1282
631-1244
Cell_ Sample_ W Insert
Window, Lower
Epoxy
I
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SECTION V
ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE
The assessment of performance of the fabricated hardware is made
first with respect to the performance goals for the program and then with re-
spect to additional criteria that were developed as the units were tested.
The performance goals and actual operation of the system may be
summarized as follows:
Weight:
The goal was 6.5 pounds. This has been improved to 4.8 pounds.
Volume:
The goal was II0 in3. The actual volume is 122 in 3
Power:
The goal was 5 watts at 28 vdc. The actual power consumption is 4.7 watts.
O×y_en Partial Pressure (P02_:
Range - Zero to 250 millimeters Hg with expanded scales for a 0 to 5 volt
dc output corresponding to 125 to 250 mm Hg partial pressure of oxygen (with
available alternate ranges). This has been done.
Accuracy - ±2 percent of full scale. This has been met for short term oper-
ation only.
Water Vapor Pressure (PH20):
Range Zero to 30 mm Hg for a 0 to 5 volt dc output.
Accuracy - ±5 percent of full scale. The range and accuracy of the H20
channel has not been demonstrated.
Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure _PCO2_:
Range Zero to 20 man Hg partial pressure of carbon dioxide corresponding
to a 0 to 5 volt dc output. This has been done.
Accuracy - ±2 percent of full scale. This has been met.
Total Pressure (PT) Characteristics:
Range I00 to 400 mm Hg total pressure corresponding to 0 to 5 volts dc
full scale output. (Available for i atmosphere PT as an option.) This
has been done.
Accuracy - ±I percent of full scale. This has been demonstrated to be
±1.3 percent.
Nitrogen Partial Pressure (PN21:
Range - I00 to 300 mm Hg corresponding to 0 to 5 volt dc output. This
has been done.
Accuracy - ±5 percent of full scale. This is derived from the 02 signal
and hence exhibits only short term stability.
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A. SYSTEMPERFORMANCE
The following performance characteristics are c_ommonto the entire
Two Gas Atmosphere Sensor System:
Operating Temperatures -
Storage Temperature
Vibration_ Acceleration_ -
and Shock
Attitude
Altitude
Operating Life
Storage Life
Required Operational
Supply
Handling and Storage
Response Time
Flight Qualification
40 ° to 90°F. This has been demonstrated for
the electronics only.
65 ° to 200°F. This has not been demonstrated.
Manned Spaceflight
Missions. This has not been tested.
There should be no preferred use attitude_
but this is unresolved at present.
No limitation on operating or storage
altitude. This has not been tested.
One to three years (estimated)
Estimated in excess of three years
28 volt dc supply ±4 volts. Transients and
reverse polarity protection have been pro-
vided by an EMI filter on the input power
line. A provision has also to be made on
the output to limit the output voltage swing
from -I to +7 volts in the event of equipment
failure.
Recommended to be accomplished by the use of
specially designed carrying case_ which will
isolate the sensor from extreme environmental
conditions and be a useful storage provision
and general protective device for the sensor
system.
Less than i0 seconds to reach 90 percent of
the step value of input partial pressure
change with a pressure drop of less than 3
inches of water (primarily pneumatic). This
has been met.
The system is designed to meet typical flight
qualifications as defined by the reference
programs. No qualification tests have been
performed.
B. SUBSYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
During the functional testing of the first two units, several de-
sign deficiencies were encountered which require additional work before the
units can be considered fully operational and within the specified design goals
for the system. In summary_ the problem areas are:
i. Drift in the output of the oxygen channel
2. Susceptibility to rotation in the earth's magnetic field
3. Susceptibility to changes in ambient pressure
4. Untested performance of the water vapor channel
5. Incomplete sealing of the hermetic cover assembly
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1. PO2 Channe!
The P02 channel meets the requirements for zero and span calibra-
tion and !inearity, The oxygen calibration is independent of total pressure
of the sample gas.
The oxygen channel has exhibited a drift rate of approximately 5
to 7 percent of f,11 scale over 24 hour periods, This drift i_ fairly consis-
tent from unlt to uni_ always exhibiting a positive increas_ w_ich apparently
indicates an increase in the oxygen partial pressure. Systems tests nave
reasonably verified that the drift problem is not associated with the elec-
tronics system_ but rather it is caused by a mechanism of the sample cell
interacting with various concentrations of oxygen. The effect that we have
observed can be accounted for in either of two mechanisms; either there is an
increase in absorption of the oxygen cell 3 or an apparent decrease in absorption
from the reference cell on the 1470_ energy slit. The most likely cause of
this effect is an apparent film that forms on the oxygen sample cell in the
presence of both the ultraviolet energy and the oxygen gas. A reduction in
the absorption of the reference cell is difficult to synthesize at this time.
Tailor_ Chubb_ and Kreplim 3 have reported on the transmission diminution of
vacuum ultraviolet lamp windows 3 which may partially explain the mechanism
of the film formation. The reference paper describes the decay of the
response of UV sample chambers when the detectors are exposed to radiation
from high intensity helium discharge lamps. The mechanism proposed in this
paper was that the cause of the decay was a buildup of an absorbing film upon
the UV transmitting windows employed in the system. It was felt that the
film was produced from photodisassociated pump oil. Data presented in this
paper shows that detectors_ which were irradiated through a vacuum path_ had
a drastic decrease in response_ which suggests that the attenuation of radiation
might be traced to the vacuum pump oil.
The authors describe a model of film buildup and transmission loss
based on decomposition of the oil vapors. It was believed that the far ultra-
violet quanta traversing the imperfect vacuum between sample windows photo-
disassociated the residual oil molecules which then condensed on the windows.
The resulting accumulating film on the w_dow is highly absorbent in the far
UV and reduces the emergent far UV flux. As a result_ the process of film
buildup occurs at an ever decreasing rate. An empirical relationship was
developed which showed that the decrease in emergent flux is proportional
to the square of the flux emerging from the window times a constant made up
of the absorption coefficient of the film constituent. The coefficient is
proportional to the fraction of the oil fragments produced in the gas that
strike the window and .condense to form a film_and the n_mb.er of oil
molecules per unit volume 3 their cross section per unit area_ and also the
path length through the gas.
In summary 3 the transmittance diminution is caused by the formation
of an attenuating film on the surface of the UV window. The film is formed as
a result of the fragmentizing of vacuum pump oil molecules by the ultraviolet.
The rate at which the window transmittance diminishes is a function of the
la_p intensity 3 the absorption coefficient of the film constituents_ and the
production rate of the film. It is evident that the calibration of the
- | , ,= , : "| .r " ;
3
Tailorj Chubb_ and Kreplim_ Journal of Optical Society of Amerlca_ Vol. 55_
L 196s.
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system must be made in an oil free environment, if long term stability is to
be obtained. However_ this effect can be counteracted by exposing the ref-
erence cell to the same atmosphere seen by the analytical sample cell and
ratioing out the common formation of the interference film. The total energy
absorbed by this film is quite small and well within the region of the AGC
operation. It is suggested that a slight modification to the sample cell be
made to allow this provision to be added. In the design of the present cell_
the reference path does not see the sample gas and_ hence_ remains constant.
If indeed a film does form, on the sample side_ then a change in the ratio will
result.
Tests on optical degradation by Heath and Sacher 4 investigated the
effects on the transmittance of CaF 2 and sapphire for UV use when subjected to
irradiation by high energy electrons. The result showed that CaFo exhibited a
marked degradation in the transmittance in the 1725_ region compared to that ob-
tained at 1470A. Sapphire_ on the other hand, exhibited no observable change in
transmission over this wavelength region. It is unfortunate that the sample
cells we assembled do contain windows of CaF 2 on the photomultiplier side of the
cells.
2. Magnetic Field Effects
During the development testing of the first two sensors, it was
determined that in the present design the PO 2 channel output is susceptible to
the movement in the earth's magnetic field.
When the effect of the earth's field became apparent_ the manufac-
turer of the photomultiplier (EMR, Princeton, New Jersey) was contacted.
The available data on EMR photomultiplier tubes with venetian blind
construction indicates that a magnetic field of 4 Gauss produces a maximum change
in output of 5 percent. It was assumed_ but not specifically stated, that this
applied at a nominal current gain of 106 Since the earth's magnetic field is
about 0.18 Gauss, it should result in a maximum output variation of about 0.2
percent.
The problem has apparently occurred in our design due to the high
energy available from the monochromator and the resultant reduced current gain
(103 at 1050 v) at which we are operating the photomultipliers.
Magnetic shielding should be provided on all units to reduce to at-
titude sensitivity. This can be accomplished by special formed magnetic shields,
or shielding can be accomplished by wrapping the tube with Netic-Conetic foil
available from Perfection Mica Company, Magnetic Shield Division_ Chicago_
Illinois. The Conetlc material is AA foil (0.004 inch thick) wrapped to 0.015
inch thickness. This shields against 10w intensity magnetic field (0 to 2
Gauss). The Netic material is S3-6 foil (0.004 inch thick) wrapped to 0.025
inch thickness. This shields against fields from 2 to 4 Gauss.
A magnetic shield was installed on unit S/N 03 but its effect was
untested.
4E.E. Heath_ P.A. Sacher t Applied Optlcs_ 5j 943 (June 1966).
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3. Ambient Pressure Chan_es
After the seals were made on the hermetic cover flanges, a test
was performed to determine the susceptibility of the PO 2 channel to internal
positive pressures of up to 5 psi above ambient. The effect is an output change
of 4 percent per psi. This should be less than 0.i percent per psi for accept-
able design. The cause of the error is the deflection of the housing base which
causes a resultant defocusing and translational motion of the UV sample cell.
An analysis follows which first establishes the measurement error in
terms of the exit energy spectral content and then investigates several mechan-
isms which can contribute to changes in the spectral output.
a. Alignment Consideration in UV Section of Two Gas Sensor
The initial consideration is the development of the measure of the
error which can be experienced in the oxygen channel as a function of changes
in the spectral output.
A sketch of the two gas sensor monochromator is shown in figure 70.
It consists of a UV source, a reflector, a grating, and an exit sllt. The func-
tion of the monochromator is to generate radiation at 1470A for the oxygen channel
and at 1750_ for the water vapor channel.
The following analysis investigates some of the considerations re-
lating to alignment of the optical elements in the monochromator.
where
(I) Measurement of Susceptibility to Errors Due to
a Shift in Average Wavelength
O
Assuming a monochromatic radiation at 1470A, the transmission through
an absorbing medium is given by:
e-_CxZ = Z° (1)
I = intensity of transmitted radiation
I = initial intensity
o o
= absorption coefficient at 1470A
C = concentration of absorbing medium (oxygen)
x = path length
26.5
Reflector
Optical Assembly
0
Source-Slit
As semb ly
Source
/Grating
Figure 70° Two Gas Sensor Monochromator
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hence
The ratio from which the oxygen concentration is computed is:
KI
O
R =
o I e-_cX
o
R = K e_CXR
O
It is evident from Eq. (3) that what is actually being measured
is the product _C_. Assuming the path length x is constant and known I but
the absorption coefficient is changing because of a change in wavelength, the
resulting error in C (which will keep R constant) is given by:
t2_
(3)
(13+A13)(C+AC)- 13C-.o (4)
where
= change in
AC = resulting error in C
From Eq. (4)
_c = _ _ (5)
c
where _/_ is the normalized error in _ and _C/C is the normalized measurement
error. The percentage error per unit wavelength is obtained by dividing Eqo (5)
by _k and multiplying by I00. Hence
where
E = - _ I00 (6)
o
E = n_cmalized measurement error (%/_)
O
An
_--== slope of absorption curve
Ak
Since the slope of the absorption curve is changing rapldl_ the value of Eo
will vary conslderably depending upon where the slope is evaluated. Using
the plots of relative absorption in figure 11, page 29 of the Two Gas Sensor
Design Study Report (P.E. Report No. 8287), the slope at and around 1470_
was evaluated and is tabulated belowl
1440 353 -30 3 -0.I +0.03
1470 350 0 0
1500 320 +30 -30 -i.0 +0.3
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o The tabulated values show that at the oxygen analytical wavelength
of 1470A, an error of approximately 0.1%/A will be experienced. For a 1 per-
cent error, _he average spectral cor_tent at ....Lit= exit .... LLLU_...... t _-- --+-" ........u_ LLLd J. LL L d.J- LLt:_U
to within 10A.
Using the same approach for the water vapor channel_it can be shown
that the ratio from which water vapor is determined is proportional to the quo-
tient of the transmission at 1470A through a relatively short absorption path to
the transmission at a nominal wavelength at 1750A through a relatively long ab-
sorption path. The equation for R is
W
-61COX I
K I e
R = (7)
w -62CoX 2 -63CwX 2
e e
where
61 = absorption coefficient of oxygen at 1470A
62 = absorption coefficient of oxygen at 1750A
o
63 = absorption coefficient of water vapor at 1750A
C = concentration of oxygen
O
C = concentration of water vapor
W
x I = absorption path length of oxygen channel
x 2 = absorption path length of water channel
The path lengths are selected so that nominally
61 x I = 62 x2 (8)
and 63CwX 2
Rw = KI e (9)
Assuming an error in wavelength of the radiation through the water channel, the
ratio will be
A62CoX 2 (63+A_3)CwX 2
R'w = Kle e (i0)
The, error _winC is obtained by computing the change (ACw) in CwR = R . Hence
W W
A62CoX 2 (63+A63) (Cw+_Cw)X2 63CwX 2
e e -e = 0
and
which will make
(II)
A62CoX 2 + (63+A63)(Cw+&Cw)X 2 - 63CwX 2 = 0 (12)
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from Eq. (12)
and
C
o
AC__w _ A_3 + _WW A_2
c _w 3
(13)
AI32 Co A_ 2
E = [ A--_ + _'_'-] (14)
w ....
(2) Conclusion
It is seen from Eq. (14) that the error in the water vapor channel
is a function of oxygen concentration. Using the absorption curves of oxygen
and water vapor from figure ii_ of P.E. Report No. 8287_ the percentage error
is tabulated below for two situations.
The first case corresponds to 30 mm/Hg vapor pressure with no oxygen
present_ while the second case has the same vapor pressure but 280 mm/Hg partial
pressure of oxygen.
C A_3 A_2
Mixture __o >_(_) __
Cw _ A--f- _3 (cm-l) Ew ( $A )
C
o
{Co
C
w
= 0 0 1750 -0.87 0.17 59 1.5
= 280 mm Hg 9.3 1750 -0.87 0.17 59 4.2
= 30 mmHg
1750A.
The slopes in the above table are average values between 1720A and
This means that the output error is significantly greater in the
water vapor channel for changes in the spectral content of the exit energy. As
a result of this increased sensitivity_ the stability of the average wavelength
must be 1.0_ or less.
b. Defocus Effects
A sketch of the monochromator is shown in figure 70. Nominally the
object plane_ containing the entrance slit_ is located at a distance from the
reflector equal to the focal length so that the radiation incident on the grating
is collimated. Similarly_ the first order spectrum at any wavelength is also col-
limated and is focused at a distance from the reflector equal to the focal length.
If the system is defocused by rotating the source-slit assembly through
an angle y as shown in figure 70_ the radiation incident on the grating will no
longer be collimated. This causes the focal plane to be shifted away from the re-
flector. Furthermore_ by reference to figure 7_ it may be seen that the exit slit
is shifted toward the reflector. Both effects are additive and cause the exit slit
to be out of the focal plane. This causes a change in both the intensity and spec-
tral distribution of the radiation passing through the exit slit. The following
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analysis presents a qualitative description of the effect by computing the size
of the blurred image of the entrance slit in the plane of the exit slit. This
is done for a wavelength equal to 1470_ and an angle y equal to 0.2 degree which
is the estimated order of magnitude of y that could result £rom a differential
pressure of 5 psi between interior and exterior of the optical compartment.
A_ equivalent thin len_ system is shown in figure 71. It is intro-
duced solely for the purpose of making it easier to trace the rays in the system.
The parameters in figure 71 are defined as follows.
h = height of entrance slit
n = angle of incidence of central ray on grating
@ = angle of reflection of first order spectrum
h'= image of h
d = spacing of grating
The direction of the first order spectrum is that for which the op-
tlcal path difference between adjacent reflections is one wavelength and by ref-
erence to figure 71 is related to n, d, and k by the following equation.
d sin O d sin n = k (15)
The change in angle of incidence (An) corresponding to light coming from the top
of the entrance slit h is given by
h
An = "_ (16)
where
An = change in angle of incidence
f = focal length
Hence AO is given by
since
d sin (@+A0) - d sin (q+An) = k
k
(sin_ cosA0 + sin_ cos0)-(slr_ cosAn + sln_n cosn) =
cosA0 _ cosAn _ i
sin_0 = A0
sin&n : Aa
(17)
(18)
(19)
k
ain 0 + AO cos0 - sin C_ - _ cos n = -_
Q
(20)
AO = An cos..__.._a
cos 0 (21)
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"rmage Plane at
Focal Plane c_
I _-__
r
z.
dsln@ - dslra = _,
Figure 71. Location of First Order Spectrum
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The image (h') of h is therefore given by
h' = fA8
h' = fA_ cos__.__
COSe
(22)
(23)
h ' = h cos___
COSe
(26)
The parameters of the system are:
d = 1/2880mm
h = 0.5ram
= 15 °
Substituting k = 1470_ and the above values of _ and d into Eq. (15) and
solving for @ yields
e = 43 °
Hence the magnificati,=n is given by
cOS_
m = - 1032
COS_
(25)
If the system is defocused a small amount As the image plane will
be shifted an amount As'. In the absence of the grating 3 As' would be equal
to As. The effect of the grating is to magnify the shift by m. Hence for
small As
As' = 1.32 As (26)
By reference to figure 70
As = yd I
t = 0.120 inch
E : i0 x IG6psi (aluminum)
(27)
Based upon the above numbers, the value of Ym is
Ym = 0.0181 inch
and the oxder of magnitude at y is given by
0.0181
0.2 degree7- 4.5
(29)
(30)
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Using the above value of Y and
dI = 2 inch
= ! inch
-2
f/_=3
h = 0.020 inch
The magnitude of As from Eq. (29) is
Hence
and
As = 0.0068
0.0068
= = 0.34
h 0.020
7d2 0.0034
h' - 1.32(0.020)
= 0.129
(31)
(32)
(33)
The effect of relative rotation of source-sllt assembly with
respect tO the optical assembly on the geometry at the exit slit is
shown drawn to scale in figure 72. By scaling from figure 72p the
expansion in the size of the image in the shifted exit pla._ at A = 1470_
is approximately
_A
-- = 32%
A
_daallythe..radletlon;:tbrbUghOthe exit sllt ahouEd.be monochromatic
aC the::non_na_ analyti_a_ wavt1_sth. Fo_ thb aas_gnkd v&lUesbf the parameters,
the masn_ttdle'of:the no_Lnal:wavelsfl$_h f811s by abo_t 32_pe_ceUt. _his is not
a serious c_nsldelatlo_ because-of the high enerBiea ava_lahLe.i Howe_&r , at the
lame .ti_, IdiOt wave_e_ths :a_a_:s_ared at':tbe exlt.8_£e:pla_;.allowing some
radiation at adjacent wavelengths to pass through the exit slits. This is the
most significant effect_ in that it changes the average absorption coefficient
and contributes to a measurement error. In summary, the defocusing effect
causes a broadening of the spectral distribution which can contribute to the
measurement error.
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£/3 Bundle
Plane of
Exit Slit
_ Original Focal
Plane
7 / Image of
EntranceSllt (h')
/
/ 0.34h'
0.129h'
Figure 72.
Effect of Rotation In Geometry at Exit Slit
..c.. Translational Motion of t_ Sample Ceil
If the source-slit assembly is t_anslated in a direction normal
to the optical axis and the axis of the cylindrical reflector 3 the image of
the entrance slit at any wavelength and the exit slit will travel in opposite
directions relative to each other. Hence, the average wavelength through the
slit will change. The magnitude of the change in k may be computed by per-
turbing Eq. (15) and thereby computing the increment in k due to incKements
in a and 8. Hence from Eq. (15)
d sin(8+AS) - d sin(a+AC_) = k + A_. (34)
Expanding Eq. (34) by means of the identity
sin(A+B) = sinAcosB + sinBcosA (35)
and making small angle approximation for 48 and _ yields
Ak = 48 d cos8 - A_d cosa (36)
If now the source-slit assembly is translated an amount Ay then, by reference
to figure 71,
AC_ = - _ (37)
f
,_e = + _z (38)
f
Substituting the above into Eq. (36) yields
Ai= _ (cose + cosa)
_z f
(39)
Substituting the values for d, f, 8, and c_ into Eq. (39) yields
@
AK = 1.99 A/rail (40)
AY
If _y were equal to the deflection of the case under a 5-psi pres-
sure differential (see Eq. (29)) I the shift in the center wavelength at the
exit sllt would be approximately
O
Ak = 34A (41)
This shift in center wavelength may be conu_ared ,.::.ththe tabulated error for the
oxygen channel to show approximately a 3.4 percent error due to the translational
motion. With the water vapor channe!_ th:. _:_a_:e _n wavelength should be con-
trolled to better than one A so tht_t the :_'::q,_._._<v_,_e of Ay should be less
than 0.0005 inch for 7.0 psi dlffere_.L_'
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•d. Sensitivity to Gratfng Rotation
By reference to (A), figure 73_ the relation between angle of
incidence_ direction of exit slit, and wavelength is given by
d sin8 - d sin _ = k (42)
where
= angle of incidence with respect to grating normal
8 = direction of first order spectrum with respect to
normal
k = wavelength
If the direction of incident radiation and position of exit slit remain fixed
while the grating is rotated, the increment in k for a rotation 6 is given
by (see (B), figure 73)
d sin(8-6) - d sin(_-6) = k+_k (43)
where
6 = rotation angle of grating
Ak = increment in wavelength through exit pupil
Solving Eq. (43) for _k/6, using small angle approximations for 6, yields:
Ak = d [cos_ - cos@J (44)
Equation (44) is shown plotted as a function of angle of incidence in figure 74.
The value of g in Eq. (44) is given by Eq. (42) as a function of _ and k.
• From the curve of figure 74s it can be seen that the sensitivity to
grating rotation is approximately 12_/dezree. Again, using the tabulated value
o , . [
of 10A for the oxygen wavelength changQ, the rotation angle stability should be
better the6 0.9 degree for a I percept measurement.error. The water'vapor-chan-
nel, which is more susceptible to the wavelength change, requires a rotation
stability of 5 arc-mlnutes.
_. Water V_po= Channel •
The_ perfowman_e of _he;wa_er vapor channel remains untested due
primarily todifflculty encountered in establishing a proper test fixture. The
initial test system shown in figure 52 became saturated and did not provide re-
producible vapor samples. .-
5. Hermetic Sealing .
-8
The gas lines have been tested to I0 std cc/sec helium leakage rates.
The hermetic cover has been partially sealed but still exhibits leaks around the
electrical _eedlthrus.. During the sealing process, the hermetic covers did with-
stand a one atmosphere differential p_Ssure with internal vacuum. The covers
have been tested to 20 psia positive internal pressure.
si_
_I//// dsin8
Reference Direc L_.o_:_
(A) d sin @ - d sin _ = k
6
/
(B) d ,in(8-_) d sln(c_-6) ,= k + Ak
Figure 73. Grating Geometry
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SECTION VI
¥.T/-*RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE .vRK
Phase I of the program established the feasibility of a recommended
design approach for a photometric sensor. Phase lla established a base-line
design and Phase lib implemented the design in the fabrication and test of four
units. Many of the detail difficulties experienced with the Phase lla design
were solved during the fabrication phase. Additional difficulties with the de-
sign still exist and require additional work to implement their solution. The
design limitations appear to be well defined and their solution is straight-
forward. The proposed solutions, which can be accomplished by reworking the
existing hardware_ consist primarily of changes to the mechanical mounts.
The work required may be summarized as follows:
a, Remount the UV sample cell, chopper, and monochrom-
ator on a single structure, which is independent of
deflections of the base housing or hermetic cover.
This change is necessary because the present config-
uration is subject to pressure induced deflections of
the base housing as discussed in Section V.
b. Magnetically shield the photomultiplier detector in
the UV channel.
C, Increase the f/no. of the UV monochromator to de-
crease cross-talk between channels and allow a
higher voltage on the PM tube. This change is
accomplished by a smaller aperture in front of the
UV source.
d,
e,
Separate the UV sample cell to permit the sample
gas to enter the reference beam. This is shown in
figure 75.
Magnetically bias the discharge arc in the UV source
to stabilize its position. Some additional attention
may be necessary to determine the exact course for,
and the required changes to correct_ the bistable
operation of the UV lamp.
f. Complete the seal of the hermetic cover.
There are no major recommendations for specific changes in the
circuit design as presently implemented. The circuits meet the requirements
of the system and perform satisfactorily. The unit has not been subjected
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Figure 75. I_ Sample Cell Configuration
to an EMI Qualification Test and therefore remains untried in this area°
Package redesign considerations could be made but are considered of second-
order importance to the program.
The CO 2 llnearization is not completely adequate if a strict
linear output is required. Instead of the logarithmic compensation that is
provided; we feel that selection of a diode break point function generatorj
having a 5 or 6 point compensation with adjustable slopes 3 would provide
sufficient linear output for any application. This electronic system
compensation would require approximately 2 cubic-lnches of volume for an
additional 30 components..There also could be a modification to the CO 2
Sensor channel to incorporate a gain variation as a function of pressure
by using the pressure transducer input. This would allow the CO 2 output
to be independent of total pressure.
The high voltage range for the photomultiplier has a control
range of 500 to 1600 volts with no changes in the present desigm. The tube
is now operating at between 1050 volts and 1150 volts° This voltage should
be increased to 1500 volts for better performance of the photomultiplier.
It could be extended to 2500 volts with minor modifications of the high
voltage supply.
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APPENDIX A
ERROR ANALYSIS OF NITROGEN DETERMINATION
SPECIFICALLY INCLUDING EFFECT OF CONSTANT
CARBON DIOXIDE AND WATER VAPOR LEVELS AND
TOTAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER ACCURACY.
A-I
Define:
System Nominal Partial
Pressure Values (millimeters of Mercury)
_0 = 14.0
CO 2 = 3.8
02 = 181.0
N2 = 163.2
P total = 362.0
CN = Percent (%) error in _0 pressure determination
¢C = Percent (%) error in CO 2 pressure determination
co = Percent (%) error in O2 pressure determination
CN = Percent (%) error in N2 pressure determination
CT = Percent (%) error in Total pressure determination
Dalton's Law of partial pressures states that the total pressure
of a gas mixture is the sum of the partial pressures of the constituents
at the same temperature as the mixture. In equation form:
PT = PH + PC + PO + PN
solving for the nitrogen partial pressure PN
PN = PT - PO - (PH + PC )
Error in PN [ " POt + POt )](calculated) PT¢ - (PH¢
eN = _ error in PN = PN Nominal x i00 = 163.2
x i00
A-2
PTe POe
CN = 1 .2 163.2
PH¢+ PC_
X x lOO
PT _ 362.0 PO 181.0 {" PH 14362.0 J x 163.2 181.0 x 163.2 _ _ x 163.-----2
362.0 181.0 f 14
= eT x 163.2 ¢0 x 163.2 _. iH x 163.-----_
"I
PC 3.8 )J
+ 3-_ x 163.2
38 )x ¢C x 163.-----'_
x I00
¢N = 2.218 iT " 1.109 ¢0 - (.08578 ¢H + .02321 ¢C )
Since errors maybe positive or negative
IiNI =I 2.278 iT " I'I09 ¢O" ('08578 ¢H + .02321 ¢C) I
IiNI _ 12.218 iTI + ii.i09 ¢0[ + [.0859 ¢H] + 1.0233 ¢CJ
at worst
I iN = 2.218 iT + 1.109 sO + (.08578 iH + .02321 ¢C ) I
where only positive signs are taken for the % errors
basic
equation
i. Assume all four jases are moaltored with nominal errors e0 = 2%
¢C = 2_ and iT = i_. The nitrogen error is:
CH = 57.
iN = 2.218 x 1 + 1.109 x 2 + (.08 578 x 5 + .02321 x 2) = 4.911%
(using 4 sensors)
2. Using constant CO 2 and _0 values.
Under worst environmental condltlonsIP H may deviate from 27.1
to 2.2 mm.
A-3
27.1 - 2.2 24.9
14 Nominal - 14 - 178% change or _+ 89%
Likewise PC may deviate from 7.6 mm to nearly 0.0 mm
7.6 - 0.0
3.8 Nomlnar 200% change or + 100%
The nitrogen % error calculated for these worst conditions then is:
CN = 2.218 x 1 + 1.109 x 2 + (.0857 x 89 + .02321 x i00) = 14.39%
(using no CO 2 and H20 Sensors)
The nominal error using constant values for PC and PH are deter-
mined setting CH = ¢C = O.
¢N = 2.218 x 1 + 1.109 x 2 + (0 + 0) = 4.436%
3. Influence of total pressure transducer accuracy.
It is quite clear that the percentage error in the nitrogen
determination increases 2.218% for every 1% error in the transducer. Dif-
ferentiating the above basic equation with respect to the total pressure
error shows this directly.
_¢N
_ 2.218
Using constant values for PH20 and PCO23 the total pressure
transducer accuracy required to keep the nominal error at 5% is:
5 = 2.218 CT + 1.109 x 2 + (0 + 0)
2.218 cT = 2.782
CT = 1.255% or CT = 1-1/4%
A-4
nominal cN
If the total pressure transducer accuracy is not 1% but 1_1/4% the
error becomes:
¢N = 2.218 x 1 1/4 + 1.109 x 2 = 5.000% previously 4.911%
The maximum possible CN becoems:
¢N = 2.218 x 1 1/4 + 1.109 x 2 + (.08578 x 89 + .02321 x i00) = 14.95%
(Previously 14.39%)
Again, both these figures correspond to using no CO2 and _0
sensors. If all four gas sensors are employed
cN = 4.911 + 1/4 x 2.218 = 5.466%
(Previously 4.911%)
A summary chart of the above points follows. An additional
row has been inserted to glve a four sensor nominal value of 5.00%
NITROGEN LEVEL ACCURACY
Constant Values for Sensors for
CO 2 and H20
Nominal Value
, , i[i
4.44%
4.45%
i
15.o0%1
i I
Worst Envir-
onmental Value
14.39%
14.40%
14.95%
.CO2 - H20 - 02
Nominal
Worst Value
4.91%
5.47%
Pressure
Transducer
Accuracy
±1%
± I. OO4%
±I-1/4%
It iS clear from this chart-,thst to hold .the nominal nitrosen
error to 5%_a 1-1/4% transducer is tolerable when constant values of _O
and CO 2 are used. But m I_ cranaducer is needed if the three 8as sensor
technique is employed.
A-5
The advantage of the three sensor computation technique is that
the worst possible nitrogen error is 5% while that of the systemusing constant
values is 14.4_
Transducer Requirement Conclusion:
In either event, whichever computation technique is used_ the
transducer accuracy must be in the ±1% neighborhood as shown above.
A-6
